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We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on
a minor planet of a very average star. But
we can understand the Universe. That makes




WIRELESS Sensor Networks are monitoring infrastructures composed of sensing (measuring),computing, and communication devices used to observe, supervise and monitor environ-
mental phenomena. Energy Harvesting Wireless Sensor Networks (EH-WSN) have the additional
feature to save energy from the environment in order to ensure long life autonomy of the entire
network, without ideally the human intervention over long periods of time.
The present work is aimed to address some of the most significant limitations of the actual EH-
WSN, making a step forward the perpetual operation of EH-WSN. In this dissertation, design
methodology and management policies are proposed to improve EH-WSN in terms of application
performances, traffic congestion and energy efficiency. The study explicitly targets to energy-
efficient affordable ways to develop more reliable and trustworthy EH-WSN, capable to ensure
long life and desired performances. The presentation is organized into two macro sections, or
Parts: the first one is dedicated to design the main EH-WSN hardware and software parameters
that affect the energy efficiency of a sensor node, while in the second part three dynamic control
strategies are proposed to outperform the EH-WSN in terms of energy efficiency, traffic congestion
and application requirements. The topic of each Part is briefly outlined hereafter.
Preliminary, the problem of the static co-design of EH-WSN is addressed. Indeed, in Part I.
the design procedures of parameters related to both harvesting system and to data compression
techniques are proposed. In particular, in Chapter 2 an approach for hardware co-design of a
system to cope with supply autonomy and conversion efficiency is provided. In Chapter 3 a Co-
design procedure aimed to select the data compression algorithm and its related parameters in order
to improve WSN autonomy and signal reconstruction performance is studied.
In Part II., the EH-WSN structure is conceptually divided into three layers of abstraction (physical,
transport and application layer) and for each one a control strategy to enhance the WSN perfor-
mances is devised. Specifically, in Chapter 4 a model predictive strategy to cope with physical
layer limitations, such as energy storage management from harvesting source and battery degra-
dation is proposed. Differently, in Chapter 5 a distributed control algorithm at the transport layer
aimed to regulate data traffic subject to link capacity and power consumption constraints is pro-
posed. In Chapter 6 it is presented a control law at the application layer that takes into account
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the energy resource at each node and the desired level of data accuracy to regulate the network
throughput is proposed. Finally, conclusions are given.
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A wireless sensor network (WSN) [1, 2, 3] is an infrastructure composed of sensing (measur-ing), computing, and communication devices that is used to observe, supervise and react
to events and phenomena into the environment where it has been allocated. The environment can
be the physical world, a biological system, or an information technology (IT) framework. Sensor
devices, or wireless nodes (WSn) or also motes [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], send messages to a central unit, or
Fusion Center (FC). In this chapter, WSNs are presented in many of its aspects: starting from a
description of wireless sensor nodes’ properties, the WSN is analysed from the point of view of its
usage in many market sectors, such as industry, navy, health care diagnostic and medicine. Then,
the most relevant challenges in actual WSN technology are presented. It is underlined that cur-
rent technical limitations turn the WSN to be not completely considered trustworthy, although the
technology is almost mature, and the design of the network is the result of trade-offs of autonomy,
traffic and application performances. Conclusions and Thesis outline are then provided.
1.1. Wireless node
Today’s wireless sensors can be described as smart inexpensive devices with multiple on-board
sensing elements. They are typically used to retrieve information from environment and to com-
municate such local data to collecting (monitoring) stations that aggregate some or all of the infor-
mation. They are then typically characterized by on board sensors for data environment sensing
and by a wireless transceiver for communication purpose. Nevertheless, they are capable of local
micro-controller unit (MCU) and data storage memory for manage data communication flow and
sensed data. Typically deployed over remote and extended area in lack of a stable supply energy
from grid infrastructure (line feed), it is even more extensive the usage of stand-alone supply sys-
tems that extract energy directly from the environment by means of power controllers. Such supply
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systems which make use of alternative source of energy are typically named "Harvesting systems",
because of their capacity of collect energy and "harvest" it into an accumulation device.
In the following of the section, each component of sensor node will be described in details.
1.1.1. On-board micro-controller
Each sensor node is equipped with a MCU which acts as a local control center for collecting and
processing data, arbitrating its behaviour to manage network communication and traffic data. Typ-
ically, high clock frequency and low power consumption performances are required. Additionally,
embedded peripherals required are: analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) unit to sample analogue
voltage levels, serialized logic (UART, I2C) for communication with sensors and with the RF mod-
ule, internal memory for quick data consultation, pulse width modulation (PWM) for driving logic
purpose. With the current technology, MCU can operate in the range of frequencies from 31 kHz
to 125 MHz. The energy required for computation is function of the operative frequency. For
low power and low computational overhead, 31 kHz can be considered. In other cases, higher
frequency values may be set accordingly to the required performance.
1.1.2. On-board sensors
A sensor is an electronic device that converts a physical quantity into an electrical signal. Sensor
nodes are equipped with one or more sensors and with on-board signal processing capabilities for
extraction and manipulation of physical environment information. Sensors can be used to study and
monitor a variety of phenomena and environments. Perhaps the more logical way to classify on-
board sensors is with regards to the physical signal they are able to measure from the environment.
The most common categories include:
1) Meteorological Sensors. In this class of sensors, temperature and humidity sensors and light
sensors fall. A temperature sensor bases the temperature estimation on a change in a physi-
cal parameter (voltage drop of a diode junction) that corresponds indirectly to a temperature
change. Similarly is the way a light sensor estimates the incident light intensity. Most
common humidity sensors are in counterpart based on capacitive, resistive, or thermal con-
ductivity measurement techniques because of the huge number of ways it is measured into:
absolute humidity measurements (ratio of water vapour to the volume of substance), rela-
tive measurements (compared to the saturated moisture level) or dew point measurements
(temperature and pressure at which the observed gas starts to turn into liquid).
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2) Inertial sensors. With the technological improvement in the field of silicon integration, in-
ertial sensors are rapidly becoming ubiquitous with their adoption into many types of con-
sumer electronics products, including smart phones, tablets, sensor network, robotics. Based
on Micro Electro-Mechanical (MEMs) technology, their adoption in the fields of low power
sensors has been promoted by the steep reduction in cost, space occupation and energy ex-
penditure. Typically this class of sensors is able to measure: pressure, velocity, vibration
and acceleration from essentially the measure of micro-scaled variations of integrated ca-
pacitances.
3) Chemical sensors. This class of sensors detect the presence or concentration of particle
chemical elements or compounds in a given sample. A chemical sensor usually consists of a
chemically sensitive film or a membrane and a transducer. A chemical process occurring in
or on a chemically sensitive film or membrane causes a signal to be generated at the trans-
ducer. Examples of mechanisms commonly employed include host-guest binding, catalytic
reactions or a red-ox process. Chemical sensors have a vast variety of applications ranging
form medical diagnostics and nutritional sciences through security to automotive industry.
1.1.3. Transceiver Module
In the past years, communication among nodes have been based on vendor’s proprietary tech-
nology out of standard. Communication was only possible among nodes of the same type and
the home development of WSn platform was difficult or impossible to be done. WSns typically
transmit small volumes of simple data (e.g., threshold-based alarms). In the early 2000s, standard-
ization of wireless communication was established. Initially, the IEEE Wi-Fi standard 802.11b for
sensors where used for node communication. However, this standard results to be too complex
and allocates more bandwidth than is actually needed for typical sensors. In a second instance,
Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) technology was taken into consideration, but it was too energy ex-
pensive and therefore not suitable for low power consumption devices. The emerging constraint
requirements on WSN technology has opened the door for a new standard (the IEEE 802.15.4)
along with the ZigBee (more specifically, ZigBee is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 and comprises
additional software layers to obtain an user friendly wireless device). IEEE 802.15.4 operates in
the 2.4 GHz radio band and supports data transmission at rates up to 250 kbps at ranges from 30 to
200 ft. With the emergence of the ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 standard, systems are expected to transi-
tion to standards-based approaches, allowing not homogeneous sensors to transfer data through a
standardized ways. ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 is targeted at commercial point-to-point sensing appli-
cations where low power and low cost are required for the implementation [9].
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1.2. Harvesting system
With technological progress, wireless sensors are becoming even more compact in size and re-
duced in weight. They can be considered as portable devices at all, and consequently it is even
more frequent the use of batteries to supply this technology. The use of battery, however, puts
a significant limitation to the reliability of motes. Limited lifetime is a key bottleneck for most
battery equipped devices. Studies on low power strategies try to maximize the battery lifetime
and therefore to minimize the rate of battery replacement. Harvesting technology has been widely
recognized as a promising approach to ensure the sustainability of the network, extending sen-
sors’ lifetime. WSN supplied with an Energy Harvesting system is in literature usually indicated
with the acronym of EH-WSN. Typical harvesting transducers adopted for portable electronics are:
small size solar panels, thermoelectric, vibrational cells and RF energy harvesting antenna. Har-
vesting transducers are characterized by random energy availability. This causes a huge difference
in energy accumulation and supply electronics than grid connected devices. Moreover, electronic
systems for energy harvesting differ one to another in relation with the specific renewable source
adopted. A brief overview of harvesting controllers and their operative principles will be treated
in the following of this section. Aside from their specific implementation, harvesting controllers
are characterized by one synthetic parameter that is the efficiency of conversion. It represents the
ability of the harvesting system to collect the environmental energy, convert and store it into local
accumulation device, e.g. battery.
1.2.1. Harvesting controllers overview
In what follows, a brief introduction of harvesting controllers is provided. They will be classified
on the basis of the harvesting generator typology (solar, vibration, thermoelectric, radio-frequency)
they are designed to deal with. A reach discussion of the above controllers is behind the scope of
this chapter. For additional information about principles of operations and manufacturing process,
the reader is referred to the numerous literature on this topic (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13]).
1.2.1.1. Solar harvesting controllers
The interaction of photons and semiconductor materials composing a solar cell causes the genera-
tion of a current of electrons through a phenomenon that is address with the name of photovoltaic
effect. A solar cell can be modelled as an unideal current generator, characterized by a non linear
dependence between voltage drop and current generated. Solar cell provides the maximum power
if it works at a specific polarization point, that for convention is named with Maximum Power Point
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(MPP). Therefore, a fundamental behaviour for harvesting controller is to maintain the polariza-
tion point in the nearby of MPP. Additionally, since the maximum generated power depends on
the solar light intensity, the MPP varies with light intensity. Clearly, a solar harvesting controller
tracks the MPP over time, as function of light conditions.
1.2.1.2. Vibrational harvesting controllers
Many sources of vibrations can be recognized ranging from human motion machines industrial.
Crowd walking on the street, motor rotation, noise pollution are all examples of energy convertible
into electricity. Harvesting cells that convert vibrations into electricity base their working principle
on the piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectricity is the interaction between the mechanical and the
electrical state in certain crystalline materials. It is a reversible process in that materials generates
a certain amount of charge as consequence of an applied mechanical force. Also in this case,
there exists a polarization point where the maximum power conversion is achieved, and then a
harvesting controller may track and polarize the source at its MPP. Unfortunately, since crystals
produce the maximum power transfer at their resonance frequency, the crystal must be specifically
chosen in relation with the vibration frequency of the source, in order to achieve the maximum
power transfer.
1.2.1.3. Thermoelectric harvesting controllers
Gradients of temperature between two faces of a material can be converted in electrical power
by means of the so called Seebeck effect: a junction of two different types of wire at different
temperatures lead to a voltage drop across the wires. Since thermocouples are based on metals,
they are able to withstand high differences of temperature, then high power can be generated by
thermocouples. Many heat sources can be found in nature (sun heat, geysers, etc.) as well as in
man-made machinery (pumps and motors, steam pipes, etc.). These represent an immense source
of convertible energy.
1.2.1.4. RF antenna harvesting controllers
The recovery of energy from electromagnetic radiation devices through radio waves is nowadays
presented as a viable power source. This statement is based on the fact that the amount of transmit-
ted and received signals, and the powers in play in the spectrum of Radio frequency is dramatically
increased. The power required by the loads currently is of the order of milliwatts or micro watts.
There are many signals of different frequencies in the environment that can be recovered and, also
if these signals carry a small amount of power, the possibility to harvest from RF has been stud-
ied. The spectra available in different sectors have different characteristics that depend on many
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Lead acid NiMH Li-ion Ultracapacitor
Nominal voltage 2V 1.2V 3.3V-3.6V 2.3V-2.5V-2.7V
Specific energy 30-45 Wh/kg 30-80 Wh/kg 90-220 Wh/kg 10-20 Wh/kg
Specific power 180 W/kg 250-1000 W/kg 600-3400 W/kg 10 kW/kg
Cycle life 500-800 500-1000 1000-8000 >10k
Relative costs Low Moderate High Highest
Table 1.1.: Performance comparison on different accumulation device technologies.
environmental variables. For example the efficiency of the power transfer depends on the distance
between RF energy source and receiver, the antennas’ mutual coupling, presence of moisture in
the air. Nevertheless the advantage in recharge batteries through RF power has a main impor-
tance especially in such fields where human intervention is dangerous or invasive for the life, as in
medicine surgery.
1.2.2. Overview on energy accumulation devices
Many of today’s WSNs rely on energy accumulation device as the primary supply source. Both
batteries and ultracapacitors can be used to supply WSNs. Mature is technology of rechargeable
batteries. Their recharging property is based on the chemical reduction-oxidation reaction. More
recent is the technology behind ultracapacitors. Two different chemical technologies are inte-
grated: electrostatic double-layer capacitance and electrochemical pseudo-capacitance. The first
one uses carbon electrodes or derivatives to achieve separation of charge. Like capacitors, ultraca-
pacitors store energy in an electric field, which is created between two oppositely charged particles
when they are separated. On the other hand, electrochemical pseudo-capacitors use metal oxide
or conducting polymer electrodes with elevated porosity to obtain charge-transfer with redox reac-
tions. Like ordinary batteries, Ultracapacitors accumulate energy in terms of potential energy by
the separation among positive and negative ions. In Table 1.1 a comparison of both devices bat-
teries and ultracapacitors has been reported. As can be seen, Ultracapacitors have lower specific
energy, higher specific power, very higher cycle life, and highest cost than LI-Ion batteries. The
complementary performances of the two devices has encouraged in WSn the adoption of hybrid
supply systems. The optimal management of accumulation devices in an hybrid supply system is
nowadays an open challenge.
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sensor / actuator 
node
fusion center
Figure 1.1.: Generic WSN network structure.
1.3. Applications
Wireless Sensors have a variety of purposes, functions, and capabilities. Traditionally, sensor net-
works have been used in the context of high-end applications working in hazardous areas, such as
radioactive areas, war field. They have been adopted in these areas as radiation detection systems,
over-the-horizon weapon sensors for navy. They have been also adopted in biomedical applica-
tions, habitat sensing, and seismic monitoring.
Besides, emerging technologies (high scale integration on silicon, MEMs, etc.) more recently has
led to a decrease in the size, weight and cost of sensors and sensor arrays by orders of magnitude,
and this implies a reduction in budget cost and maintenance. Large number of sensors may be inte-
grated into systems to improve performance and sensors’ versatility. As a result, WSNs composed
of sensor and micro-sensors can deal with sensing and controlling functionalities in commercial
applications [14]. Due to the vast and non-homogeneous gamma of applications that WSN are
used in, there is a not unique way to classify WSN. First classification that is provided refers to the
network structure. With reference to Fig. 1.1 we distinguishes:
1. Centralized WSN: WSN is characterized by a central unit, or Fusion Centre (FC), which
is demanded to the coordination of the network. Sensors are considered as network end-
points and repeaters, having tasks of data sampling and/or actuators. FC gathers information
from the sensors, analyses such data, takes decisions and eventually gives instruction to
end-points.
2. Distributed WSN: In this case, FC only observes the WSN from a remote terminal. Elab-
oration and coordination tasks are performed by sensors that have the ability to exchange
information and to take collaboratively agreement on their actions.
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Another classification of WSN is based on the kind of information nodes are used to exchange.
The following categories are distinguished:
1. Monitoring WSN: Constant stream of data is transferred in this case. Exchanged data are
sensed from the monitored field. Periodically reporting measured values can be taken with
the help of sensors. In this case, WSN can be used for example to monitor a physical value
(like room temperature). The stream rate is application dependent and is typically triggered
by application or driven by the end user.
2. Event Triggered WSN: One message is sent when occurs a specified event. Typically,
the collaboration of nearby sensors is essential to exclude an occasional local false alarm
(actually the event is not occurred) or to confirm the emergency (the event has been detected
also by the nearby nodes). In last case detected alarms should be report to the sink.
WSN are successfully used for many different purposes, some of that are reported hereafter.
1. Military applications: The development of WSNs was inspired by military applications,
notably surveillance in conflict zones. Nowadays, sensors are essential for cruise control
of missiles, aerial vehicles and drones. Some recent sensor networks projects such as the
ZebraNet project [15] have used mobile sensor nodes with sensors mounted on soldiers or
aerial vehicles to interact with spatially deployed sensor network.
2. Medical applications: WSN technology applications have being widely explored in number
of hospitals and medical centers. It includes pre-hospital and in-hospital emergency care,
disaster response, and stroke patient rehabilitation. By allowing important health parameters
to be constantly collected and integrated automatically into the patient care records and used
for real-time and long-term observation, it is possible to improve the monitoring of patient
parameters and react on time to health complications. WSNs also permit collection of long-
term medical information which populates databases of clinical data.
3. Home Control applications: Applications of WSN in home automation provide control
and safety by facilitating flexible management of common services (lighting, heating, and
cooling systems) in a smart way which minimizes the human intervention. High detailed
electric, water, and gas monitoring can improve resources efficiency, reduce costs and plant
maintenance.
4. Smart cities and Traffic control: Even more used in everyday speech is the term of ’smart
cities’. It refers to cities or part of them (roads, offices, etc.) capable of an high level of
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automation. In the middle of such technological revolution is the adoption of Wireless Sen-
sor Networks to monitor and optimize cities’ wastes and traffic congestion. The information
about density, speed of vehicles on the road, pollutant concentration, surveillance and so on,
are mansions that can be successfully performed by WSN.
5. Agricultural applications: Wireless sensor networks can be deployed in large farm areas.
A typical agriculture application is the so called precision agriculture. In this case, the area
is taken in terms of resource distribution and change in the climate, weeds and pests are
taken as its response. On the basis of these results farmers decide which kind of pesticides,
fertilizers and water resources must be used for the farm. Actually, types of soil, nutrient
content, and other important factors vary widely from place to place. The final result of this
management is to enhance the final productivity. Also for applications like this, WSN are
going to be used in large scale.
1.4. Issues in WSN
Being WSNs deployed in potentially harsh, uncertain, and dynamic environments, they are envi-
sioned to operate in an autonomous and untethered fashion. This poses considerable challenges
ranging through signal processing, communication scheduling, routing control, network organiza-
tion, topology discovery and energy management. In the following of this section, a summary of
the most relevant issues characterizing modern WSN is discussed.
1.4.1. Energy
A current challenge is to develop low-power communication with low-cost processing and self-
organizing connectivity/protocols; another critical challenge is the need for extended temporal
operation of the sensing node despite a (typically) limited power supply and battery life. In par-
ticular, the architecture of the radio, including the use of low-power circuitry, must be properly
selected. Low power consumption is a key factor to cope with long operating horizons for such
battery supplied systems. Additionally, accumulation devices must operatively work and at the
same time preserve its life degradation. In more details these two aspects are considered hereafter.
Energy-Efficient operations In lack of battery replacement or supply grid connection, sen-
sor node may operate in an energy-efficient way. Sensor node performs many operations, such as:
detection of events, local data processing, and information communication. Power consumption
can therefore be allocated to three functional domains: sensing, communication, and data process-
ing. Power management and energy conservation are critical functions for sensor networks, and
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designers have to enable power-aware protocols and algorithms. Maximization of network reli-
ability and minimization of delays are desired performances for WSN, that are in trade-off with
power consumption of the network [16]. Hence, reliability, delay and power consumption coexist
in trade-off that the network designers need to consider during the definition of network policies
regarding the power management and the energy conservation.
Battery capacity preservation An additional way to increase the operating horizons of a
wireless node is to use energy accumulation system. Basically, from a renewable source, the energy
is accumulated into a battery for future on-demand utilization. There are several ways to store the
energy with advantages and disadvantages in terms of energy and power ratings, life degradation
issue and monetary cost. Obviously, different energy accumulation devices show different battery
life degradation behaviour ([17, 18]). In fact, rechargeable battery are characterized by degradation
phenomenon that leads to the reduction in battery capacity during time. In this respect, preserve
battery from capacity degradation can reduce maintaining costs and increases the autonomy. Many
strategies are studied in literature in order to cope with battery degradation. The most interesting
way is to use hybrid accumulation systems, using two or more accumulation devices ([19, 20]).
1.4.2. Wireless communication
In a WSN, sensor data must be sent to the FC which process them for monitoring and control
actions. Wireless communication is not perfect, since packets can be discarded or lost. The packet
loss is a well known phenomenon in telecommunication engineering. The propagation channel is
characterized by limited bandwidth, is time varying and is affected by noise. Such unideal factors
causes degradation of the wireless communication between a transmitter and its receiver. Conse-
quently, messages reach their destination in a certain amount of time. Sensor information however
must reach the sink within some deadline, because out-of-date messages are generally not useful
for monitoring applications. Moreover, delays of communication can also affect distributed control
applications [21, 22]. In practical world, delays exist and depend on many factors: a) one-to-one
link is not instantaneous, but is typically constrained by channel limitations; b) communication
between source and its destination can involve intermediate nodes that work as repeaters. In this
case, the overall delivery time is proportional to the number of hops.
1.4.3. Network Self-Organization
In many applications, WSN may be able to autonomously organize their communication paths by
themselves. This is because in the most general case, one WSN could be deployed in mass or
be injected in the sensor field individually (e.g., they can be deployed singularly by a human or
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a robot or by dropping them from an helicopter). Any time after deployment, topology changes
may occur. For example, change in position or additional sensor nodes can be deployed to replace
faulty nodes. Therefore, although some sensor nodes may fail, this should not affect the overall
operation of the sensor network. Although many protocols and algorithms have been proposed for
traditional wireless ad-hoc networks, they are not well suited to cover for the WSN applications as
whole [2].
1.4.4. Security
Since WSNs may operate in a hostile environment, security is crucial to ensure the integrity of
sensitive information. To do so, the network traffic in certain applications is encrypted. The con-
strained computation and communication capability of sensor nodes make conventional encryption
techniques unsuitable for WSN. More affordable and energetically efficient encryption techniques
(e.g. Compressive Sensing based algorithms) have been recently proposed in the literature and the
topic is under increasing consideration for researchers.
1.4.5. Node Unit Costs
Sensor networks typically are composed of a large set of sensor nodes. Clearly, monetary cost of
each sensor node has to be as low as possible to keep the overall WSN cost in acceptable ranges.
Besides to fixed costs, other variable costs may be taken into account. Nodes operate in hostile
areas and may be designed to be robust to time degradation. This in order to reduce the cost of
node replacement due to malfunctioning and battery ageing.
1.4.6. Space Constraints
Last, but not the least, is the space occupation of a sensor node. Even more applications (e.g. home
automation, wearable electronics) require sensor nodes to be small in size, as small as to fit into
a tight module on the order of tens of centimetres. This trend is supported by technological im-
provements in scale integration device trustworthy. However, even more integrated functionalities
are required, so that space constraints are one of the main issues in designing sensor nodes.
1.5. Challenges in WSN
The allocation of the above resources is not a trivial task, as it affects many performances of EH-
WSNs. In the following some trade-offs existing in EH-WSN:





Figure 1.2.: A simplified multi-layer stack for the EH-WSN.
1. Energy saving policies and battery life preservation techniques reduce the rate at which bat-
tery has to be replaced, thus reducing cost for WSN management. The usage of rechargeable
batteries with energy harvesting recharge systems can improve the node autonomy, but can
also increase cost and the space occupation of sensor node.
2. In lack of the energy resource, one can try to save energy by reducing communication activity
and sampling operations. This however reduces the throughput of the network.
3. In presence of packet loss, communication reliability can be improved by adopting data
retransmission. This policy may however reduce the network lifetime.
4. In presence of delay, one can try to reduce the communication distance between source and
destination by increasing the transmission radius. This increases the power consumption.
These examples, and many others, motivate to systematically study design and management pro-
cedures to guarantee over time energy efficient and reliable EH-WSNs. In this dissertation, the
following network performances are considered: node and network lifetime, battery State-Of-
Health (SOH), queue congestion and reconstruction error. Their definitions are briefly given in the
following.
Lifetime of a wireless node is the time needed for the battery to run out of energy. Therefore,
network lifetime will be referred to lifetime of the node in the network that faults earlier than the
others during time.
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Battery capacity is the maximum amount of energy that can be stored. The usage of a battery
degrades its capacity over time. SOH refers to the current battery capacity normalized to the initial
capacity of the battery.
In networked systems, queue congestion indicates a reduction in network communication perfor-
mance due to intensive packet traffic. Queue congestion is an unwanted condition since it causes
packet loss phenomena.
WSNs are distributed monitoring systems. Measurements acquired by nodes and gathered by the
FC are post-elaborated to extract the original profile of monitored signals. The error between the
recovered signal and the monitored one is generically referred with the name of reconstruction
error.
1.6. Thesis outline and contribution
The present work is aimed to overcome some of the most significant limitations of the actual
EH-WSN, making a step forward the perpetual working of EH-WSN. In this dissertation, design
methodology and management policies are proposed to improve an Energy Harvesting Wireless
Sensor Network performances in terms of congestion and energy efficiency. The study explicitly
targets to energy-efficient affordable ways to develop more reliable and trustworthy EH-WSN,
capable to ensure long life time and desired performances. The presentation is organized into
two macro areas, or Parts: the first one is dedicated to design the main EH-WSN hardware and
software parameters that impact the energy efficiency of a sensor node, while in the second part
three dynamic control strategies are proposed to improve the EH-WSN performances defined in
previous section. The topic of each Part is briefly outlined hereafter.
In Part I., two works are proposed.
∙ In Chapter 2, a comprehensive procedure oriented to the hardware co-design of EH-WSN
is provided. The procedure takes into account autonomy requirements and efficiency con-
straints and returns the set of main hardware components that fulfil given requirements. An
example of a co-design procedure is provided and implemented to show the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.
∙ In Chapter 3, many compression techniques, such as the Compressive Sensing, are analysed
to quantitatively exploit the existing trade-off between energy efficiency and reconstruction
error. From the inspection of the achieved results, one can statically choose the parameters
of a compression scheme to fulfil the desired constraints on node autonomy and accuracy
of compressed data. A software tool for the static co-design of data compression method is
therefore derived.
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The above design procedures are static and are implemented to plan a EH-WSN to cope with given
performance requirements.
In Part II. of this dissertation, dynamic strategies are proposed to manage the available energy and
network resources to cope with dynamic scenarios.
To this aim, three levels of abstraction are considered: the physical layer, the transport layer and
the application layer (Fig. 1.2). In this context, at the physical layer hardware devices dynami-
cally manages the energy harvested from the environment; at the transport layer control strategies
manage data traffic and avoid congestion; at the application layer control strategies guarantee the
quality of information that WSN delivers to the end users.
In the Part II. of this dissertation, three control strategies, one developed at each level of abstraction
(physical, transport and application) are proposed to improve EH-WSNs performances. Briefly,
details are summarized hereafter.
∙ In Chapter 4, performances of the physical layer are taken into consideration and in trade off
with the energy efficiency of the node. Hybrid supply systems composed of a battery and
an ultracapacitor, are proposed to ensure at the same time battery life preservation and pro-
longed supply autonomy. After having described the literature background about this topic,
a model predictive control framework based on a novel hybrid supply system configuration
is formulated and studied. Predictive controller maximizes the node autonomy and reduces
the battery degradation by taking into account the estimated energy harvested by the system.
∙ In Chapter 5 an optimal traffic control law is implemented in order to avoid queue congestion
and energy node fault. The control problem is formulated as a convex min problem and
a control law is designed by using the theory of primal-dual Lagrangian decomposition.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed control law, a WSN model is provided and the
distributed traffic protocol is implemented over a real EH-WSN.
∙ In Chapter 6, the reconstruction error is considered as application layer performance and is
controlled by a multi-layer controller which takes into account the energy node availability in
order to increase the network lifetime. With reference to Fig. 1.1, the controller is developed
over two layers: a global controller at the FC level and local controllers at each sensor
node. The global controller is aimed to regulate the signal reconstruction error to a desired
value, given as set point. On the other hand, local controllers try to limit the node power
consumption by controlling both the signal sampling probability and the incoming traffic
rate. An extensive simulation validation is provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
Part I.
Procedures for EH-WSN Co-Design
CHAPTER 2
Co-design of Harvesting control system
2.1. Introduction
THe recent development of low cost smart sensors and micro-controllers supporting networkconnectivity ([23]) is promoting the implementation of distributed monitoring and control
algorithms in many industrial and civilian applications (e.g. environment monitoring, home au-
tomation, military and automotive industry) through architectures ([24]) composed of Wireless
Sensor nodes (WSns). Wireless data communication networks aim to reduce costs in both man-
agement and maintenance. One of the main challenges in the WSns design is the energy efficiency,
because nodes are usually deployed in remote area, where the access points to the electrical grid
are absent. WSn load current profiles are typically impulsive. Their power consumption ranges
from some µW in the sleep mode to tens of mW during communication mode ([25, 25, 26, 27, 28]).
Stand-alone WSn are usually equipped with renewable photovoltaic (PV) cell and storage device,
that allow a perpetual solar energy supplying. In this case, a Maximum Power Point (MPP) track-
ing method has to be implemented in order to guarantee the maximum power production. It has
been noted that WSn can be efficiently supplied by Ultracapacitors (UCs) storage device, because
this technology shows higher power density, lower Equivalent Series Resistance, lower leakage
current ([29, 30]) and slower degradation effects than the typical rechargeable batteries. A typical
PV-based harvesting system scheme considered in the literature (e.g. [31, 31, 32]) is depicted in
Fig. 2.1. It consists of: the PV cell, a power converter stage, the storage device (e.g. UC) and a
solar harvesting system controller. While the power converter interfaces the PV source with the
storage buffer, the controller tracks the actual MPP value and dynamically modulates the operating
point of the PV cell through the converter.
Many studies investigate the efficiency of power conversion system pointing out the relation of
system losses and tracking reliability with the overall system efficiency. In order to increase the
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Figure 2.1.: General solar harvesting control system scheme for a WSn.
tracking reliability, in [33] authors propose to use two PV cells aimed 1) to harvest energy and
2) to instantaneously track the voltage of MPP, namely VMPP value. In this setup, however, the
system consumption due to the presence of two cells is neglected. Most part of schemes presented
in literature (e.g. [34]) includes a single cell and a low power timer that periodically disables
the harvesting process and estimates the VMPP voltage value. In this case, when the irradiation
variability is slow in time, the use of just a single PV cell allows to assess a good MPP tracking
capability. Finally, with reference to Fig. 2.1, it is equally assessed in literature the use of buck or
boost power converters ([31]), due to their low losses and high efficiency in power conversion.
With the reference of the system in Fig. 2.1, the following efficiency definitions are usually adopted
in the literature and will be used hereafter: 1) MPP tracking efficiency, 2) input system efficiency
and 3) converter stage efficiency. The MPP tracking efficiency is related to ability of the tracking
algorithm to correctly estimate the real MPP. The input system efficiency refers to the ability of
the MPPT system to dynamically seek the estimated MPP. Finally, the converter stage efficiency
is the amount of harvested energy divided by the energy at the input of the converter and it gives
indications of actual power delivered to the output as it takes into account the system power losses.
2.1.1. Contribution
In this context, this chapter derives an analytical formulation of the overall efficiency of a solar
harvesting control system in Fig. 2.1. On the base of previous analysis, a design methodology is
carried out to both select the PV cell and UC and design the converter and controller parameters
in order to cope with the desired performance in terms of system efficiency and autonomy. As
representative example, the proposed approach is used to design a low cost representative solar
harvesting control system to supply an off-the shelf mote.
In the literature, only few works propose a study to design the efficiency of a PV-based harvesting
system. In [32] authors derive the theoretical converter stage efficiency and the formulation is ex-
perimentally validated for different set of parameters. Based on the modelled efficiency, authors
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provide a series of guidelines to design the system parameters in order to achieve only the maxi-
mization of the converter stage efficiency. In [31] authors provide a more accurate overall system
efficiency formulation than in [32], taking into account also the MPP tracking efficiency and the
input system efficiency. An example of system design is provided and a prototype is implemented
in order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed formulation. Other works propose embedded
and low consumption harvesting schemes with high efficiency (e.g. [35, 36]). Most of the above
implementations are characterized by an external battery that supports the system autonomy.
In this scenario, the chapter contribution are the following:
1. in the analytical formulation, the input system efficiency is taken into account in addition
to the converter stage efficiency. Moreover, differently from many formulations given in
the literature, herein we explicitly consider power losses related to the switch and parasitic
elements. Finally, we approximate the PV cell characteristic around the MPPT point with
a complete second-order Taylor polynomial, resulting in a more accurate derivation of the
input system efficiency and therefore of the overall system efficiency as well;
2. differently than existing approaches, herein is presented a systematic procedure to design
the harvesting control system in order to cope with the desired performance in terms of
system efficiency and autonomy. We give simple and low computationally demanding design
conditions based on the above analytical derivation that considers in an unified framework
the overall system efficiency, autonomy, system reliability requirements and components
constraints;
3. the above procedure is used and validated to design a low cost harvesting control system
prototype to supply a representative off-the-shelf Texas Instruments mote. This makes the
procedure potentially applicable to the design of harvesting control system for a wide range
of off-the-shelf devices;
4. finally, about the technological implementation of the developed prototype is notable that
our system is completely supplied by the UC and this characteristic distinguishes our imple-
mentation from the most part of implementations found in literature.
The outline of the manuscript is given. In Sec. 2.2, the general solar harvesting control system
considered in the chapter is briefly introduced. In Sec. 2.3, a theoretical analysis of the PV-
based harvesting system efficiency is formulated and the system of inequalities is provided. As
representative example, the proposed approach is used to design a PV-based harvesting system
(Sec. 2.5) with assigned WSn load, autonomy constraints and fixed overall efficiency. Finally in
Sec. 2.6, a prototype of the designed harvesting system has been implemented and the effectiveness
of the design procedure has been experimentally validated with four days of experimental test.
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2.2. Solar harvesting control system scheme
In this section, the PV-based harvesting system scheme depicted in Fig. 2.1 will be briefly intro-
duced. Herein, we describe the physical function of each system component in Fig. 2.1 and we
also formulate the MPP controller law.
2.2.1. PV and CIN
The PV and CIN devices convert the environmental solar light in the electric power and deliver it
to the converter.
2.2.2. Controller and Converter blocks
A wide variety of MPPT controller schemes have been studied and implemented in the literature.
The general principle behind these works considers an ON-OFF control over the PV cell voltage
vCIN (t) with a fixed hysteresis VH according to:
Vcont =
ON, if vCIN (t)>VMPP+
VH
2
OFF, if vCIN (t)<VMPP− VH2
(2.1)
where VMPP is the desired voltage value, i.e. the MPP voltage of the cell. VMPP can be estimated by
one of the well known methods proposed in literature ([29, 32, 34]).
The converter transfers energy from CIN input capacitor to the UC. Moreover, the voltage level on
CIN swings around the estimated VMPP voltage. An analysis on mean voltage values is carried out.
We define the charging time T chIN as the period of time during which CIN is charged. On the other
hand, the period of time during which the energy is transferred to the UC is the harvesting time





perform the PV polarization at the estimated VMPP voltage. An example of vCIN dynamic evolution
is represented in Fig. 2.2.
The controller parameter VH affects the overall system efficiency as it will be detailed later, and
therefore VH will be tuned by the proposed design procedure.
2.2.3. CUC and the WSn load
CUC harvests energy from the input network and supplies the WSn. The main task of a sensor
node is to detect events, perform quick local data processing, and then transmit the data. Power
consumption can be divided into three domains: sensing, communication, and data processing.
Sensing and data processing power varies with the nature of applications. However, usually, the
most part of the power consumption of a sensor node is due to the transmission phase ([2]).
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Figure 2.2.: Time evolution of the controlled vCIN .
2.3. Harvesting control system analysis and efficiency
evaluation
In this section the mathematical expression of the efficiency for a generic PV-based harvesting





where PUC is the mean power delivered to the UC and PMPP is the mean available power at the PV
cell. In (2.2) we refer to theoretical mean efficiency because the mean power terms is computed
according to P = 1ᵀ
∫
ᵀ i(t) · v(t)dt where i(t) and v(t) are the instantaneous current and voltage
values and ᵀ is the time duration over which the mean value is evaluated. In counterpart, with ηme
we indicate the experimental mean efficiency that is the ratio between the measured value of PUC
and PMPP. ηme will be measured on the MPPT system prototype once that the design procedure
has been completed. η in (2.2) can be expressed as: η = ηAP ·ηT P where:
- ηAP (AP = Available Power) is the input system efficiency, i.e. the efficiency to transfer




being the input power to CIN averaged over a time period ᵀ = T chIN managed during the
charging period.
- ηT P (TP = Transferred Power) represents the converter stage efficiency, i.e. the percentage




average is evaluated over a time period ᵀ= T disIN .
2.3.1. ηAP evaluation
During the steady-state operations, the hysteresis control in (2.1) causes the vCIN to be bounded
around the VMPP value. When vCIN is below the threshold V
− = VMPP− VH2 , the controller turns
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off the series switch and vCIN increases due to the PV power. During T
ch
IN , CIN is charged and vCIN
reaches the upper threshold V+ = VMPP + VH2 . Then, the controller turns on the switch and the
energy flows from CIN to the UC (i.e. vCIN decreases). After T
dis
IN , the turn-off condition is imposed
and another cycle starts. From Fig. 2.2, the power transferred into CIN during T ′IN and T ′′IN periods











iCIN (t) · vCIN (t)dt
and:
PCIN =
T ′IN ·P′CIN +T ′′IN ·P
′′
CIN
T ′IN +T ′′IN
(2.3)




CIN , the characteristic equation























By substituting P′CIN and P
′′
CIN in (2.3) it results:
PCIN =
CIN ·VH ·VMPP



























To evaluate T ′IN (and T ′′IN) we refer to the ideal PV cell characteristic:
iCIN(vCIN) = IPV − IO · e
vCIN
nt ·Vt
where: 1) IPV is the photo-generated current usually related to IMPP by IMPP = σI · IPV , (σI is an
almost constant, positive value [34]); 2) IO is the reverse saturation current; 3) Vt is the thermal
voltage; 4) nt is the junction unideal factor. In our calculation, we use the ideal PV model in the
following of this paper, although a faithful PV cell model formulation can be considered ([37]).
The considered MPPT method constrains the PV cell voltage to assume values in a short interval
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around the VMPP value. By assuming that f(vCIN) =
1
iCIN(vCIN)
can be approximated by its second order































The charging time, T chIN , can be computed as:






















Notice that ηAP is strongly related to the PV cell parameters and VH .
2.3.2. ηT P evaluation
The ηT P mean efficiency is defined as ηT P =
PUC
PCIN
. In order to combine the system losses compo-
nents we define:
- Pcnv and P̂cnv the mean and the maximum converter power losses, respectively.
- Pcnt and P̂cnt the mean and the maximum controller power losses, respectively.





Pcnv depends not only on the converter implementation but also on both the level of solar irradiation
and the level of UC charge. Pcnt is considered as a given value depending only on technological
controller implementation.
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2.3.3. η evaluation
















Notice that η presents a minimum value, namely ηMIN , if P̂cnv and P̂cnt are considered in place of













and it results: ηMIN ≤ η ≤ 1.
2.4. System design methodology
In this section, a system design procedure to cope with the application requirements is proposed.
Firstly, a WSn power consumption model is considered. Then, the performance requirements and
the operative constraints are analytically formulated. Finally, a system of inequalities is given to
be numerically solved for the design purpose.
2.4.1. WSn power consumption model
We model the WSn power consumption behaviour by a current square waveform IL at a constant
voltage value VL. During the sensing and data processing mode, IL = Imin, whereas during the active
mode (transmitting, receiving or synchronizing), IL = Imax, being Imin < Imax . Accordingly, the mean
power PL can be expressed by ([15, 26]):
PL =VLIL =VL · (Imax− Imin) · TONTL +VL · Imin =VL ·
[




- Imax is the maximum peak current absorbed during wireless transmission and measurement;
- Imin is the minimal current absorbed in sleeping mode;
- VL is the supply voltage of the sensor node;
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- TON represents the ’active’ time for the node;
- TL is the sum of the ’active’ and ’sleep’ times;
- δ = TONTL is the duty-cycle of the WSn activity.
The power request PL and VL, Imax, Imin, TL, δ values depend on the specific WSn in use.
2.4.2. System performance
The first required performance is the supply autonomy. Specifically, it has to be guaranteed that the
energy stored in the UC during Tlight (the expected period in which the PV is able to charge the UC)
is sufficient to cope with the WSn load requirement during the period Tdark (the expected period in
which the PV cell is not able to charge the UC). During Tdark the UC is the only energy source able
to supply the WSn load which requires an amount of energy: ∆EdarkUC = PL ·Tdark. On the other hand,
during Tlight the overall provided mean energy is ∆EPV = Tlight ·η ·PMPP. Let ∆EL = Tlight ·PL be the
energy required by the WSn load during Tlight , the design of the proposed scheme has to satisfy the
following energy balance condition:
∆EPV −∆EL ≥ ∆EdarkUC =⇒ Tlight ·η ·PMPP−Tlight ·PL ≥ PL·Tdark (2.12)
The additional requirement is in terms of system efficiency. Let η be the required minimum value
of the system efficiency, it needs to guarantee that η ≥ η . To this aim, it is sufficient to assess
ηMIN ≥ η , being η ≥ ηMIN .
2.4.3. Constraints on the UC





UC , being V
max






UC . Besides, the
choice of the UC takes into account both Tlight and Tdark in this way:
1) The period of time spent to recharge the UC device must be lower than Tlight ;
2) The energy harvested must be sufficient to supply both the WSn and the MPPT controller
during the period Tdark.
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The design of VminUC and V
max
UC derives by the constraints of the system logic. Specifically, V
max
UC
may ensure that the series switch is properly polarized under any operative irradiations and UC
conditions, namely: VmaxUC ≤V minMPP−VCminDROP, being V minMPP the photovoltaic MPP voltage at minimal
irradiation and VCminDROP the minimum allowed voltage drop upon the series switch. Finally, it needs
to guarantee the minimum supply voltage for the load, namely VminUC ≥VminL .
2.4.4. Design conditions
The design conditions can be summarized as:ηMIN(CIN ,L,VH)≥ ηTlight ·ηMIN ·PMPP−Tlight ·PL ≥ Tdark·PL (2.14)












The equations in (2.14) and (2.15) depend on:
a) PV cell parameters: σI , nt , Vt , VMPP, PMPP;
b) UC parameters: CUC, VminUC , V
max
UC ;
c) converter parameters: VCminDROP, P̂cnt , P̂cnv, CIN , L;
d) controller parameter: VH .
e) load specifications: Imin, Imax, VL, TL, δ ;
f) system performance: Tlight , Tdark, η ;
Notably, the mathematical system (2.14) is as more general as possible and many different design
procedures can be carried out according to specific requirements. Indeed, some parameters of
one or more of the sets a)-f) may be fixed (e.g. for economic or stock constraint purposes), and
the design procedure is used to tune the other parameters in order to satisfy the desired system
performance.
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Figure 2.3.: The solar harvesting control system scheme considered for the design example.
2.5. An example of design procedure
Herein, we provide an example of the application of the proposed approach to design a low cost
PV-based harvesting control system (Fig. 2.3) composed of a PV source, a step-down converter and
UC storage device. The harvesting system is aimed to supply an off-the-shelf Texas Instruments
eZ430−RF4500 mote that is a WSn with high integration and ultra-low-power 16-MHz MSP430
MCU consumption. The mote measures local temperature once per minute and then enters in
a low-power mode to reduce the battery usage. According to the model provided in (2.11), the
mote power consumption model parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. For more details on
T I eZ430−RF4500, the reader may refer to the related datasheet ([38]).
In the prototyped system, the MPPT operation performs the following two steps: 1) an estimation
phase and 2) a seek phase. During the first step, estimation of the MPPT is carried out, whereas
during the second phase the controller polarizes the PV to work on the estimated MPP ([39, 40]).
For low power applications, it is fairly accepted in literature the use of the Fractional Open Cir-
cuit Voltage (FOCV) method ([32, 34, 41]) as an MPP tracking algorithm. The FOCV method
estimates the maximum power point voltage VMPP of the PV cell by means of the linear relation:
VMPP = σV ·VOC, being VOC the PV open-circuit voltage and σV a constant positive coefficient,
related to the specific PV cell and experimentally ranged in [0.7,0.8] ([34]). Although σV is not
exactly constant with the solar power irradiation, the FOCV method merges a good MPP tracking
efficiency and a low power consumption performance. The periodic evaluation of VMPP is carried
out in hardware by a timer and an S&H blocks. Details about the controller implementation are
reported in Appendix B.
In the following, we show an example of application to system in Fig. 2.3 of the design procedure
described in Sec. 2.4 in order to select:
a) PV cell (VMPP, PMPP),
b) UC device (CUC, VminUC , V
max
UC ),
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Imin Imax VL TL δ
1.9mA 2.2mA 3.3V 60sec 0.3
Table 2.1:T I eZ430−RF4500
Consumption model parameters.
Tdark Tlight η
12 h 12 h 0.7
Table 2.2:
Application requirements
σV σI nt Vt VCminDROP | ImaxCIN | Pcnt Rloss
0.76 0.8 15 25 mV 1V 1A 1mW 200µΩ
Table 2.3: Given parameter values for the system in Fig. 2.3
and to design:
c) converter parameters (CIN , L),
d) controller parameter (VH),
We consider the following design data: a) T I eZ430−RF4500 supply specifications (Table 2.1),
b) application requirements (Table 2.2), c) given parameter data in the problem formulation (Table
2.3). The design procedure is carried out according to the system of inequalities provided in
(2.14)-(2.15). In order to achieve this aim, in the following section the overall system efficiency
ηMIN(CIN ,L,VH), generically formulated in (2.10) and required by (2.14), is particularised with
respect to the topology in Fig. 2.3.
2.5.1. Design condition formulation
In the provided formulation, we find out that ηMIN depends also on the loss terms (i.e. Pcnv and
Pcnt) and, therefore, in the following we will derive Pcnv and Pcnt . As already noted, because the
controller supply depends on the adopted technology implementation (with discrete or integrated
components), Pcnt may be considered constant and equal to the power consumption available on
datasheets or directly measured on controller circuit implementation. On the other hand, Pcnv de-
pends not only on the topological implementation of the converter, but also on both environmental
conditions (i.e. solar irradiation) and the level of UC charge. As an example of application, we
estimate the Pcnv contribution under the worst case scenario (that gives P̂cnt value), by studying
the specific MPPT circuit implementation depicted in Fig. 2.3, where Rloss represents the overall
loss resistance due to parasitics of the adopted converter elements. In order to find the analytical
expression of the Pcnv for the considered circuit in Fig. 2.3, we observe that Pcnv = Psw +Ploss,
with Ploss being the mean power loss due to the parasitic resistance Rloss in Fig. 2.3 and Psw the
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mean switch power consumption. Additionally, Pcnv ≤ P̂sw+ P̂loss, being P̂sw and P̂loss respectively
the maximum switching and parasitic power losses.
In order to analytically formulate these loss terms, we preliminary evaluate the theoretical formu-
lation of vCIN (t), is(t) and T
dis
IN . When the switch is ON it results vCIN (0) = VMPP +
VH
2 by effect
of hysteresis control. Let consider the mesh at the controller output. The input voltage evolution
vCIN (t) over time is ruled by both PV current IPV and the discharging current by the switch. By
setting up the system of equations for the mesh at the controller output and solving by vCIN (t) it
results:
vCIN (t) = e
αt
(














































































IN can be found by positing:






Let evaluate the mean power loss contributions Psw and Ploss. By assuming that the series switch






vCE(t) · is(t)dt+ 1T
∫ T
0
vBE(t) · iBE(t)dt (2.19)
It can be stated that:
- the second term in (2.19) can be neglected ([42]),
- during the ON state, vCE(t)≤VCminDROP ([43]),





















IPV − IO · e
vCIN
(t)
nt ·Vt − iCIN (t)
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The second inequality is derived taking into account that vCIN (0)− vCIN (T disIN ) = −VH . Finally,
substituting the value of T disIN in (2.20) we obtain the upper bound P̂sw so that Psw ≤ P̂sw.
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with ImaxCIN =maxt∈[0,T disIN ] iCIN (t). By the analysis given above, we can define the converter maximum
power consumption P̂cnv = P̂loss+ P̂sw such that Pcnv ≤ P̂cnv.







































where T chIN and T
dis
IN can be derived by equations (2.6) and (2.18), respectively. In what follows, we
numerically solve the system inequalities (2.14)-(2.15) for the considered system, united with the
expression of ηMIN of (2.23) and taking into account data given in Table 2.1 - 2.2 - 2.3 to select the
PV cell, and the UC device and to design the system parameters CIN , L, VH .
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2.5.2. Co-design procedure
Although the proposed design framework represents a dependent set of equations, it is solved by a
recursive procedure that we enumerate hereafter:
Step1 Assign a value to PMPP such that: PMPP ≥ PL·(Tlight+Tdark)η ·Tlight , according to equation in (2.14);
Step2 Choose the UC parameters CUC, VmaxUC and V
min
UC satisfying constraints, (2.15);
Step3 Tune the parameters CIN , L and VH , satisfying the first inequality of (2.14). If the condition
cannot be fulfilled, turn back to the Step1 and assign a new value for PMPP;
The given procedure can guide the designer in the choice of the related hardware components.
With the parameters given in Table 2.1 - 2.2 - 2.3, we obtain the design solution parameters:
a) VMPP = 12V , PMPP = 1W ;
b) VmaxUC = 5.4V , V
min
UC = 3.5V and CUC = 60F ;
c) CIN = 220µF , L = 20µH;
d) VH = 1V ;
achieving ηMIN = 0.85 > η = 0.7.
2.6. Experimental validation
A solar harvesting control system has been designed according to the procedure solution provided
in the previous section. Details of the circuit topology and the main hardware components are
reported in Appendix A and in Table A.1, respectively. The experimental set-up is reported in Fig.
2.4.(a) and the details of system components are depicted in Fig. 2.4.(b). Although the specific
implementation is not the main aim of the manuscript, we emphasize that the final prototype is
characterized by:
a) low static power consumption of the controller, Pcnt ∼ 330µW ,
b) logic fully supplied by the UC, under all operative conditions, differently to most of similar
works proposed in literature, where the controller logic is supplied by an additional battery
([31, 32]).






Figure 2.4.: (a) Experimental setup carried out in the validation section; (b) A detail of the proto-
typed Solar Harvesting Control System: [1] PV cell, [2] Converter, [3] Controller, [4]
UC, [5] the supplied TI eZ430−RF4500 mote.
The prototyped PV-based harvesting system is then tested in a four days experiment. In Fig. 2.5 the
time evolution of vCIN (Fig. 2.5.(a)), VUC (Fig. 2.5.(b)) and IL (Fig. 2.5.(c)) are reported. During
the light hours of the day, the PV source recharges the UC. During the night, the VUC voltage
decreases because the UC supplies the WSn load, while the PV open circuit voltage decreases to
its minimal value. The solar harvesting system assures that the PV works at around its maximum
power point (dashed line in Fig. 2.5.(a)). When the UC is fully charged (point 1 on the first
day and other points in similar positions on the following days of this experimentation) the MPPT
process is inhibited, resulting that vCIN > VMPP (point 2 on the first day and similar positions on
the following days). The MPPT operation starts again (point 3 and corresponding others) when
UC operates out of its full-of-charge regime (point 4 and corresponding others) according to the
constraint (2.15).
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Figure 2.5.: Dynamic evolution of: (a) vCIN (continuous line) and VMPP (dashed line); (b) VUC; (c)
IL
The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach coping with the auton-
omy system requirement and efficiency. Finally, the measured overall system efficiency is ηme ∼
0.86, that is in a good agreement with the required performance, being: ηme > ηMIN > η = 0.7,
where η is the desired performance efficiency.
2.7. Conclusion
In this chapter a design methodology of the PV-based harvesting control system components (i.e.
PV cell, converter, controller and UC device) is provided to achieve the required level of efficiency
and sensor node autonomy. An application example of the proposed approach is shown by carrying
out the design of both the electronic PV-based harvesting control system components and the
hysteresis controller parameter. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was experimentally
validated by a prototype, that supplied an off-the-shelf Texas Instruments mote during a four days
experiment. The test showed that the required performances were fulfilled in terms of system
efficiency and autonomy. The method is general and it may be used to design a low cost solar
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Co-design of Compressive Sensing methods
3.1. Introduction
RECENT technological innovations in wireless infrastructures and low power systems raise themarket demand on low-cost Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) for industrial applications.
WSNs are distributed measurement systems consisting of one elaboration node, or Fusion Centre
(FC), and a large number of sensor units that capture information from the plant environment
(Fig. 3.1). Here, the FC collects information for both monitoring and control purposes from all
the deployed sensor nodes. Because of limited radio coverage of each transmitter, information
from one node reaches the FC by defining minimum cost paths that involve other nodes of the
network. Each node therefore works also as a router in order to transport the streams of data from
all network nodes to the FC. We can distinguish two different centralized scenarios: monitoring
or event trigger applications. When a network operates in the latter mode, each node emits own
information only if a critical condition emerges from local measurements, while in monitoring
mode, data are continuously acquired and sent during each quantum of time, denoted with ∆T
in the following. An efficient energy management is a crucial component of wireless network
design, since it can increase the network lifetime. This concept is meaningful for battery supplied
devices ([44]) that do not have energy-harvesting capabilities and, hence, become inactive once
their batteries run out of energy. Because an important part of energy demand is due to the radio-
frequency (RF) activities, recent studies are focused on the reduction in managed data that in turn
relax the traffic flows throughout the sensor nodes ([45]).
In typical WSN applications, on-board node sensors acquire signals of interest at the Nyquist rate.
Without data processing, raw data are sent to FC that performs the data aggregation and extracts
information of interest ([46]). In most recent years, with the increase of node computational ca-
pabilities, signal processing techniques have been widely adopted also in WSN infrastructures: in
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Figure 3.1.: Centralized-fusion WSN infrastructure.
this case, raw data are compressed and then sent. Although these techniques increase the elabo-
ration power consumptions at the local node, they conversely reduce the RF activities and this is
useful for both power consumption and traffic performance. Generally speaking, the idea behind
standard signal processing methods is that the sampled signal is projected into a domain where a
small number of coefficients contents the most part of signal information. Coefficient amplitudes
and locations, that equivalently represents the signal in time domain, are then transmitted.
The recent discovers on the theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) ([47]) laid the foundations
of efficiently compact sensed data in a small set of measurements. In [47] the CS applied
on perfectly sparse signals is analytically studied. In [48, 49] CS compression and signal recon-
struction error relationship has been investigated under the case of quasi-sparse and noisy mea-
surements, respectively. It is proved that only perfectly sparse signals have exact reconstructions
from their CS versions. Quasi-sparse and noise-affected signals can be reconstructed from their
CS versions with a finite reconstruction error ([50]).
3.1.1. Related works
Recently, CS has found application in WSN monitoring systems to improve the network perfor-
mance ([51, 52]). A CS framework can be easily applied for temporal ([53]) or spatial ([54])
monitored signals. The main advantage to use CS in WSN is to extend the network lifetime per-
formance, because CS can hugely reduce the RF activity. The determination of the eligible set of
measurements that ensures the recovery procedure to be acceptably reliable is, however, not trivial.
Unfortunately, that choice strictly depends on the sparsity of the signal to be compressed and the
only way to be exactly determined consists to periodically estimate it by some learning procedures.
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However, such learning procedures typically involves a large amount of data to be processed and
then they are energetically inefficient in WSN. Alternatively, in [53] authors describe an on-line
procedure to dynamically set the amount of information without making use of any learning pro-
cedure. They show that it is possible to steer the CS reconstruction error by dynamically adjusting
the number of average measurements provided by the network. The proposed scheme ensures the
expected level of reconstruction error to be tracked.
Packet loss effect due to collisions is a well known drawback in WSN because it affects the power
consumption and the reliability of the communication. A packet loss event is more frequent in
intense data traffic communication. Specifically, if a WSN operates with a CS-based compression
method, packet loss phenomena are in trade-off with the recovery error introduced by the CS-based
method [55].
Although the above mentioned drawbacks interact one to each others and can significantly affect
the WSN performances (autonomy, communication reliability and quality of recovered signal),
these phenomena are typically analysed apart or pairwise in literature.
In [45] the authors propose an analysis of WSN autonomy performance under different compres-
sion approaches including the classic formulation of CS. To this aim, a node power consumption
model as function of device computations and radio activities (receptions and transmissions) is
provided. They characterize the power consumption of the network assuming different levels of:
signal sparsity, network size and transmission ranges. The way they compute the CS recovery error
is based on a theoretical formulation of the CS error instead of an on-line calculation. Addition-
ally, in [56] the trade-off between energy and recovery error has been analysed more in details.
The authors extend the analysis carried out in [45] by taking also into account the network per-
formances as function of the data size. They base their analysis over a real WSN architecture and
they evaluate the recovery error on-line.
Oppositely, few works investigate on the existing trade-off between CS recovery error and packet
loss effects on WSN. In [55], authors formulate a random sampling CS scheme and they show
evidence of the existing trade-off between the recovery error model and the packet loss probability
in that scheme. Moreover, they provide a co-design procedure that is meant to minimize packet
loss phenomenon and maximize the CS recovery reliability.
So far, many papers (e.g. [57, 58]) study the hardware/software co-design framework for a wire-
less sensor platform, which achieve to select network hardware/software configuration to optimize
performances of the network. In particular, in [59] authors present a hardware/software co-design
framework that adaptively tunes a reconfigurable wireless sensor platform in run-time in order to
accomplish at many design requirements, such as the hardware acceleration (e.g. clock frequency
and sleep inactivity), power consumption and network throughput. A similar analysis has been
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addressed in [58]. Therein, the authors provide a co-design procedure to optimize the sampling
accuracy and transport reliability of a WSN. They consider as optimization variable only the num-
ber of network sensor nodes, that in their formulation trade-off with the accuracy of the spatial
sampling and the retransmissions.
3.1.2. Contributions and chapter outline
The main contributions of the present work are summarized. Firstly, we elaborate a WSN tool for
the co-design of system parameters of the network in order to accomplish with given important
network metrics such as network lifetime and signal error representation. Indeed, we formulate
a network model composed by: a) an energy node consumption model (whose behaviour can
be tuned on the base of the adopted compression algorithm) and b) a data traffic model (based
on the concepts of data traffic and packet collision effect). Additionally, we adopt the provided
co-design tool in order to explore the existing trade-off between energy autonomy and recovery
performances in presence and in absence of packet loss phenomena, when a Compressive Sensing
scheme is adopted to represent the transmitted data by the WSN. On the base of the shown co-
design procedure, we are able to select the CS scheme (and related parameters) among some main
representative schemes in literature in order to improve the theoretical system performances.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The WSN co-design tool is widely presented in Sec.
3.2. Therein, we firstly formulate the WSN monitoring model and the performance metrics that we
will consider in our co-design optimization. Then it follows the WSN co-design tool presentation
and description. The provided WSN model is particularized in the case that a Compressive Sensing
scheme is adopted to represent the environmental data. In Sec. 3.5.3 we provide an example of
software co-design of CS-based monitoring WSN to select the combination of CS parameters in
order to improve the network performances, previously presented. Conclusions are given in Sec.
3.6.
3.2. Network Model Formulation
In the following we will introduce the model of the overall monitoring architecture in Fig. 3.1
that supports the co-design procedure and the related performance evaluation for the considered
compressive sensing algorithms. Firstly, In Sec. 3.2.1 we provide a mathematical description of the
network layer. We additionally provide the formulation of the packet loss phenomenon. Secondly,
in Sec. 3.2.2 the power consumption model is detailed.
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Network parameter meaning
DP Number of units of user data
for each packet
BP number of bits contained
into one packet
BM number of bits representing
a unit of user data
number of user data generated by the
Dg(i) i-th source node each ∆T number of
bits representing a unit of user data
Dr(i); Dt (i) number of user data received or transmitted
by node i node within a ∆T
Pr(i);Pt (i) number of packets received or transmitted
by the i-th node within a ∆T .
Table 3.1.: Network and data flow symbols.
3.2.1. Node upstream
Let G be a connected and undirected network graph composed of a set of n nodes. Let Ω define
the vector of node weights Ω= [ω(i)], i = 1..n.
Herein we assume that the source-destination path is computed according the Dijkstra’s algorithm
and that the i-th node input link weights are assigned to be equal to the node weight ω(i).
For the sake of presentation we will introduce the following definition:
Definition 1. The upstream tree U (i)Ω of node i-th is the set of nodes so that the Dijkstra’s path
from such nodes to FC crosses the node i-th.
Notice that the set U (i)Ω depends on the Dijkstra’s path and in turns on the set Ω.
In Computer Science a stream of ’user data’ is quantized into atomic elements, or packets. In
the monitoring applications, a unit of user data is a sensed measurement from environment that is







where: BP is the number of bits contained into one packet and BM is the number of bits representing
a unit of user data. ⌊·⌋ returns the higher integer number lower than its real argument (·). DP
represents the maximum number of units of user data that each packet can contain. Let DP indicates
the number of units of user data that the packet contains. DP is a fraction of DP and may be
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where β ∈ (0,1] is the filling factor of each packet. If β = 1 then the packet payload contains the
highest number of user data it can contain.
Let Pr(i) (Pt (i)) the number of received (resp. transmitted) packets by the i-th node within each ∆T .
In order to analytically formulate Pr(i) and Pt (i), we preliminarily introduce:
1) Dg(i) the number of user data generated (i.e. acquired from environment and eventually elabo-
rated) by the i-th source node for each ∆T . Dg(i) = n
(i)
Y , being n
(i)
Y the number of acquired samples
of the i-th node.
2) Dr(i) the number of user data received by the i-th node during each ∆T . Dr(i) depends on both
U
(i)




3) Dt (i) the number of user data transmitted during each ∆T by node i. Dt (i) is an integer number
and can be formulated as:
Dt (i) = Dr(i)+Dg(i) (3.3)











where: Dr(i) (Dt (i)) is the total number of received (transmitted) user data units within one ∆T and
DP is the number of user data units contained into the single packet. ⌈·⌉ denotes the lower integer












The symbolism defined in this section is summarized in Table 3.1.
Packet loss model Packet collision in a random channel access scheme leads to loose in-
formation. A packet collision occurs if two or more packets overlaps in time at the FC receiver
([55]). Assuming a Poisson distribution for the average number of packets received to the FC, the
probability of collision in a network is given by ([55]):
pcol = 1− e−
2·npk ·∆t p
∆t f−∆t p (3.5)
where: ∆t p denotes the time duration of the single packet, ∆t f the frame duration and npk is the
amount of transmitted packets. Meanly speaking, pcol is zero if no packet has been sent within the
actual frame, while it is even more near to one with m approaching to infinity.
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3.2.2. Node energy model
Let assume that each sensor node is able to perform the following operations: a) AD (analogue
to digital) converter acquires data from local environment, b) a low power processor elaborates
information, c) a radio system transmits data over a network, d) a limited-energy battery supplies
the whole system. In a network composed by n nodes, the overall energy spent by the i-th node
during each z-th ∆T , z ∈N, will be indicated with ∆eci (z) with i ∈ [1, . . . ,n]. The apex c reminds to
the reader that ∆eci (z) depends also on the adopted compression and it will be differentiated among
representative compression approaches described in Sec. 3.5. Defining with eci (z) the energy level
of the i-th node with i ∈ [1, . . . ,n] at z-th ∆T , the dynamical model of the node can be formulated
as:
eci (z+1) = e
c
i (z)−∆eci (z) (3.6)
As in Karakus et al. ([45]), ∆eci (z) is defined as: ∆e
c





1) φ (i,c)OP is the energy spent due to node operations and includes: the energy contributions of
data acquisitions, φ (i,c)ACQ , data elaborations, φ
(i,c)
SP , and background operations, φ
(i,c)
BCG ,namely







2) φ (i,c)TRX is the energy required by the node for both radio transmission φ
(i,c)
TX and reception φ
(i,c)
RX





By combining the given relations, it results:



















Notice that φ (i,c)OP is function of compression adopted by the node, φ
(i,c)
TRX depends on both data traffic







depend on the adopted data compression method. The adopted definitions and the respective values
have been reported in Table 3.2.
Finally, both φ (i,c)RX and φ
(i,c)
TX contributions take into account the node transmission activity by mean
of Pr(i) and Pt (i) (equation (3.4)) and it results:
φ (i,c)RX = Pr
(i) ·φ0RX
φ (i,c)TX = Pt
(i) ·φ0TX






being φ0RX and φ
0
TX the unit energy coefficients for one transmitted or received packet, respectively
(see also Table 3.2).
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Unit energy Parameter meaning Parameter
parameter unit




MWR mean required energy over 0.26nJ , 4.3nJ
one bit memory read and write [Joule/bit]
φ0ADD,φ
0
MUL mean required energy over one 3.3nJ , 9.9nJ
bit addiction and multiplication [Joule/bit]
φ0CMP,φ
0
SFT mean required energy over one 3.3nJ , 3.3nJ
bit comparison and shift operation [Joule/bit]
φ0BCG mean required energy 1.44nJ
in the unit of CPU operation [Joule/Op]
φ0RX mean required energy for 0.93mJ
received data over one packet PK [Joule/PK]
required energy for transmitted data
φ0TX over one packet, PK. [Joule/PK]
Table 3.2.: Unit energy coefficients for the given energy-based node model.
3.3. Performance metrics
In the following, we will define the metrics that will be considered in the performance evaluation
and co-design procedure.
3.3.1. Tl metric
The node lifetime τ(i) is defined as the number of ∆T that are needed to deplete the i-th node battery
from the initial energy level, eci (0), to a threshold minimum level, namely ET H , with e
c
i (0)> ET H .
From (3.6), it can be derived that:

















Then, we define the i-th node lifetime τ(i) as:
τ(i) = minz∈N : eci (z+1)< ET H
The Network Lifetime Tl is formulated as the lifetime of the node in the network that faults earlier
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3.3.2. Reconstruction error metrics: MSE(m), MSE(nY |o)
Let X(nY )* be the recovered signal by a given set of nY measurements. The theoretical normalized




MSE(nY ) considers the sampled signal X as reference to evaluate the normalized error. Although
MSE(nY ) represents the effective error between the recovered copy and the original signal, it is
not suitable to be evaluated, as it requires the perfect knowledge of X. More suitable in [53]
a different metric, namely MSE(nY |o), has been considered in place of MSE(nY ), that allows the




where now the reference is the subset X(o) ∈X. The choice of o trades off between power consump-
tion and reliability of recovery estimation. Indeed, even though o→ nX , MSE(nY |o)→MSE(nY ).
3.4. WSN co-design tool
Figure 3.2.: The adopted WSN simulator tool.
We implement the proposed network model in MATLAB environment. The scheme of our simu-
lation is reported in Fig. 3.2. The simulator sets up the network by loading the user defined input
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settings (settings vector in figure) and then the network is simulated in discrete time. Node energy
levels update according to (3.6). When at least one node depletes its battery, the simulation ends
and the network performance are evaluated. Specifically, the Network simulator is composed by 3
steps: network initialization (INIT), network emulation step (EMU) and fault verification (VER).
Simulation follows the block scheme in Fig. 3.2: after the initialization (INIT) and the network is
emulated (EMU) for one ∆T . The fault verification over nodes (VER) is then evaluated. If VER
returns "FALSE" another ∆T simulation starts: EMU and VER steps are cyclically repeated until
at least one fault occurs. In that case, VER step returns "TRUE" and then the performance metrics
are returned.
INIT step The network initialization step creates the network nodes and initializes them with
the network model parameters, given by the settings vector. Specifically, according to the provided
network model, it is made by:
- node energy parameters: {eci (0)}i∈[1,...,n], ET H ,
- network parameters: n, A, β ,
- application parameters: BM, o.






OP have been assigned according to
the specific compression scheme adopted by the network to represents its data.
During the INIT step the following operations are performed:
1) n virtual nodes are generated. Their energy-based models are initialized to the compression
approach defined by the user. Then Data compression and Node energy parameters are set.
2) By making use of given adjacency matrix A, U (i)Ω ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,n] is computed by following
the definition given in Sec. (3.2). U (i)Ω are then assigned to the respective nodes.
3) BM and β parameters are assigned to each node.
EMU step In this step, the network is emulated for one ∆T : node activities are simulated cycli-
cally. For each node, are computed:
a) Pr(i) and Pt (i) by equations in (3.4),
b) φ (i,c)TRX energy transmission contribution given in (3.8),
c) φ (i,c)OP operative required energy as function of compression approach,
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d) ∆eci (z) by equation in (3.7).
Finally, ∆eci (z) value is used to update the node energy level by using (3.6).
VER step In this step, the {eci (z)}i∈[1,...,n] are scanned and are compared with the given threshold
ET H in order to detect at least one node fault. This step returns ’TRUE’ or ’FALSE’ according to:TRUE ∃i ∈ [1, . . . ,n] | e
c
i (z)≤ ET H
FALSE otherwise
being z the current simulation ∆T . If VER step returns ’FALSE’, the ∆T counter is updated.
In the network parameters in settings vector are exhaustively swept within their ranges, we can
obtain the corresponding values of the system performances. Therefore, we can use the proposed
WSN simulator tool in order to find the set of parameters that allows the network performances to
stand into some desired ranges. In this sense, the WSN simulator tool can be used to aid the design
of a WSN monitoring system.
3.5. Case Studio: Compressive Sensing co-design
In this section, we introduce the reader to the main concepts on Compressive Sensing and we
describe the different implementations of CS on WSN presented in literature.
Therefore, we provide an example of software co-design of a WSN aimed at the choice of which
CS scheme to adopt (cCS, rsCS or aCS) over a representative EH-WSN in order to obtain certain
given lifetime and recovery performances fixed by the application.
3.5.1. Compressive Sensing Modelling
In lack of energy constraints, the acquired raw data can be directly packed and sent to the FC. In
this case, no compression operations are performed over raw data. In this case, sampled data may
respect the Shannon principle.
Classically, signal compression method ([60]) relies on finding a basis (e.g. Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT), wavelets or Haar wavelet) that provides sparse signal representation. We say that a
signal is sparse when its information spreads onto a limited number of basis components. Time
domain data vector is then represented in a different domain.
Most recent Compressive Sensing (CS) theory ([47]) proposes a novel signal acquisition and recov-
ery methods. This technique enables large reduction of sampling data when the signal is sparse.
Let X(t) be an analogue signal of time duration T and X ⊂ RnX its digital version of nX samples
with a sampling frequency fs ( fs is chosen according to the Shannon’s theorem) with nX = fs ·T .
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Under the transform coding approach, compression operates on X to produce S = ΘTCX that is
the projection of the sampled data in a certain domain with orthogonal matrix ΘTC, being ΘTC ⊂
RnX×nX . Let assume that X is nS-sparse in that domain. It means that nS coefficients in S are
different by zero and the remaining nX − nS are exactly zero. Let the sparsity factor k f be k f =
nS/nX . The lower k f the higher the compression level is. For a nS-sparse signal in a certain basis,
only 2k numbers (nS coefficients and their respective positions) suffice to describe the signal. 2k
measurements are packaged and sent. FC recovers X from S by relation X =Θ−1TCS ([61]).
Under CS approach, compression operates on the signal X with a diversifying matrix ΨCS ⊂
RnY×nX by relation YCS = ΨCSX ⊂ RnY with nY ≪ nX . Because X = Θ−1TCS = ΘCSS, following
equality holds:
YCS =ΨCSX = (ΨCSΘCS)S =ΦCSS (3.9)
where ΦCS is the sampling matrix. Raw measurements in X are linearly mixed by mean of ΨCS
matrix to obtain YCS. Moreover, because nY ≪ nX CS approach hugely reduces radio transmissions
in respect of the transform coding approach. The recovery procedure is achieved in two steps: 1) S
is recovered by YCS with a not-liner procedure, 2) X is obtained by S by relation X =ΘCSS. While
the second step is equal to what performed when the transform coding approach is considered,
the former is more recent and it is based on the theory of principal component analysis (PCA). It
has been demonstrated ([50]) that under certain hypothesis involving ΨCS, ΘCS and the numerical





being a≥ 0 a relaxation parameter of the optimization problem that trades off between the recovery
precision (a = 0) and the optimization speed (a > 0) ([62]).
If ΨCS matrix is populated according to one of the following rules:
1) nX column vectors are sampled uniformly at random on the unit sphere of RnY or
2) entries are sampled from the normal distribution with zero mean and variance 1/nY or
3) entries are sampled from a sub-Gaussian (Gaussian, Bernoulli,..) distribution with zero mean
and variance 1/nY ,
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then with overwhelming probability the optimization problem in (P) gives the exact reconstruction
provided that:




Here, C is some constant depending on the signal sparsity, but it can be typically less then the unit
(see [62] for more details).
3.5.2. CS approaches in WSN
Inspired to the classic formulation of ΨCS, many CS schemes affordable on WSN have been pro-
posed in literature. In what follows, we briefly describe three CS method approaches: the classic
CS ([45]), the causal random sampling CS ([53]) and the random sampling CS ([54]) (refers to the
related bibliography for further details).
3.5.2.1. classic CS (cCS)
ΨCS is an nY · nX random Bernoulli matrix with ±1 entries. The compressive sampling operation
in this case consists of nY linear combination of the nX samples. Because the information content
of nX measurements is spread onto nY data, a complete set of nX measurements is needed in this
approach ([45]).
In this case, node acquires nX measurements as in the conventional case, but n
(i)
Y compressive mea-
surements can be obtained by multiplying the nX measurements with a n
(i)
Y ·nX random Bernoulli
matrix with±1 entries. As a consequence, the CS operations consist in n(i)Y ·nX additions, nX mem-
ory access for reading and n(i)Y memory writing operations. In summary, the number of performed
operation is
(
n(i)Y ·nX +nX +n(i)Y
)
and the node energy model results:
φ (i,cCS)ACQ = nX ·φ0ACQ
φ (i,cCS)SP = n
(i)
Y ·nX ·φ0ADD+nX ·φ0MRD+n(i)Y ·φ0MWR
φ (i,cCS)BCG =
(
n(i)Y ·nX +nX +n(i)Y
)
·φ0BCG








where n(i)Y is the (deterministic) number of data samples for each ∆T and it may be different among
nodes.
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3.5.2.2. random sampling CS (rsCS)
In a random sampling CS ([55]) each node of the network sends samples with a probability ρs ∈
[0,1]. For each ∆T , the FC receives a number of measurements nY = nY (ρs) that corresponds to the
number of active-to-sample nodes during that ∆T . This CS implementation equals to build an nY ·
nX stochastic matrixΨCS with (0,1) entries. Meanly speaking, nY is a random variable and it results
that the mean value of gathered measurements, namely nY (ρs) = mean(nY (ρs)) in the following,
is function of ρs. Moreover, by its definition, it results: a) nY (ρs) ∈ [0,nX ], b) ρs → 0 implies
nY (ρs)→ 0 and c) ρs → 1 gives nY (ρs)→ nX . Authors ([55]) show that the CS reconstruction
error is a convex function of ρs if packet losses (due to collisions) are considered. With such
indications, the parameter ρs may be off-line designed in order to fulfil the reconstruction error
requirement.
In this case, node operations consists in n(i)Y (ρs) measurement acquisitions, followed by n
(i)
Y (ρs)
accesses to memory for writing operations. No other operations are performed. In these cases, the
power consumption model can be defined as:
φ (i,rsCS)ACQ = n
(i)
Y (ρs) ·φ0ACQ
φ (i,rsCS)SP = n
(i)
Y (ρs) ·φ0MWR
φ (i,rsCS)BCG = n
(i)
Y (ρs) ·φ0BCG








where n(i)Y (ρs) = {0,1} are random experiments of some stochastic variables chosen accordingly
to the indication given in the original chapter (i.e. [55]). Notice that for the rsCS strategy ρs is
off-line chosen by the designer.
3.5.2.3. adaptive CS (aCS)
In a causal random CS (see [53] and references within) samples are acquired from the arbitrary set
T of times ti generated by the Markov chain:
T = {ti} where: ti = ti−1+α⌈γi ·µ⌉ (3.12)
where γi is a random variable uniformly distributed between (0,1), and α is a constant. In this
case, nY is the cardinality of T. That construction equivalently means to choose ΨCS as an nY ·nX
stochastic matrix with (0,1) entries, with nY given by the cardinality of t. From (3.12) clearly
results that the random sampling time interval is set by means of µ . Let in this case define nY (µ) =
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mean(nY (µ)), it’s by the way clear that nY = nY (µ). From its definition it results: a) nY (µ) ∈
[0,nX ], b) µ → ∞ implies nY (µ)→ 0 c) for µ → 0 it is nY (µ)→ nX .
In [53] it has been noted that sparsity property of a signal can vary over time and a fixed value of
nY produces low recovery performances. The authors propose an algorithm, named the adaptive
CS (aCS in the following), that on-line sets nY dynamically in order to steer the reconstruction
error (estimated with a procedure described below) to a desired reference value. In [53] the aCS is
specifically applied on the causal random CS, so that authors control the µ parameter to dynami-
cally set nY .
The main steps of the procedure can be summarized as follows: a) FC acquires nY measurements
and also o additional reserved samples, b) the recovered signal from the nY measurements is com-
pared with the o reserved samples to determine the reconstruction error estimation, c) a control
law is then used to set a new value of µ that steers the estimated reconstruction error to the de-
sired performance value. The aCS method requires a sufficient set of measurements in order get
a good estimation of the reconstruction error as well as additional packets to send from the FC to
the sensors to set the µ parameter. This may result in an additional amount of power consumption.
In this case, node operations consists in n(i)Y (µ) measurement acquisitions, followed by n
(i)
Y (µ)
accesses to memory for writing operations. No other operations are performed. In these cases, the
energy model can be defined as:
φ (i,aCS)ACQ = n
(i)
Y (µ) ·φ0ACQ
φ (i,aCS)SP = n
(i)
Y (µ) ·φ0MWR
φ (i,aCS)BCG = n
(i)
Y (µ) ·φ0BCG








where n(i)Y (µ) ∈ [0,nX ] are random experiments of some stochastic variables chosen accordingly
to the indication given in the original chapter (i.e. [53]). We point out that µ is dynamically
controlled over time.
3.5.3. Co-design example of Compressive Sensing methods
In this example, we fix the network model parameters to the values reported in Table 3.3, while the
packet loss model is with the following parameters: ∆t f = 100 sec and ∆t p = 0.2 sec as in [55]. To
the design purpose, let assume that MSE(nY ) ∈ [0.2;0.4] is an acceptable reconstruction error range
for the application in use.
Preliminary, a performance evaluation (in terms of network lifetime and reconstruction error) of
the presented CS schemes (cCS, rsCS and aCS) in both absence and presence of packet collisions









Table 3.3.: Simulator parameters assumed as constants in the proposed simulations.









































Figure 3.3.: Network Lifetime (Tl) vs (a) nY for cCS (continuous line) and (b) ρs for rsCS (contin-
uous line). No-compression approach (dashed lines).
is carried out. During this simulative campaign, we vary nY , nY (ρs) and nY (µ) within their respec-
tively ranges. Consequently, a co-design example based on the simulation results is provided in
order to choose the more suitable CS scheme and the related parameters that fulfils the required
performances.
3.5.3.1. cCS and rsCS analysis
In this paragraph, we compare the cCS and the rsCS approaches in terms of network lifetime and
reconstruction error performance.
According with the provided model, the network lifetime is function of nY both in cCS and rsCS
methods. In Fig. 3.3.(a) and Fig. 3.3.(b) (continuous lines) we compute the lifetime of network
when cCS and rsCS (respectively) methods are adopted for data representation. The simulations
are carried out by varying the number of measurements (resp. nY and nY (ρs)). In the same plots,
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Figure 3.4.: Reconstruction error MSE(nY ) for: (a) cCS as function of nY and (b) rsCS as function
of nY (ρs), in ideal case of no-packet loss (continuous lines) and if packet collisions
are considered (dashed lines).
dashed curves represent the computed normalized lifetime when any compression mechanisms is
adopted and nX = 900 (with nX > nY ) raw samples are sent to the FC. Curves in Fig. 3.3 have been
normalized to the maximum achieved lifetime. By comparing continuous curves with dashed ones,
it results that both CS approaches increase the network lifetime. Moreover, if cCS or rsCS curves
are considered, an increasing of the amount of processed measurements (nY or nY (ρs)) reduces the
network lifetime. It is interesting to note that in this simulation rsCS method performs better than
cCS in terms of network lifetime. According to the provided model, this is due to both a lower
computation cost and a lower volume of traffic data in respect to the case when rsCS method is
adopted.
About reconstruction error, simulation results are presented in Fig. 3.4 (resp. cCS strategy in Fig.
3.4.(a) and rsCS in Fig. 3.4.(b)). We conduct the simulations under the both cases of a) negligible
packet collision events (continuous lines) and b) under the case where packet collisions have been
taken into account (dashed lines).
Let preliminary analyse the continuous curves. For both CS strategies, the increase of nY and
nY (ρs) respectively gives a better reconstruction performance, but however, the rsCS approach
(Fig. 3.4.(b)) because the overall amount of data sent to FC is reduced.
Let consider now the reconstruction error evaluation in presence of packet collisions (dashed lines
in Fig. 3.4). In a WSN communication, the presence of packet loss is a typical event, especially
for centralized scheme. In presence of collision, FC is not able to receive data and for this reason
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Figure 3.5.: aCS: dynamic evolution of (upper panels) µ and (lower panels) reconstruction errors
MSE(nY )-MSE(nY |o) (continuous lines - dashed lines with star markers respectively)
under the case of (a) absence of packet loss and (b) presence of packet loss.
they can be considered as rejected by the communication. Such exception is typically managed in
two ways by the FC: a) it sends a request back to the network until the data is obtained or b) it tries
to reconstruct data from the set of the received measurements also if collisions are detected. The
former does not seem to be a valid solution for WSN monitoring application because it increases
the network congestion and the power consumption of communication. For this reason, we assume
that FC tries to recover signal from the received set of sampled data, without any retransmission
request. The simulation has been pictured in in Fig. 3.4 (dashed line). In both cases of cCS and
rsCS approaches, simulation results show a worsening of performances than in the case of absence
in packet loss at higher nY (and nY (ρ)). Moreover, it is worth of note the presence of a band of
low values of reconstruction errors in both of cases. That is because for high values of nY (or
nY (ρs)) the packet loss probability is very high (> 90%) and, consequently, MSE(nY ) has lower
performance compared with the ideal case of absence of losses. Conversely, if low number of nY
(or nY (ρ)) are considered, the packet loss probability is low but the reconstruction error assumes
however high values. As a result, the central bands guarantee a good trade off between a nY (and
nY (ρ)) and a relatively low probability of packet collision.
3.5.3.2. aCS analysis
Let in this paragraph analyse the network lifetime and the reconstruction error performances in the
case of aCS approach. We choose to analyse this approach apart because in this case we cannot
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set arbitrarily the value of nY , but we expect that the methodology is able to automatically decides
on nY to achieve the desired reconstruction performance. In Fig. 3.5 we show the performance
evaluation of aCS in absence and in presence of packet losses (resp. Fig. 3.5.(a) and Fig. 3.5.(b)).
In both cases we have simulated the network until the first node faults. The simulation in Fig.
3.5.(a) shows that the aCS correctly performs the MSE(nY |o) error estimation and therefore the
control action on µ parameter in order to get the desired performance. Some considerations arise
from the provided performance evaluation:
a. the packet loss makes hard to steer the reconstruction performance at the desired value.
Indeed, µ decreases (i.e. the transmission rate increases accordingly) while the evaluation of
the reconstruction error worsens, until it saturates to a minimum value. This is mainly due to
the network collapse phenomena. Indeed, packet collision increases the reconstruction error
that in turn increases the node sending rate (µ is decreased by the FC controller);
b. the presence of packet loss also affects the MSE(nY |o) estimation. Indeed, while in Fig.
3.4.(a) MSE(nY |o) and MSE(nY ) overlap or are very close one to each other, in Fig. 3.4.(b)
MSE(nY |o) differs to MSE(nY ) in almost all the simulation time. This implies a wrong adap-
tation of the control variable µ with the worsening of the network performance;
c. a wrong control of µ parameter may affect the lifetime performance, due to the network
collapse phenomenon (discussed in point a.) that increases the number of packets into the
network and, so, the power consumption. This is confirmed by the simulation, producing
a network lifetime Tl > 1000 in absence of packet collisions (3.4(a)), while Tl = 700 in
presence of packet collisions (3.4(b)).
3.5.3.3. Discussion
The above simulation results may be used by a network designer to choose the more suitable CS
scheme and its related parameters in order to fulfil the required design performances. We carry
our co-design example by distinguish between two different cases: a) the channel is collision-free
(packet loss is negligible), b) the channel works in presence of packet collisions.
a) In this case, all the above CS methods (cCS, rsCS and aCS) are able to fulfil the reconstruc-
tion error requirements (Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5). In particular, if cCS approach is considered
(Fig. 3.4.(a)) we can tune nY ∈ [180;190]. Otherwise, if rsCS approach is considered, we
may set nY (ρs) ∈ [260;410] (Fig. 3.4.(b)) to obtain the required performance. To the de-
sign purpose, the choice on which method is more suitable for the WSN depends on the
lifetime performance. Indeed, from Fig. 3.3.(a) and Fig. 3.3.(b), it results that by cCS
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approach the network lifetime is Tl ∈ [0.6;0.7] when nY ∈ [180;190] (Fig. 3.3.(a)), while
in the case of rsCS approach, it is Tl ∈ [0.6;0.9] in nY (ρs) ∈ [260;410] (Fig. 3.3.(b)). In
conclusion, according to the above simulation results, we may choose the rsCS method with
nY (ρs) = 260 in order to maximize network lifetime (Tl = 0.9) and minimize the reconstruc-
tion error (MSE(nY ) ∼ 0.4).
b) Conversely, if the packet collision phenomenon is considered (with the model parameters
given above), both cCS (Fig. 3.4.(a), dashed line) and aCS (Fig. 3.5.(b), dashed line) are
unable to get the desired reconstruction performance, and in this case, the choice can only
fall upon the rsCS method that returns MSE(nY ) ∈ [0.2;0.4] with nY (ρs) ∈ [380;510] (Fig.
3.4.(b)). On the base of the provided simulation results in Fig. 3.3.(b) and Fig. 3.4.(b) we
may choose nY (ρs) = 380 that gives Tl = 0.6 and reconstruction error MSE(nY ) ∼ 0.4.
3.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a software co-design tool which can aid the network designer to the
optimization of the performances of a monitoring WSN. It was assumed that the WSN adopts a
compression algorithm to represent information that it samples during the monitoring activity. Pre-
liminarily, we formulated a WSN model taking into account a model of node power consumption
and of a traffic model based on the concepts of graph theory and Dijkstra’s routing path. Effects
of packet collision phenomena (typically affecting wireless communication) were also added to
the traffic model managed by each node. After having introduced two important performances
for the WSN monitoring, the system autonomy and the signal error carried out by the process
of compression, the provided WSN model was proposed as a tool for the software co-design of
system parameters that are related to the compression method in order to fulfil given performance
specifications about energy autonomy or reconstruction error. The model was particularized to the
representative case where network performs Compressive Sensing schemes for data representation.
In this case, we firstly analysed and compared the performances of different variants of Compres-
sive Sensing schemes under some indicative scenarios. Consequently, one example of software
co-design aimed to improve both recovery error and network autonomy has been presented.
Part II.
Control approaches for EH-WSNs
CHAPTER 4
Control techniques for harvesting system
energy management
4.1. Motivation
DURING last years the formulation of strategies for the harvesting system management hasrecently played an important role in WSN design. Wireless nodes can operate in two main
modes of operation: low power mode and full operation mode. In low power mode, the wireless
transmitter is switched off to save energy. In this state, the node is momentarily disconnected to
the WSN and is unable to both receive data from and transmit data to the network. It should be
important to implement energy management strategies that schedule node activity to prolong node
lifetime.
An additional requirement for wireless node is to provide high power and high energy supply. This
performance can be only partially covered by Li-Ion batteries that are subjected to life degrada-
tion phenomena when operate under impulsive current requirements. Ultracapacitor technology
achieves higher power density but lower energy density than battery technology. Some Li-Ion
polymer batteries reach the same power density, but at much higher prices [63]. In counterpart,
ultracapacitor provides lower energy density than the battery. Additionally, ultracapacitor tech-
nology is also characterized by negligible degradation effects compared to the battery technology.
To cope with these limitations, hybrid supply systems, composed of a battery and an ultracapaci-
tor, have been recently introduced to supply wireless nodes [64]. The ideal hybrid system should
ensure at the same time battery life preservation and supply autonomy.
Many hybrid schemes and control laws have been proposed in literature. A hybrid supply configu-
ration for EH-WSN that manages the battery to maximize its life and that increases autonomy has
not been proposed in literature.
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Figure 4.1.: Overview of hybrid power system topologies: (a) to (d) schemes studied in literature;
(e) the proposed hybrid scheme.
In this chapter, a novel hybrid system configuration scheme including these functionalities is there-
fore proposed. A Model Predictive Control for the energy management of node harvesting system
is formulated by taking into account: hybrid system and the battery degradation models. Moti-
vating by the fact that predictive controllers are computationally expensive to be implemented in a
micro-controller, a more suitable suboptimal adaptive strategy is finally proposed. Simulation tests
of the proposed control laws are carried out in order to compare performances and validate their
effectiveness under two realistic harvesting scenarios in comparison with a standard controller,
proposed in literature.
4.2. Related works
Hybrid systems are composed of the following main components: a) harvesting conversion unit;
b) battery and ultracapacitor storage devices; c) load device to be supplied (i.e wireless node). In
literature, hybrid systems can be distinguished among passive ([65, 66]) and active ([67, 68, 69])
configurations. In Fig. 4.1 configurations from (a) to (d) represent the main hybrid power systems
proposed in literature. In such representation, Harvesting system and Load are respectively labelled
with "H" and "L", while ultracapacitor (UC) and battery (BA) devices are also represented. Direct
connections between boxes are denoted with simple lines, while single and double arrowed lines
connect blocks throughout a controllable logic (e.g. a dc/dc converter). In passive configurations,
battery and ultracapacitor devices are connected in parallel and directly coupled to the load (Fig.
4.1.(a)). Active configurations use one or more dc/dc converters and control circuitry to manage the
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recharge processes in controlled environment. They are mainly adopted in many contexts different
from Wireless Sensor Networks (e.g. automotive), because their implementation typically requires
high computation.
In [70] authors design and implement a hybrid system with topology configuration in Fig. 4.1.(b).
The adopted scheme in this case is able to separate between ultracapacitor recharge and battery
supply. Block H can directly supply the sensor node when energy is sufficient, while harvests
charge into the ultracapacitor and uses independently a reservoir battery when otherwise harvesting
energy is not sufficient. Nevertheless, the ultracapacitor is only used to harvest energy, but cannot
be used to supply directly the load, and battery can be subject to degradation of performance.
In [71] authors implement active configuration in Fig. 4.1.(c). In this case, there is a direct power
chain from block H to L. Ultracapacitor is electrically connected to the power chain, while battery
is connected throughout a bi-directional dc/dc converter. Control strategy is aimed to regulate the
UC voltage level in order to reduce the dc/dc converters drop out voltages of the circuits and min-
imize dc/dc converter losses. In this configuration, battery is used as a reservoir, but degradation
effects are not taken into account.
Studies in [72] considers the hybrid system of Fig. 4.1.(d). In this case, the following strategy
is implemented: when the load current is small, battery supplies node. The discharge rate of the
battery is determined by the average load demand. To protect the battery, current is controlled in
order to not exceed its safety limits. On the other hand, when load current is high, both the battery
and the ultracapacitor supply the sensor node. By controlling the battery current at a constant
value throughout this time, the battery can be kept in a safe operative area and capacity fading
effect are limited. The same scheme is considered in [73], where a different management strategy
is proposed. Ultracapacitor is mainly recharged by the harvester and used to supply the node.
However, two conditions may cause the ultracapacitor to be disabled: over-voltage protection and
excessive discharge. In both cases, battery is eligible to be recharged by the harvester or by the
ultracapacitor. Load is supplied with a combination of battery and ultracapacitor. Being the battery
limited in both charge and discharge, degradations are negligible.
A drawback in the above hybrid schemes is the following. They implement a direct connection
from the harvesting to the load, and both battery and ultracapacitor can be used only one at time.
Indeed, if the battery is used to supply the load, the ultracapacitor cannot be recharged solely from
the harvesting, since the battery will also supply the ultracapacitor through the bus connection.
Moreover, the supply system autonomy is a peculiar aspect neglected in the above works. In
energy harvesting systems, node supply autonomy is ensured if actions are taken on the basis
of future harvesting expectancy. A wireless node activity should be scheduled over a long time
prediction for prolonging node autonomy.
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To overcome the above drawbacks, in this chapter the active configuration in Fig. 4.1.(e) is pro-
posed. The four independent branches allow to recharge battery while the ultracapacitor supplies
the output and vice-versa. It is also possible to connect both devices to block H or to block L.
Finally, a predictive controller, aimed at ensure prolonged supply autonomy is proposed. This per-
formance is achieved throughout the proposed hybrid system in Fig. 4.1.(e). Specifically, the two
output branches allow the controller to allocate the optimal amount of energy resources in order
to extend supply autonomy. This performance is achieved by triggering the node duty cycle, so
the energy reserve is spread out over a prolonged time. Since, however, reducing node duty cycle
leads to lower communication performance of node throughout the network, the optimal allocation
of both energy resources and of node duty cycle is a non trivial task because, it may outperform
the physical layer specifications but without worsen too much the network communication perfor-
mances.
4.2.1. Chapter contribution and outline
In the following, the main contributions of the present study are highlighted.
1. A novel hybrid system scheme in Fig. 4.1.(e) is proposed. By controlling the discharge and
recharge current flows into battery and ultracapacitor, battery degradation can be reduced. Addi-
tionally, the proposed scheme is able to control the node consumption as function of the available
energy resource in order to ensure prolonged lifetime.
2. A predictive control framework is formulated. Differently from other controllers typically
implemented for EH-WSN, it includes two additional objectives: a) to extend energy autonomy of
node; b) to preserve battery from capacity degradation. To achieve objective a) the controller takes
into account a prediction of future harvested energy over a finite horizon to regulate the optimal
node duty cycle and, therefore, extending node autonomy.
3. Since predictive controllers are computationally expensive and are not suitable for WSN, an
adaptive control strategy is additionally proposed. Differently from classic controllers it includes
both the duty cycle adaptation and a strategy to reduce battery degradation. The main functional-
ities can be summarized as follows: a) energy harvesting collected by the hybrid system is maxi-
mized, b) battery usage is limited in order to reduce its degradation over time, c) node duty cycle is
scheduled on the basis of the energy resource expected within a finite time horizon. In particular:
if harvested energy suffices, the controller regulates the node to operate at its maximum duty cy-
cle. Whenever energy cannot satisfy node demand, the adaptive control ensures continuous node
operation with reduced duty cycle. As a result, the proposed controller steers node duty cycle in
order to adaptively balance the energy demand to the expected energy resource.
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4. A simulation campaign validates the effectiveness of the proposed controllers compared with a
threshold-based energy management strategy typically adopted in literature [73]. It is shown that
the proposed adaptive algorithm outperforms the threshold-based one, despite it performs less than
model predictive controller. Therefore, the proposed adaptive strategy reduces the gap between
standard threshold-based approaches and the optimal predictive one.
5. Finally, an implementation of the hybrid system scheme in Fig. 4.1.(e) is provided and a proto-
type of the proposed scheme is designed. Details of hybrid scheme implementation are provided
in Appendix B.
Chapter outline Chapter is organized as follows: in Sec. 4.3, background on Model Predictive
Control is briefly introduced. In 4.4 modelling of battery and the ultracapacitor in the configuration
scheme of Fig. 4.1.(e) is provided. In Sec. 4.5 three strategies are considered: the MPC-based
control law, a commonly used threshold-based strategy and the proposed adaptive strategy. In Sec.
4.6 simulations validate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy, compared with the threshold-
based one and the predictive controller. Finally, in Appendix B the implementation of the proposed
hybrid scheme is detailed. Conclusions are made in Sec. 4.7.
4.3. Background
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a well known control method that computes a trajectory of con-
trol variables to optimize the future behaviour of the plant. The optimization is performed within a
finite time window, which time duration is the prediction horizon. Starting from the knowledge of
plant state at the beginning of the time window, the MPC has the ability to anticipate future events
and can take control actions accordingly. Usually, linear empirical models obtained by system
identification are adopted in model predictive controllers to estimate future plant dynamics, but the
control can be also extended to non linear models. Consider the following general discrete time
system model:
x(k+1) = f (k,x(k),u(k)) (4.1)
where x is the state vector, u is the control input and f is the state function. System (4.1) is subject
to state and input constraints: x(k)⊂ Ξ and u(k)⊂ ϒ for all k. The control objective is to minimize
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where U(k)= [u(k),u(k+1), . . . ,u(k+N−1)] is a sequence of inputs within the predictive horizon
N, x(n) is the state trajectory obtained by applying the control sequence U(k) to the system (4.1)
starting from the initial state x(k) and l(·, ·) is the stage cost at each timeslot n ∈ [k,k+N−1]. At




s.t. x{n+1,k} = f (n,x{n,k},u{n,k}) ∈ Ξ, n = k, . . . ,k+N−1
u{n,k} ∈ ϒ, n = k, . . . ,k+N−1
x{k,k} = x(k)
(4.3)
where: u{n,k} are the future control actions for all n ∈ [k, . . . ,k+N− 1]; x{n,k} denotes the future
state vectors at time instant n ∈ [k,k+N−1] obtained by x{n+1,k} = f (n,x{n,k},u{n,k}). Denoting




{k+1,k}, . . . ,u
*
{k+N−1,k}] the optimal control sequence over the time horizon
N, only the first sample u*{k,k} will be applied to the system:
u(k) = u*{k,k} (4.4)
Then, at the next sampling time k+ 1 problem above (4.3) will be solved over a shifted horizon














Figure 4.2.: Proposed hybrid system for WSN.
In this section, the analytical model of system scheme in Fig. 4.1(e) is formulated. In Fig. 4.2 the
proposed model is reported with details on the adopted variables. Arrows represent the electrical
current flowing among the hybrid system blocks. We denote with uh and ûh respectively the average
and the maximum current generated by the harvester block H. Notice that, due to the non-constant
harvesting resource, ûh is time-varying. On the other hand, ul and ûl are respectively the average
and the maximum current required by the node. Moreover, uhU and u
h
B denote the average value
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of currents that recharge the ultracapacitor and the battery, respectively. Similarly, ulU and u
l
B
are related to the average currents provided to the load from the ultracapacitor and the battery,
respectively. In the proposed block scheme in Fig. 4.2, it is assumed that is possible to control
harvesting flows uhU and u
h




B through a dedicated control logic.
We have that: uU =−uhU +ulU and uB =−uhB+ulB, being uU and uB the net average current outgoing




















Notice that: λ1+λ2 ≤ 1 and λ3+λ4 ≤ 1. Notice also that node is active for a fraction of time that
is δ = ulûl = λ3+λ4. δ will be referred with the name of active fraction in the following.












Figure 4.3.: Ultracapacitor equivalent dynamic model.
4.4.1.1. Ultracapacitor
An equivalent UC circuit model adopted in literature [74, 75] is represented in Fig. 4.3. With
reference to Fig. 4.3, iU is assumed to be positive when it flows out the UC. The ultracapacitor
State-Of-Charge (SOCU in the following) is defined as the ratio between the instantaneous charge
stored into the UC (QU(t)) and the maximum charge value, QmaxU , i.e. SOCU(t) = QU(t)/Q
max
U .
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Figure 4.4.: Dynamic response of an UC model.
UC variables:






yU(t) = [VU(t) SOCU(t)]T
uU(t) = iU(t)
(4.9)
The UC model can be written as [76, 77]:
x˙U(t) = AU ·xU(t)+BU ·uU(t)
































































Figure 4.5.: Battery equivalent model: (a) SOC dynamics, (b) voltage dynamics.









































An example of UC system respond to impulsive current profile is shown in Fig. 4.4.
4.4.1.2. Battery
Many different battery models have been proposed in literature. In this chapter, we consider the
equivalent model of Fig. 4.5, [78, 79]. It is composed of two parts: part (a) models the relation
between the output current and battery State-of-Charge (SOCB in the following); part (b) models
the output voltage dynamic as function of current applied and SOCB. It takes into account a non
linear relation between SOCB and the open circuit voltage of the battery, V Boc (evaluated for iB = 0).
About circuit part (a) in Fig. 4.5 the SOCB is defined as SOCB(t) = QB(t)/QmaxB , where: Q(t) =
CBSOCV
B
SOC(t) is the current level of charge stored into the battery and Q
max
B the maximum battery
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Figure 4.7.: Dynamic response of an BA model.






iB. Many experimental studies [41, 80, 81] consider a non
linear relation between SOCB(t) and V Boc(t), such as ([82]):
V Boc(t) = α0+α1SOCB(t)+α2SOCB
2(t)+α3SOCB3(t)α4e(βSOCB(t)) (4.14)
In Fig. 4.6 the typical V Boc-SOCB relation for Li-Ion battery is shown. It is also shown that, despite
the non linearity at low and high values of SOCB, it is possible to fit the non linear curve with a
linear one assuming SOCB ∈ [0.2;0.8] (Fig. 4.6). Therefore, in the following of this work it will
be assumed that:
V Boc(t) = αocSOCB(t)+βoc (4.15)








and let the battery model vectors be:
xB(t) =
[
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According to the electrical equivalent model in Fig. 4.5(b), we have:
V B(t) =V Boc(t)−RBssuB(t)−V Bs (t)−V Bf (t) (4.18)
with RBss being the series resistance in the equivalent model. From (4.15), the battery model can be
recast as ([76, 77]):
x˙B(t) = AB ·xB(t)+BB ·uB(t)
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An example of battery system respond to impulsive current profile is shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.4.1.3. State-of-Health (SOH)
SOH is a performance feature of an accumulation device and is defined as the ratio between the
current battery capacity and the capacity of a fresh cell (typically provided by the manufacturer).
SOH ranges between 0 and 1. Degradation effects are related to internal battery chemical reactions
and spurious side reactions that reduce the active chemical reagents. From the electrical point of
view, many causes concur to decrease SOH: over-voltage, over-current, over-temperature are the
main important ones, but many others can be considered, such as: the number of charge-discharge
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cycles, depth-of-discharge, calendar life and so on [83]. Different degradation models have been
formulated for different battery types and usage.
Many experimental studies have addressed the over-voltage as the most significant cause of UC
life degradation ([78, 84, 85]). At highest UC operative voltage, it has been observed that the
decomposition of internal electrolyte is accelerated and more impurities undergo the nominal redox
reactions inside the UC [83, 86]. This degrades the UC storage capacity and thus reduces its life.
Albeit degradation effects exist, one of the most recognized property is that compared with battery
technology, ultracapacitors are able to sustain several thousands of deep discharge and charge
cycles without significant degradation of life, provided that they work within their operative voltage
limits ([87]).
On the other hand, battery degradation phenomenon is due to a combination of side reactions on
both anode and cathode surfaces of battery. Examples of side reactions include Solid Electrolyte
Interfaces (SEI) formation, metallic manganese deposition, Ion Hydrogen generation and many
others. SEI formation stands out the others to be the most significant cause of battery degradation.
It grows between the electrode and the electrolyte solvent and leads to a gradual consumption of
the lithium-based reagents and the increment of electrode impedance upon cycling. In a fresh cell,
SEI layer is not yet formed, but during the utilization it can grow with a speed that depends on the
cycling conditions, temperature and depth of discharge. It is almost impossible to completely revert
side reactions in order to recover the battery life, thus it is important to avoid working conditions
that encourage the formation of SEI formation. Numerous experiments have been conducted in the
literature to investigate the associated stress factors that accelerate this phenomenon. From such
studies, it has emerged that degradation effects are strictly related to test conditions (test current
peak, internal heat production, time duration of current surging) and battery technology (type of
reaction, initial battery age, shape and volume of the battery). As a results, different results can be
extracted from the literature ([81, 82, 88, 89]). Capacity degradation can be modelled by radical or
exponential equations. In [90, 91, 92, 93], battery SOH (SOHB in the following) model is derived
from the Arrhenius law that has been extended to predict capacity-loss of batteries subjected to
complex current profiles.




























SOC(0): battery capacity variation during a timeslot duration of ∆t and the initial
capacity;
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- iBh, iBl: charging and discharging currents, respectively, such that iB =−ihB+ ilB;
- Qc, Qd: parameters related to the charging and discharging current rates;
- R = 1.38 · 10−23J ·K−1 the Boltzmann’s constant, T battery temperature in Kelvin and Eca,
Eda activations energy (in Joule) of battery reactions for charging and discharging phases;
- A, B, C, D: fitting parameters.
The above equation distinguishes between charging and discharging processes and includes expo-
nential and adjustable factors. It is assumed that charging current iBh and discharging current iBl
remain constant during each timeslot ∆t. Such model is able to estimate the capacity loss of the
battery when is under different charge and discharge rates and thermal conditions. Parameters of
(4.25) can be determined from the capacity loss data curve given by the battery manufacturers.
Let ∆ŜOHB be the maximum value of the ∆SOHB. Assuming that iBh and iBl are upper limited
by iBh < iB
h and iBl < iB
l , SOHB variation over time n∆t is ∆SOHB(n∆t) < ∆ŜOHB(n∆t) with
∆ŜOHB(n∆t) = n ·∆ŜOHB(∆t) and:
∆ŜOHB(∆t) =
(












being αhSOH =A/Qc ·exp





B(∆t) are the maximum SOHB degradations due to a battery recharg-
ing and discharging in a timeslot ∆t. Notice that in (4.26) iB
h ·∆t and iBl ·∆t are the total average
charge during ∆t exchanged with the harvesting and the load respectively. Therefore, we define:
QhB = iB
h ·∆t and QlB = iBl ·∆t such quantities and from (4.26) we have: ∆ŜOH
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The state-space model for the system in Fig. 4.2 is composed by the above models. Specifically, let
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Then, the zero-order hold discretization of the state-space model (4.27) is calculated, resulting in



























In (4.28), matrices ΦU ,ΦB, ΓU and ΓB are obtained from the zero-order hold discretization of the
continuous state-space model (4.27).
Notice that from (4.6), control variables usys(k) can be written as function of λ (k) = [λ1(k) λ2(k)
λ3(k) λ4(k)]T by:
usys(k) =
(−ûh 0 ûl 0
0 −ûh 0 ûl
)
·λ (k) (4.29)
Remark With this system model formulation, a control strategy on variables λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4 is able
to manage the recharge of the ultracapacitor and the battery from harvesting, and it is able also to
control δ = λ3+λ4 during each timeslot.
4.5. Energy management strategies development
In this section, control strategies aimed to preserve battery from capacity degradation and to cope
with load requirements will be formulated. In the discrete state-space model (4.28), control vector
λ (k) = [λ1(k) λ2(k) λ3(k) λ4(k)]T will be used.
Firstly an MPC-based control according to proposed in Sec. 4.3 is formulated. Despite of the
advantages derived by its predictive behaviour, the MPC-based controller is computational de-
manding and this may constrain its use in EH-WSN applications. For this reason, two rule-based
strategies, namely threshold-based strategy and adaptive strategy, are also proposed. Threshold-
based strategy is commonly adopted in hybrid management systems (e.g. [70]). Additionally, we
propose a variant of the threshold-based strategy, named adaptive, that manages the hybrid system
energy also by using information about the estimated energy harvesting resource available in the
future.
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4.5.1. MPC-based energy management strategy

















being N the prediction horizon. The first cost term maximizes the renewable energy, harvested
into the hybrid system. Notice that uh{n,k} = ûh(n) is equivalent to have λ1{n,k}+ λ2{n,k} = 1.
The second cost term copes with the load demand. Notice that ul{n,k} = ûl is equivalent to δ =
λ3{n,k}+λ4{n,k}= 1. Finally, the third cost term is aimed to minimize the battery SOH degradation






xsys{n+1,k} = Asys ·xsys{n,k}+Bsys ·usys{n,k} (a)
ysys{n,k} = Csys ·xsys{n,k}+Dsys ·usys{n,k}+Esys (b)
uU{n,k} = λ1{n,k}ûh(n)−λ3{n,k}ûl (c)
uB{n,k} = λ2{n,k}ûh(n)−λ4{n,k}ûl (d)
yin fsys ≤ ysys{n,k} ≤ ysupsys (e)
∆SOHB{n,k} ≤ ∆ŜOHB(∆t) ( f )
λ1{n,k},λ2{n,k},λ3{n,k},λ4{n,k} ∈ [0,1] (g)
λ1{n,k}+λ2{n,k} ≤ 1 (h)
λ3{n,k}+λ4{n,k} ≤ 1 (i)
xsys{k,k} = xsys(k) ( j)
(4.31)
Constraints (4.31).(a) to (4.31).(d) refer to discrete system model of the hybrid system. (4.31).(e)
constrains the output system, and in particular yin fsys , ysupsys are the lower and the upper output system
constraint vectors, respectively. (4.31).(f) attempts to limit battery SOH degradation at each opti-
mization discrete time n. ∆ŜOHB(∆t) is the upper limit of battery degradation over a timeslot ∆t
and can be selected on the basis of the desired battery lifetime. To note that ∆t is the considered
sample time. An example of ∆ŜOHB(∆t) dimensioning will be given in Sec. 4.6. Equations from
(4.31).(g) to (4.31).(i) constrain control variables. Finally (4.31).(j) is the initial condition at time
slot k.
4.5.2. Threshold-based energy management strategy
Many works in literature (e.g. [70]) propose a simple strategy to control ultracapacitor and battery
usage. The main actor of energy management is the ultracapacitor, while the battery is used as
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reservoir that is recharged if ultracapacitor is full or is discharged when the ultracapacitor is empty.
This way, the use of battery is reduced and its degradation effects are limited. Such strategy applied
to the proposed hybrid system in Fig. 4.2 should be formulated for both input variables (λ1 and
λ2) and output variables (λ3 and λ4). Its behaviour is hereafter summarized:
- Recharge the ultracapacitor until it is full of charge. Then, recharge the battery, until it is full
of charge. If both devices are full, harvesting energy is no longer stored into the system.
- the load is principally supplied by the ultracapacitor, until it is out of charge. Then, switch
to supply load with battery. If both battery and ultracapacitor are out of charge, disconnect
from the output.
Algorithm 1 Threshold-based strategy
1: k = 1
2: loop
3: {STATE OF CHARGE EVALUATION}
4: Qh(k)← Provided harvesting charge
5: Ql(k)← Required node charge
6: QU (k)← Level of charge of UC
7: QB(k)← Level of charge of BA
8: RU (k) = QmaxU −QU (k)← Charge required to have UC at full of charge
9: RB(k) = QmaxB −QB(k)← Charge required to have BA full of charge
10:
11: {λ1(k) AND λ2(k) ALLOCATION}






13: λ2(k) = 1−λ1(k)





16: {λ3(k) AND λ4(k) ALLOCATION}






18: λ4(k) = 1−λ3(k)






22: k = k+1
23: end loop (INFINITE LOOP)
Pseudo-code of threshold-based strategy is summarized in Algorithm 1. At each timeslot, a set of
data is preliminary collected: a. the average level of charge provided during the current timeslot
Qh(k) = ûh(k) ·∆t; b. the expected charge required by the node for the next timeslot Ql(k) =
ûl(k) ·∆t; c. levels of charge of battery (QB(k)) and ultracapacitor (QU(k)). At lines 8-9, RU(k)
and RB(k) represent the charge required to have at full of charge the Ultracapacitor and the battery,
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respectively. At line 12, it is evaluated λ1(k) considering that the charge to be stored is Qh(k) and
cannot be greater then RU(k). Similar rules are followed to allocate λ3(k) and λ4(k). In particular,
λ3(k) (line 17) is evaluated considering that the charge to be delivered to node is Ql(k), but cannot
exceed the current ultracapacitor level of charge, QU(k). Same consideration is applied on λ4(k)
(line 19), provided that λ3(k)< 1, otherwise λ4(k) = 0.
4.5.3. Adaptive energy management strategy
The adaptive strategy manages the hybrid system energy also by using information on the expected
energy harvesting resource in the future. As in the MPC-based controller case, also in this case the
energy autonomy of node is prolonged by controlling the node duty cycle. Let define for each k
Algorithm 2 Adaptive strategy
1: k = 1
2: loop
3: {STATE OF CHARGE EVALUATION}
4: Qh(k)← Provided harvesting charge
5: Ql(k)← Required node charge
6: QU (k)← Ultracapacitor level of charge
7: QB(k)← Battery level of charge
8: RU (k) = QmaxU −QU (k)← Charge required to have UC at full of charge
9: RB(k) = QmaxB −QB(k)← Charge required to have BA at full of charge
10: <Qh>k← Expected mean harvesting charge over N timeslot horizon
11:
12: {ESTIMATE DUTY CYCLE}







15: {λ1(k) AND λ2(k) ALLOCATION}






17: λ2(k) = 1−λ1(k)







20: {λ3(k) AND λ4(k) ALLOCATION}






22: λ4(k) = δ (k)−λ3(k)








26: k = k+1
27: end loop (INFINITE LOOP)
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. If harvesting energy is greater than
the maximum load demand, δ = 1). Vice-versa, δ is set such that the average node consumption
(δQl(k)) equals the average energy harvesting <Qh>k.
Additionally, battery current is limited in both the charge and the discharge to reduce degradation

















limitation on exchanged charge during time ∆t. Then, one can allocate






B at each k.
Pseudo-code for the adaptive strategy is reported in Algorithm 2. As for Algorithm 1, at each
timeslot the following set of data Qh(k), Ql(k), QU(k), QB(k), RU(k), RB(k),<Qh>k is collected
(lines from 4 to 10) is collected. Duty cycle evaluation is reported on line 13. The allocation of
λ1(k) and λ2(k) (lines 16 to 18) is similar to the threshold-based case, with the exception at line 18,
where the usage of battery for the recharge is limited by QhB, for the battery preservation purpose.
The allocation of λ3(k) and λ4(k) (lines from 21 to 23) follow the same considerations given
for the threshold-based case, but with two innovative differences: a) λ3(k) ≤ δ (k) and λ4(k) =
δ (k)−λ3(k); b) λ4(k) is allocated taking into account the hard limits on battery charge to the load
QlB in order cope with the SOH degradation.
4.5.4. Controller performances
In order to validate and compare the above control strategies, in this section three performance
metrics are introduced: 1) the harvesting utilization index, ρh, 2) the node duty cycle allocation
index, ρl , and 3) the battery degradation index, ρB.
Harvesting utilization index ρh is the percentage of harvesting charge that has been stored
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Ultracapacitor model Value Battery model Value
RUs 1.07 ·103Ω RBs 1.07 ·10−3Ω
CUs 8.2 ·10−1F CBs 7.00 ·102F
RUm 4.01 ·102Ω RBf 1.07 ·10−3Ω
CUm 3.16 ·10−1F CBf 5.24 ·10−4F
RUf 4.5 ·10−2Ω RBss 7.44 ·10−2Ω
CUf 5.0 ·101F CBSOC 3.00 ·102F
RUl 9.50 ·104Ω αoc 3.72 ·10−1V
βoc 3.35 ·100V
αhSOH 4.2 ·10−5V
α lSOH 4.2 ·10−5V
Table 4.1.: Hybrid System model parameters.






Since at initial state SOHB = 1, then ρB = 0. ρB is given as a logarithmic function of SOHB,
because degradation effects are typically very small in magnitude, especially if they are evaluated
over short time scales.
4.6. Simulation validation
In this section, the hybrid system strategies are validated by simulative investigations. Throughout
the section, it will be assumed that the harvesting block H in Fig. 4.2 is a solar source. Much
literature is dedicated to model solar harvesting dynamic over hourly time scale, day of the year
and geographic coordinates ([94, 95]). In particular, is used for this simulation model proposed
in [96]. In particular, it is considered an ultracapacitor of 50F capacity and a Li-Ion battery of
350mAh capacity. Parameters of the ultracapacitor and the battery are given in Table 4.1 ([97]).
It is conventionally assumed both by manufacturer documentation and in literature that battery
end life is when SOHB drops below 0.8. Basing on this, ∆ŜOHB(∆t) can be then designed as
follows. Let τB be the desired battery lifetime, we have ∆ŜOHB(τB) = 0.2. Battery degradation is








For simulated scenarios we have: ∆t = 30 minutes, τ = 10 years and ∆SOHB(∆t) = 1.16 ·10−6.
Simulations are carried out under Matlab environment. Moreover, MPC-based strategy is sim-
ulated with IPOPT (Interior Point OPTimizer) solver operating under YALMIP interface. The
mathematical details of IPOPT can be found in several publications, such as ([98, 99]).
In what follows, the presented control strategies will be tested under two different scenarios:
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Figure 4.8.: MPC-based strategy, simulation of the first scenario: (a) solar current profile ûh; (f) and
(g) optimal decision variables; (b) and (c) input current and outputs of ultracapacitor;
(d) and (e) input current flow and outputs of battery; (h) Harvesting rate utilization
index ρh and node allocation index ρl; (j) Battery degradation index ρB over simulation
time.
1. the energy resource is able to sustain the node in full operative mode (δ = 1) for 10 days.
2. the available energy is less than the overall node requirement in full operative mode (δ = 1).
Latter scenario emphasizes the effectiveness of predictive controllers to allocate present energy
resources in order to guarantee continuous supply autonomy on the future.
The provided simulation plots (Figs. 4.8 - 4.9 - 4.10 - 4.11 - 4.12 - 4.13) will be organized as
follows. Results are spread out onto 9 subplots, numbered from letter (a) to (j).
In subplots (a) the applied input solar profile ûh over a time horizon of 10 days is reported.
Hybrid system variables dynamic is shown in subplots from letter (b) to (e). Specifically, inputs
and outputs of ultracapacitor and of battery are provided in subplots (b)-(c) and sublots (d)-(e),
respectively. In subplots (b) (resp. subplots (d)) we distinguish in green the current contributions
−iU h (resp. −iBh) from the harvesting system, and in red the load current contributions iU l (resp.
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MPC parameters Value MPC constraints Value
ωh 20 SOCU ∈ [0;1]
ωl 1 SOCB ∈ [0.2,0.8]
ωB 1 ·107 VU ∈ [0;2.85]V
ûl 5 ·10−2A VB ∈ [3.43;3.69]V
∆t 30 min iU 3.00 ·102F
N 144 αoc 3.72 ·10−1V
βoc 3.35 ·100V
∆ŜOHB(∆t) 1.16 ·10−6
Table 4.2.: MPC setup parameters.
iBl). Voltage drops and the SOCs of ultracapacitor and the battery are given in subplots (d) and (e)
respectively.
The optimal control sequence λ1-λ2 on harvesting input and λ3-λ4 on load output are respectively
shown in subplots (f) and (g).
Performance indexes are subplots (h) and (j) and, in particular, in (h) the harvesting rate utilization
index ρh and the node duty cycle allocation index ρl are plotted, while in (j) battery degradation
index ρB over the simulation time period is shown.
4.6.1. MPC-based energy management strategy
For this simulation, control parameters and cost coefficients are summarized in Table 4.2. In
particular, simulations cover a time period of 10 days. The selection of prediction horizon N
trade-offs between elaboration time and control performance. After having carried out extensive
simulation tests with different N, our choice falls into N = 144 that corresponds to 3 days on
continuous time scale (being ∆t = 30 minutes).
First scenario Simulation results of the first scenario are shown in Fig. 4.8. For this simu-
lation, we consider the solar harvesting profile in Fig. 4.8.(a). From Fig. 4.8.(c)-(e) it appears
that ultracapacitor is subject to daily charge and discharge cycles, while the battery SOC slowly
changes. Indeed, optimized control profiles (Figs. 4.8.(f)-(g)) mainly recharge the ultracapacitor
(green line in Fig. 4.8.(b)) while battery is not charged (green line in Fig. 4.8.(d)). The optimizer
choice is justified by the fact that solar current in this scenario suffices to recharge the ultracapaci-
tor within its voltage and SOC constraints (VU ∈ [0,2.7] and SOCU ∈ [0,1] even when node works
at the highest δ = 1). Then, any recharge operation of the battery would only reduce its SOHB,
without beneficial effects on other performances.
Moreover, let consider days 5-6-7 (corresponding to timeslots from 150 to 300). During this period
solar current generation slightly reduces as it results from Fig. 4.8.(a). To fulfil the requirements of
the load and to relieve the ultracapacitor working within its operative ranges, the control increases
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Figure 4.9.: MPC-based strategy, simulation of the second scenario.
the battery current demand (Fig. 4.8.(g)). This condition holds until harvesting current returns
to be fully available to the input (timeslot 350). Notice that throughout the simulation, battery
supplies the load node with a slight current flow, such that degradation effects are negligible.
Second scenario Simulation results of second scenario are shown in Fig. 4.9. In this case, a
lower level of solar current generation is provided as it results from Fig. 4.9.(a). From Figs. 4.9(c)
(and λ3 from 4.9(g)), up to the fourth day (from timeslot 0 to 200) ultracapacitor is able to fully
supply the node with a small aid from the battery. However, when solar current reduces (from
the fifth day ahead) and the ultracapacitor voltage ripples down to zero the battery is used more
frequently. Predictive control action reduces node load current on the basis of solar harvesting
resource and, therefore, the related ρl decreases (Fig. 4.9.(h)).
Notice that, in lack of energy resource to supply node, model predictive control reduces the duty
cycle in order to fulfil hard constraints on system feasibility. Green curve in Fig. 4.9.(g) is obtained
by taking into account that in future timeslots the duty cycle should also be maximized.
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Figure 4.10.: Threshold-based energy management strategy: simulation of first scenario.
4.6.2. Threshold-based energy management strategy
In this section, the simulation results under the threshold-based strategy will be simulated.
First scenario Simulation results of the first scenario are shown in Fig. 4.10. From Fig.
4.10.(c) and (e) we can note that ultracapacitor is mainly used both for charging and discharg-
ing, while battery usage is limited to few periods of time, and in particular when (Fig. 4.10.(d))
the ultracapacitor is fully discharged. However, since battery SOH is not taken into account by this
strategy, the node is at full operation mode (δ = 1, i.e. ûl = 50mA) also when battery is used, re-
sulting that battery is subjected to relevant degradation effects when used. Surprisingly, the SOHB
is not well preserved (ρB in Fig. 4.10.(j) compared with 4.8.(j)).
Second scenario In this simulation scenario, we consider the same solar harvesting profile
(Fig. 4.9.(a)) and the same initial conditions on battery and ultracapacitor of the previous simula-
tions. After that both the ultracapacitor and the battery have exhausted their energy (from timeslot
280 ahead in Fig. 4.11.(e)), the hybrid system is not able to supply the node. Therefore, ρl = 0 (i.e.
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Figure 4.11.: Threshold-based energy management strategy: simulation of second scenario.
δ = 0) during many dark hours to turn back to ρl = 1 when harvesting current partially recharges
the ultracapacitor, as shown in Fig. 4.11.(h) (green line). Consequently, node is continuously
switched off for many hours before to start working again, resulting that ρl performance is low.
Moreover, battery performances are degrades due to repetitive and relatively deep current peaks,
resulting in a lower battery SOH. Finally, it is worth noting that battery is completely discharged
after six days of operations.
4.6.3. Adaptive energy management strategy
In the following, we will present the simulation results from the adaptive strategy. For this simula-
tion, we set N = 144 timeslots, QhB = 0.3 and Q
l
B = 0.5571. Comments to simulations are hereafter
given.
First scenario Simulation results of first scenario are shown in Fig. 4.12. Also in this case,
simulation shows that the ultracapacitor is mainly used, while battery is used to supply the load
only when ultracapacitor is fully discharged, as shown in Fig. 4.12.(d). However, to fulfil the
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Figure 4.12.: Adaptive energy management: simulation of the first scenario.




B is limited, as it results from the comparison between Fig.
4.12.(d) and Fig. 4.10.(d). In accordance with current battery limitations, when battery is used,
node duty cycle index ρl decreases (Fig. 4.12.(h)). Notice that maximum peak current in Fig.
4.10.(d) equals in magnitude the peak current from the MPC-based, as shown in Fig. 4.9.(d).
Second scenario Simulation results of second scenario are shown in Fig. 4.13. In this case,
the effect of δ regulation is emphasized. Indeed, when energy harvesting is low, ρl reduces to
61% (Fig. 4.13.(h)), that is similar to the value reached by ρl under the MPC-based strategy (Fig.
4.9.(h)). Notice that being ρl reduced, the energy autonomy of node is extended in respect to
the threshold-based strategy. Indeed, at the end of simulation, the battery is not fully discharged
(Fig. 4.13.(e)) and node is supplied continuously with δ > 0 (Fig. 4.13.(h)) differently by the
threshold-based case (Figs. 4.11.(e) and 4.11.(h)).
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Figure 4.13.: Adaptive energy management: simulation of the second scenario.
4.6.4. Performance comparison and remarks
In Table 4.3 a performance comparison of the above simulations of both the first (a) and the second
(b) scenarios is given. We have shown the average value of ρh and ρl , shortly ave(ρh) and ave(ρl),
and the final battery SOH degradation, namely ρB∞.
The following comments can be given:
- MPC-based controller outperforms the other controllers. Notice that in the first scenario,
the threshold-based strategy obviously achieves the maximum node duty cycle (ave(ρl) =
100%), outperforming the related MPC-based approach performance. However, final SOHB
is in magnitude one order greater than the MPC. Additionally, note that for the second sce-
nario, higher final SOHB is obtained with the adaptive strategy, rather than the MPC-based
approach. However, this happens because in the first case duty cycle allocation is lower than
the MPC one.
- Surprisingly, the threshold-based strategy, that should reduce battery degradation, performs
the worst final SOHB. This happens because battery is not upper limited in current usage,
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MPC-based strategy Threshold-based strategy Adaptive strategy
ave(ρh) 89.49% 89.49% 89.49%
ave(ρl) 96.97% 100% 96.63%
ρB∞ −1.26 ·10−7 −2.9 ·10−6 −1.19 ·10−6
(a)
MPC-based strategy Threshold-based strategy Adaptive strategy
ave(ρh) 89.46% 89.46% 89.45%
ave(ρl) 80.69% 82.02% 77.83%
ρB∞ −1.75 ·10−6 −3.12 ·10−6 −1.1 ·10−6
(b)
Table 4.3.: Performances comparison of MPC-based, adaptive and threshold-based control strate-
gies for: (a) the first simulation scenario, (b) the second simulation scenario. It is
reported: the average values of ρh and ρl , namely ave(ρh) and ave(ρl), and the final
value of SOHB degradation, ρB∞.
but only in time duration usage.
- The proposed adaptive strategy outperforms the threshold-based one, and approximates to
the MPC-based strategy in both of the two extreme simulated scenarios.
4.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, the study of a hybrid harvesting supply system for EH-WSN has been proposed.
The optimal control of the proposed system is formulated to cope with node supply requirement
and battery life preservation. The hybrid system models and the battery degradation model have
been taken into account in the MPC controller formulation. Motivating by the fact that MPC
controllers may be computationally demanding to be implemented by a micro-controller, a more
suitable suboptimal adaptive strategy has been devised. Simulation tests of the proposed control
laws are carried out in order to compare performances and validate their effectiveness under two
realistic harvesting scenarios in comparison with standard threshold-based controller.

CHAPTER 5
Distributed flow control in EH-WSN
5.1. Motivation
IN this chapter, a distributed control law to avoid queue congestion and reduce network powerconsumption is proposed. Let consider a EH-WSN based monitoring system, consisting of
one elaboration node, or FC, and a certain number of leaf nodes that communicate sensed data to
the FC. Multi-hop communication among leaf nodes is adopted to deliver data to FC. Nodes can
generate packets and at the same time can route information to the FC node.
If a node is meant to operate indefinitely, node cannot consume in the average more power than
the harvesting source can provided. The balance between the average power consumption and
the average harvested power is known as the ’energy neutrality condition’ ([100], [101]). Power
consumption of one node i depends not only on the transmitted data rate but also on the received
data rate. Therefore, the neutrality condition at node i is achieved not only by regulating the
local generation rate, but also by regulating the generation of such nodes that send information
through node i. The communication rate is constrained by channel bandwidth, i.e. the maximum
transmission rate at which the receiver is able to correctly decode the symbols. When network is
composed of a large number of nodes, and/or under intense traffic scenario, packet loss occurs,
leading to dramatically decrease of network throughput [102].
Therefore, it is clear that a flow control procedure not only can relieve the network for queue
congestion and packet loss, but it also can guarantee under certain conditions energy neutrality.
In this work, we formulate distributed control taking into account both congestion and power con-
sumption features. The main aim is to avoid congestion and guarantee energy neutrality condition
at each node.
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5.1.1. Related works
The general formulation of the flow control problem is as follows: find the optimal generation data
rate vector g that maximizes a network utility function U (g) and ensures that node’s incoming






In the past decade, much of the research was focused to formulate distributed congestion avoidance
controls that dynamically steer the generation rate to converge to optimal solution of the primal
problem in (5.1). Such algorithms are widely adopted as congestion control mechanisms in large
scale networks ([2],[105]). Example of distributed congestion mechanisms currently adopted on
the Internet are Vegas [106] or Reno [107]. Despite of the large amount of such algorithms pro-
posed in literature, the main idea consists on the decomposition of the optimization problem in
(5.1) into a primal-dual problem which involves two cooperative mechanisms: a) one dynamic law
acting on transport layer that computes a penalty index on the basis of the traffic congestion on
node’s path; b) one source rate regulation law that sets the transmission rate of source nodes on the
basis of the evaluated penalty index.
Although distributed flow control has been formerly used as control algorithm for wired and wire-
less communication (e.g. the Internet), is recent in literature the study of this distributed control
law also in WSN involving power consumption feature.
In [108] the power consumption of wireless node is reduced by distributively choosing the proper
routing path in order to balance the power consumptions of nodes. To this aim, the authors adopt
a flow optimization problem with constraints on channel capacity and power budget. To distribu-
tively implement the proposed optimization problem, a suboptimal solution is considered which
divides the WSN into a set of independent sub-networks to significantly reduce the topological
complexity.
In [109], the problem of transmission rate limitation due to the electromagnetic channel capacity
is addressed in order to maximize the network throughput. Two optimization variables are con-
sidered: the generation rate and the transmission power at each node. Node’s generation rate is
limited by the channel capacity. Since capacity can be increased by using higher transmission
power, one can increase the generation rate allocating more transmission power. In counterpart,
this may lead to reduce the channel capacity other nodes into the network. To this aim, the author
proposes a distributed non linear control algorithm based on Lagrangian dual decomposition tech-
nique and channel capacity formula. Robustness of the proposed algorithm in presence of packet
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loss and inaccurate estimation of local channel capacity is also pointed out. In [110] authors con-
sider both the flow control at the transport layer and the link scheduling at the MAC layer. The
aim is to optimize the throughput subject to rate constraints in presence of stochastic perturbations,
due to communication noise. Using the Lagrangian dual decomposition method, they devise a dis-
tributed primal-dual algorithm and a convergence analysis is provided in both of deterministic and
stochastic environment.
5.1.2. Contribution and chapter outline
In this chapter we propose a flow control law in order to cope with congestion phenomena and
energy efficiency in EH-WSN. In particular, a primal optimization problem maximizing data sam-
pling rate and subject to the energy and congestion constraints is formulated. Based on the primal-
dual Lagrangian decomposition method, we devise a rate control law that takes into account rate
and power consumption variables. For the proposed distributed control law we derive conver-
gence and global asymptotic stability analysis. Specifically, the convergence analysis is based on
the primal-dual Lagrangian decomposition, while the global asymptotic stability is demonstrated
by Lyapunov arguments, inspired by demonstration carried out in [111]. In our formulation the
penalty at each node is given as function of both queue congestion and power consumption.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed control law, a WSN model is provided and the dis-
tributed traffic protocol is implemented over the network. Simulation is carried out by assuming
that harvesting conditions change over time. In this chapter we explicitly take into account the
energy neutrality condition to cope with EH-WSN autonomy. Differently from [109], we relate
the power consumption to the communication rate of node. Additionally, the proposed control law
regulates the transmission rate of each node, instead of control the routing path, as it is done in
[108].
Another important contribution of this work is the experimental validation on a real small EH-WSN
that corroborates the effectiveness of the proposed control law. In this case, data transmission is
subject to non-ideal factors, such as delays, dynamic law update delay, packet loss and reduce
machine precision of numerical representation. We show that under different energy harvesting
levels the experimental steady-state rates will approximate the theoretical equilibrium ones. This
validates the stability analysis of the proposed law and its capability to adaptively regulate traffic
rate also as function of harvesting energy availability.
The chapter outline is given. In Sec. 5.2 the energy and data traffic WSN model is provided. In
Sec. 5.3 the proposed optimal flow control is defined firstly as primal problem, than using the
Lagrangian decomposition, the dual model is derived. In Sec. 5.4 a distributed dynamic algorithm
is proposed. The convergence and the global asymptotic stability analyses of are presented in Sec.
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5.5. Sec. 5.6 shows a simulative scenario where the proposed law is tested under varying solar
conditions and finally an experimental test over a small network composed of 5 nodes is carried
out in Sec. 5.7. In this section the experimental setup is also detailed. Finally, conclusions are
provided in Sec. 5.8.
5.2. Wireless Network definition
5.2.1. Data traffic model
Let G be a connected and undirected network graph composed of n sensor nodes. Let i ∈ N
with N = {1, . . . ,n}, denotes the generic node of the network. Node i sends data to the FC by a
preassigned path of relay nodes denoted with Ω(i). The routing matrix L = {l( j, i)} ⊂ Rn×n will
be defined as:
l( j, i) =

1 i f j ∈Ω(i)
1 i f j ≡ i
0 otherwise
(5.2)
We will assume in the following of this paper that L is a full row rank matrix. Let denote with ∆T a
small observation time and with k the generic discrete time referred to period t = [(k−1)∆T,k∆T ],
with k ∈ N and N being the set of natural numbers. During t, node i generates an average number
of sampled data that will be denoted with gi(k) and referred to as generation rate. At the same
time, node is also a relay of information for other network nodes, so that the overall average data
that it processes over time t is ri(t) = ∑ j∈N l(i, j)g j(t). ri(t) is named aggregate rate of node i
in the following. Notice that ri(t) is the sum of the incoming packet rate and the generation rate.
Additionally, at each node are defined also a positive scalar penalty function ρi(t) and an aggregate












= [r1(t), . . . ,rn(t)]T and q(t) = [q1(t), . . . ,qn(t)]T for all i ∈ N are the aggregate rate
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In (5.4) F is a set of functions F= [Fi(gi(t),qi(t))] associated to the generation rate dynamic and Γ
is a set of functions Γ = [γ i(ρi(t),ri(t))] related to the penalty function. Therein, let assume that Fi
is continuously differentiable and δFiδqi ̸= 0 in D= {(gi(t),qi)|gi(t)> 0,qi > 0}. Let consider points
(gi(t),qi)∈D such that Fi(gi(t),qi(t)) = 0. With the assumptions made on Fi, the implicit function







Wireless node performs the following three main operations: 1) data acquisition and elaboration,
2) radio reception and 3) radio transmission. In our framework, the dynamic evolution of the
battery energy ei(t) is modelled by:
e˙i(t) = hi(t)− pi(t) (5.6)
where hi(t) is the power harvested at time t and pi(t) is the power consumed by node i over time
t. The harvesting source hi(t) in (5.6) is assumed to be slowly time-varying with respect to the
system dynamic. It has been observed that the average power consumption pi(t) is mainly due to
the communication activity, [45]. Therefore, the amount of power consumed by node for wireless
activity is: pi(t) = φri(t), where φ is in Watt/Packet and takes into account the consumption both
in reception and in transmission. In this model, we are assuming that static consumption of the
logic is negligible in respect of power consumed by the RF module.
5.3. Optimal flow control in EH-WSN
5.3.1. Primal Problem formulation
In this section, we formulate the optimization problem (5.7) also including the energy neutrality
condition: at each time pi(t)= φri(t)≤ hi, so that battery dynamic is theoretically never discharged
and autonomy is preserved. Constraints that avoid queue congestion are additionally considered.
At each node i we impose that ri(t)≤ ci being ci the link capacity. Many factors dictate on ci, such
as the node data buffer capacity, the signal-to-noise ratio at that node, etc.
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Let Ne = {i ∈ N|min(ci,hi/φ) = hi/φ} and let Nq = {i ∈ N|min(ci,hi/φ) = ci}. In case exist a
node j such that c j = h j/φ , we assume j ∈ Nq, so that Nq ∩Ne ≡ /0, being /0 the empty set. By
definition, Nq∪Ne ≡ N.
Let define the following notation: a) Pe = {pi(t)} and He = {hi} for all i ∈ Ne. and b) Rq = {ri}
and Cq = {ci} for all i ∈ Nq.
With the definitions made, the above energy and queue constraints can be written in compact form:
Pe ≤He and Rq ≤ Cq, respectively.
Remark. FC node (i= 1) usually doesn’t present autonomy neither data capacity limitations, dif-
ferently by network nodes that are typically characterized by reduced energy and capacity avail-
ability. However, we assume that constraints on the FC node (r1(t) ≤ c1) is also included into
the optimization problem. FC node gathers the overall aggregate rate of the network (r1(t) =
∑i∈N gi(t)), since all routing paths have FC as destination node. Therefore, by setting value of c1,
FC can set the maximum throughput of the network according to the application requirement.











being Us(gs) the source utility functions, assumed strictly concave. In the following of this paper,




and U * =U (g*) will indicate the optimal value of the utility function.
5.3.2. Lagrangian Dual Approach
In this section, we formulate the dual of primal problem (5.7) and we show that it is possible to
solve primal problem by cooperatively solving n local sub-problems. The Lagrangian function of
the primal problem (5.7) is:












c j− r j
)
(5.8)
where µ = [µ j], θ = [θ j] vectors of Lagrangian multipliers. To note that last two terms can be
arranged into a single one since index j spans into two disjointed sets: Ne and Nq. We have:






d j− r j
)
(5.9)
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where ρ = [ρ j] with ρ j being:
ρ j =
φθ j i f j ∈ Neµ j i f j ∈ Nq (5.10)
and:
d j =
h j/φ i f j ∈ Nec j i f j ∈ Nq (5.11)
LetQ(ρ ) = max
g≥0























ρ jd j (5.12)




Decomposition of the dual utility function Q(ρ ) into two distinct contributions, one in g and the
second in ρ (equation (5.12)) is adopted to solve the original optimization problem with a dynamic
algorithm. A sketch of the dynamic algorithm procedure at node i is given:







2. Update the backlog cost (penalty terms) ρi in order to accomplish the existing constraints over
the aggregate rate ri = ∑ j∈N l(i, j)g j.
To note that with the hypothesis on concavity of Ui(gi), the optimal solution of local problem
(5.13) is given by:
d
dgi
Ui(g*i )−qi = 0 (5.14)
being g*i the value of gi that maximizes function in (5.13). Moreover in (5.14) qi is given and g*i
depends on qi. We can therefore define a function zi(qi)
zi(qi) : qi → g*i , so that
d
dgi
Ui(g*i ) = qi, (5.15)
zi(qi) is the optimal solution of local problem (5.13). Notice that since Ui(gi) is strictly concave,
zi(qi) is a strictly decreasing function of qi.
Let in the following denote with z(q) = diag{zi(qi)} a diagonal matrix with zi(qi) defined in (5.15)
as elements on its main diagonal. Notice that by definition made in (5.3) and (5.15), one can write:
R = L · z(q).
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5.4. Distributed flow control law formulation
In this section a dynamic system in the form (5.3)-(5.4) is proposed and an equilibrium analysis is
carried out.
5.4.1. Penalty function Γ
At each node the following local constraints should be satisfied:
(a) pi(t) = φri(t)≤ hi
(b) ri(t)≤ ci
For any node i ∈ Ne, hi/φ < ci, then constraint (b) is achieved if (a) is fulfilled. For node i ∈ Ne the
following coupled dynamic (ηi(t),ρi(t)) will be considered:
η˙i(t) =
(φri(t)−hi) ηi > 0[φri(t)−hi]+ ηi = 0
ρ˙i(t) =
β1(α1ηi(t)+φri(t)−hi) ρi > 0[β1(α1ηi(t)+φri(t)−hi)]+ ρi = 0
(5.16)
where [a]+ = a if a > 0, otherwise [a]+ = 0. In (5.16) ηi is an increasing function of node utiliza-
tion, while ρi is the penalty function and α1,β1 > 0 are positive constants. Notice that ρi(t) is a
positive variable, and therefore we have that ρi(t) = [ρi(t)]+.
Equilibrium analysis: let (η i,ρ i) be an equilibrium point for (5.16). We note that η i cannot
be positive. Indeed, if η i > 0 we have ri =
hi
φ , but from the ρi(t) dynamic ρ˙ i = 0 means
η i = 0, which is in contrast with the hypothesis on η i. On the other hand, if η i = 0, we have
ri ≤ hiφ and from dynamic on ρi(t) it results: 1) ρ i = 0 if ri < hiφ or 2) ρ i > 0 if ri = hiφ . Then,
the slackness property on ρi is verified. We can conclude that the unique equilibrium point
here is η i = 0 and ρ i ≥ 0, with ρ i > 0 for saturated links.
On the other hand, for any node i ∈ Nq the coupled dynamic (ωi(t),ρi(t)) will be adopted:
ω˙i(t) =
(ri(t)− ci) ωi > 0[ri(t)− ci]+ ωi = 0
ρ˙i(t) =
β2(α2ωi(t)+ ri(t)− ci) ρi > 0[β2(α2ωi(t)+ ri(t)− ci)]+ ρi = 0
(5.17)
with α2,β2 > 0 being positive constants.
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Equilibrium analysis: let (ω i,ρ i) be an equilibrium point for (5.17). Similarly to the previ-
ous analysis, problem (5.17) has a unique equilibrium point ω i = 0 and ρ i ≥ 0 with ρ i > 0
for saturated links.
5.4.2. Generation rate control F
Generation rate at each node is dynamically set according to the following law:











being a, b control law gains. Notice that gi(t) is a positive variable, and therefore we have that


























and 0≤ φ ≤ 1.
5.5. Convergence and stability analysis
In this section, the dynamic properties of the proposed distributed control law are analysed. We
provide a convergence theorem that shows that the proposed dynamic law converges to a point
that coincides to the optimal solution of the primal problem. Additionally, a stability theorem
is provided. In particular, we provide a suitable Lyapunov function and we can demonstrate the
global asymptotic stability of the proposed control law by making use of the LaSalle invariance
principle.
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5.5.1. Convergence analysis
Theorem 1. The steady-state rate of the proposed dynamic system (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18) equals the







a ·b ·gi)−φ ·gi (5.22)
with fi(gi) given in (5.20).
Proof. It is known that the optimal solution of the dual problem coincides with the g* without
duality gap if and only if (Proposition 5.1.5 in [112]) the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
are met. In [107] authors show that for the problem in the form (5.1) KKT conditions are met
for a dynamic system in the form (5.4) provided that certain conditions are met. For the sake of
clearness, such result (Theorem A) has been reported in the Appendix C. To demonstrate that the
proposed dynamic system (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18) converges to the optimal solution of given problem
(5.7), we only have to show that hypotheses of Theorem A hold.
Hypothesis (C1) of Theorem A holds since equilibrium points of (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18) exist as pre-
viously demonstrated and ρi, gi are positive state variables. Hypotheses (C2) and (C4) of Theorem
A hold as well. Indeed, function Fi in (5.18) is continuously differentiable and δFiδqi ̸= 0 for all
(gi,qi) ∈ D. Moreover, fi in (5.20) is a strictly decreasing function since
d fi
dgi
=− 2a ·b ·gi
(1+a ·b ·g2i )2
< 0
for each gi > 0. Consequently, Ui defined in (5.22) is strictly concave. Finally, since hypothesis
(C3) of Theorem A holds as above stated, we conclude that all the hypotheses of Theorem A are
verified and result follows.
5.5.2. Stability analysis
In this section, an analysis of stability for the proposed control is studied. Inspired by the stability
analysis provided in [111], the proof is composed of two parts: 1) firstly, we show that the proposed
dynamic system is stable in the Lyapunov sense; 2) secondly, under the assumption that L is a full
row rank matrix, the global asymptotic stability is demonstrated through the LaSalle invariance
principle.
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where gi is the steady-state rate at node i, while zi(qi) is defined in (5.15) and is a decreasing
function of qi. Φi(qi) is then non negative for all qi and Φi(qi) = 0 if and only if qi = qi.















































· ρ˙ = ∑
j∈Ne
(
r j− r j
)
ρ˙ j + ∑
j∈Nq
(




Now we are ready to prove the following result:
Theorem 2. The (unique) equilibrium point of system with dynamic (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18) is stable
in the Lyapunov sense. Moreover, if the routing matrix L is a full row rank matrix, then the dynamic
system is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Proof is based on the Lyapunov stability theorem and is similar to demonstration provided
in [111]. In particular we are interested to find a suitable Lyapunov function for the dynamic
system (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18). A candidate function we propose is:






























V is function of variables η j, ω j, ρ j and is a non negative function, since it is the sum of non
negative terms. Moreover, V (η ,ω ,ρ ) = 0 at equilibrium (η ,ω ,ρ ) = (η ,ω ,ρ ) since as above
demonstrated: a) η j = 0, ρ j ≥ 0, with ρ j > 0 for energy-saturated nodes (i.e. h j− φr j = 0); b)
ω j = 0, ρ j ≥ 0, with ρ j > 0 for rate-saturated nodes (i.e. c j− r j = 0); c) Φi(qi) = 0. Additionally,
V is radially unbounded, since for each (η ,ω ,ρ ) such that ||(η ,ω ,ρ )|| →+∞, V →+∞. Finally,
V is a non increasing function of time. To show that, let derive V in respect to the time. We have:
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) · ρ˙ j + ∑
j∈Nq
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r j− r j
) · ρ˙ j)
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Now we show that ve( j) for all j ∈ Ne and vq( j) for all j ∈ Nq as well are non positive functions.
Let analyse ve( j) by dividing its domain of definition (η j,ρ j) into four separated semi-planes. We
have:
1. (η j = 0∧ρ j > 0) According to model (5.16) it results:
ve( j) = (h j−φr j)β1(φr j−h j)< 0
2. (η j = 0∧ρ j = 0)
ve( j) = (h j−φr j)β1max{0,(φr j−h j)}
In this case if φr j < h j then ve( j) = 0. On the other hand, if φr j > h j it results ve( j) = −β (h j−
φr j)2 < 0.
3. (η j > 0∧ρ j > 0) According to the dynamic model (5.16) we obtain:
ve( j) = β1α1η jη˙ j +(h j−φr j)β1(α1η j +φr j−h j) = · · ·=−β1(h j−φr j)2 < 0
4. (η j > 0∧ρ j = 0)
ve( j) = β1α1η jη˙ j +(h j−φr j)β1max{0,(αη j +φr j−h j)}
Now, if α1η j +φr j−h j ≤ 0
(
i.e. η j ≤ h j−φr jα1
)
it results:
ve( j) = β1α1η j(φr j−h j)≤−β1(h j−φr j)2 < 0
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On the other hand, if α1η j +φr j−h j < 0 we have:
ve( j) = β1α1η j(φr j−h j)+(h j−φr j)β1(α1η j +φr j−h j) =−β1(h j−φr j)2 ≤ 0
A similar analysis can be carried out for vq( j) and it will be omitted for brevity.
In conclusion, ve( j) and vq( j) are non positive definite ∀ j and this proves that the provided system
is stable in Lyapunov sense.
To prove the global asymptotic stability of the system, we will invoke the LaSalle invariance prin-
ciple ([111, 113]), reported in Appendix C. To this aim, let define with E = {(η j,ω j,ρ j) : V˙ = 0}
the set where the derivative of Lyapunov function is zero. Moreover, let define Ee = {(η j,ρ j), j ∈
Ne : ve( j) = 0} and Eq = {(ω j,ρ j), j ∈Nq : vq( j) = 0}. Since V˙ can be decomposed as in (5.26), we
have that E = Ee∪Eq. To show the global asymptotic stability of the system, we have to show that
the largest invariant set I contained in the set E coincides with the equilibrium point of system
(5.16)-(5.17), or equivalently that no solution of system can stay identically in E other than the
equilibrium point of system (5.16)-(5.17).
Letω = [ω j(t)], η = [η j(t)], ρ = [ρ j(t)] for all j ∈ N so that (ω ,η ,ρ ) ∈ E . Additionally be η 0 =
η (0), and ρ 0 =ρ (0). At the same time, defineη e(t) = [η j(t)] and ρ e = [ρ j(t)] with j ∈Ne vectors
of initial system states so that (η e,ρ e) ∈ Ee. Let additionally be η 0e = η e(0), and ρ 0e = ρ e(0).
Finally, let denote withω q(t) = [ω j(t)], ρ q(t) = [ρ j(t)] with j ∈ Nq vectors of initial system states
so that (η q,ρ q) ∈ Eq. Additionally η 0q =η q(0), and ρ 0q = ρ q(0).
Let preliminary consider a trajectory that is fully inside the set Ee.
In this case, the evolution of dynamics related to the condition ve( j) = 0 with j ∈ Ne can be:




(b) r j <
h j
φ
∧ρ j = η j = 0
(5.27)
for all j ∈ Ne. It can be shown that the system state space belonging to Ee eventually evolves by
following a trajectory given by: η e = η 0e and ρ e = ρ 0e +ρ ′e · t, where ρ ′e = β1α1 · [η j(0)] for all
j ∈ Ne. Indeed for each j we have:
1. if η j(0) = 0 then η j(t) = 0 and ρ j(t) = ρ j(0). Indeed if initially η j(0) = 0, it remains in-
definitely in this state, from (5.27) and being r j(t)≤ h j/φ . Moreover, from system equation
(5.16) it results ρ˙ j(t) = 0 for all time t, and ρ j(t) = ρ j(0) is constant.
2. if η j(0)> 0 then η j(t) = η j(0) and ρ j = ρ j(0)+β1α1η j(0) · t. Indeed, with η j(0)> 0, we
are initially in case (a) of (5.27) and thus η j(t) remains constant due to (5.16), while ρ j(t)
grows linearly with rate ρ ′j = β1α1η j(0) and it stays in this case indefinitely.
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Consider now Eq. Condition vq( j) = 0 occurs when:
(a) r j = c j
(b) r j < c j∧ρ j = ω j = 0
(5.28)
for all j ∈ Nq. By similar considerations given above for the set Eq, it can be concluded that:
ω q =ω 0q and ρ q = ρ 0q+ρ ′q · t, where ρ ′q = β2α2 ·ω 0q for all j ∈ Nq.
Finally, consider from (5.26) that V˙ = 0 implies ve( j) = 0 for all j ∈Ne and vq( j) = 0 for all j ∈Nq.
Therefore, the state space (ω ,η ,ρ )∈ E evolves from the initial state (ω 0,η 0,ρ 0) with a trajectory
remaining inside E that is given by:
ω =ω 0
η =η 0
ρ = ρ 0+ρ ′ · t
(5.29)
where in this case ρ ′ = [ρ ′j] is a column vector of n angular coefficients given by:
ρ ′j =
 β1α1 ·η j(0) if j ∈ Neβ2α2 ·ω j(0) if j ∈ Nq (5.30)
With the definition made, we have:













= L · z
(
LT (ρ 0+ρ ′ · t)
) (5.31)





ρ ′j r˙ j(t) = 0 (5.32)
for all time t. Indeed if ρ ′j > 0, r j(t) is constant since for all j ∈ Ne condition (5.27).(a) holds and
for all j ∈ Nq condition (5.28).(a) holds as well.
Substituting the above positions (5.31) in (5.32) we have:(
ρ ′
)T
· R˙(ρ)= (ρ ′)T ·L · z˙(LT (ρ 0+ρ ′ · t)) ·LTρ ′ = 0 (5.33)
Noting that z˙= diag{z˙i(qi(t))} is strictly negative for all of its components and the above equation
holds if and only if LTρ ′ = 0, or, invoking the hypothesis of full rank on L, ρ ′ = 0. This implies






Figure 5.1.: Network topology considered for the simulation validation scenario of Sec. 5.6.
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
t ∈ (0,200) 50 30 30 30 30
t ∈ [200,500) 50 30 20 30 30
t ∈ [500,900] 50 30 10 30 30
Table 5.1.: Simulation parameters for d j in (5.11): values in black are if d j = c j, while values in
red correspond to the case d j =
h j
φ .
that for all j ∈ Ne η j(t) = 0, j ∈ Nq ω j(t) = 0 and for all j ∈ N ρ j(t) = ρ j(0). In other terms,
we have shown that the largest invariant set I contained in E is composed of just one point,
(η ,ω ,ρ ) = (η ,ω ,ρ ) that also coincides with the equilibrium point of system (5.17) - (5.16).
Recalling that V is radially unbounded, from the LaSalle invariance principle it derives that system
(5.17) - (5.16) is globally asymptotically stable.
5.6. Simulation Validation
In this section, the proposed control law (5.16)-(5.17)-(5.18) is tested. Simulation are carried out
considering the network topology in Fig. 5.1 and dynamic parameters in Table 5.1 and assuming
φ = 3.75mW/packet and n = 5.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed flow control law to satisfy har-
vesting and queue constraints, we consider the scenario where the harvesting availability at node
3 in Fig. 5.1 slightly reduces over time. As reported in Table 5.1, simulation can be analysed into
three periods of time.
During the first part of simulation (t ∈ (0,200)) d3 = c3 = 30, since the energy harvesting h3 is
sufficiently high so that Node 3 belongs to Nq. In this period of time, node rates are upper limited
by the FC application requirement (i.e. c1 = 50) and we have g5 = g4 = g3 = 10 and g2 = 20 (Fig.
5.2), that yield to have r4 = r5 = 10, r3 = 30, r2 = 20 and r1 = 50.
In the next simulation period (t ∈ [200,500)), d3 = h3/φ = 20. In this case node 3 may limit the
generation of Nodes 4 and 5 in order to fulfil rate constraint on Node 3. Moreover, we expect that
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Figure 5.2.: Dynamic evolution of the proposed simulation scenario.
node 2 increases its rate in order to maximize the aggregate rate to node 1. Results in Fig. 5.2
confirm the expected behaviour. In particular, at steady-state we have g3 = g4 = g5 = 6.66 (so that
r3 = 19.98∼ 20), while g2 = 30, so that r2 = 30 = d2 and r1 = 39.98∼ 40.
Finally, in the third period of simulation time (t ∈ [500,900)), harvesting availability further re-
duces and we have d3 = h3/φ = 10. In this case, however, the decreasing of the upper limit of r3
to d3 cannot be compensated by a further increment of r2 to fulfil load requirements since in the
previous period of time r2 was still at its maximum rate. Consequently, we expect that the overall
delivered rate to the FC (r1) is no longer at the required value, d1 = 50. Simulation in Fig. 5.2
confirms the above consideration, yielding to g5 = g4 = g3 = 3.33, r2 = 30 = d2, that hence is
r5 = r4 = 3.33, r3 = 9.99, r2 = 30 and r1 = 39.99.
5.7. Experimental validation
In this section, we experimentally validate the proposed distributed rate control over a prototyping
WSN. Specifically, the WSN has been built up with Wireless Sensor Node named "Medimote"
produced by Medinok Spa, shown in Fig. 5.3. In this section, we preliminary describe the flow
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control protocol implemented into the prototyped WSN. The experimental setup is therefore de-
scribed. Finally, experimental results are analysed.
5.7.1. Flow control protocol implementation
Flow control law in (5.16)-(5.17) is distributively implemented over a small wireless network. It is
composed of two competitive mechanisms that involve the generation rate gi and the aggregation
price qi. In particular, equation (5.18) increases the generation rates gi. As feedback from father
nodes, i receives backlogs ρi that are summed up in the aggregate price qi. A qi > 0 notifies to i to
reduce its generation rate gi, as follows from equation (5.18). Consequently, positive backlogs ρi
will reduce through one of (5.16)-(5.17) and causes qi to reduce as well. Equilibrium between gi
and qi is reached when the optimal rate is allocate.
Therefore, to achieve the flow control, the integrated wireless network is developed with a structure
composed of an application layer and a transport layer. At the former layer, a generic stream of
data is generated with rate gi and is sent through preassigned paths to FC node. Since each node is
both a generator and a router of information, it also receives packet data from its child nodes and
redirects them towards the FC. Meanly speaking, each node will send data (generated and rerouted
packets) at the average rate ri. Underneath, the transport layer implements the traffic of backlogs
to child nodes, evaluates its own backlog according to equations (5.17) and (5.16), computes the
aggregate price qi and regulates dynamically gi through (5.18).
5.7.2. Setup overview
A small network composed of 5 wireless nodes has been built for this experimental validation.
Each node is assembled with: 1) a transceiver module belonging of the Series 1 XBee DigiMesh;
2) a low power micro-controller belonging to the Microchip family; 3) few micro-sensors, such as
temperature, humidity and light sensors.
The network in Fig. 5.1 implements a Monitoring WSN and thus a stream of data is communicated
to the FC node along with the traffic of backlogs. In addition, a measurement wireless system,
composed of a gateway node and the network nodes themselves, gathers the required information
from the experimental setup and visualizes it on a PC. Details of the measurement system are
provided hereafter in this section.
Wireless network description The adopted Wireless transmitters for this experiment belong
to the Series 1 of XBee DigiMesh RF modules. Transmitters operate at 2.4 GHz carriage accord-
ing to the 802.15.4 standard and have a nominal 250kbps transmission rate, despite it is widely
acknowledged an effective 80kbps rate. These radios can perform both point-to-point and point-
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Figure 5.3.: A Wireless Sensor Node, named "Medimote" (photo by courtesy of Medinok Spa.)
used in the experimental validation section.
to-multipoint networking. Mesh topology (such as the topology in Fig. 5.1) is a type of network
where each node must not only capture and disseminate its own data, but also may serve as a relay
for other nodes, that is, it must collaborate to propagate the data in the network. From the user
side, XBee module communicates through a serial UART data interface. It supports two modes
of operation, namely AT mode and API mode. In AT (transparent) mode, the XBee radio sim-
ply relays serial data to the receiving XBee, as identified by a 64-bits address. In API mode, the
communication with the radio is achieved by sending and receiving formatted packets and repre-
sents the most practical way to use the functionalities of DigiMesh protocol as a whole, including
data redundancy and communication robustness. Another important feature of XBee transceiver
is the embedded sleep protocol. Despite XBee modules consume 50 mA in transmission state,
they can fall in a sleep state when they do not transmit data. In this case, module current require-
ment is less than 50µA. Additionally, it is fully implemented into the XBee stack the cyclic sleep
mode function where XBee modules cyclically wake up and sleep synchronously. A so called
sleep coordinator sends out a sleep synchronization packet to everyone in the network during each
wake cycle which overwrites whatever sleep settings the XBee might have previously had. These
features make XBee technology attractive for being used in low power applications.
Wireless measurement system The measurement system should not introduce perturbation
of system equilibrium, while the experiment is running on. Indeed, if measurement traffic over-
laps with ’ordinary’ traffic, the rate control equilibria is spoiled. A viable solution is to build a
supporting network composed of one gateway node connected through a star topology with the
Wireless Network under test. Gateway node is visible to each network node in order to reduce
the overhead due to data communication with the measurement system (Fig. 5.4.(a)). This is pos-
sible via the versatile XBee transceiver protocol that is able to communicate in a point-to-point
mode with visible nodes. Gateway node is then connected by a serial port with a PC that show
the received information. Although raw serial data can be easily read by many software on the
Internet (HyperTerminal, Termite, RealTerm, and so on), they show data packets as they reach the







Figure 5.4.: Setup description: (a) Measurement setup; (b) User-friendly serial interface terminal:
XReTi Translator.
PC (typically in Hexadecimal or ASCII code), making difficult to read information that the packet
contains. Moreover, the most of serial interfaces cannot save data in a viable form to be easily read
out by graphical programs, e.g. the Matlab. Motivated by these limitations, I have implemented an
user-friendly RS232 interface Terminal, named XReTi (XBee Real-Time) Translator (a snapshot
is given in Fig. 5.4.(b)). XReTi is written in Java language and uses the Java AWT for the user
interface. After having connected it to the serial COM with the desired baud rate, it periodically
polls the serial buffer to read incoming data. When buffer is flushed, data bytes are grouped into
packets (recognizable through the initial 0x7E delimiter). For each identified packet, the program
recognizes the source, the type of packet and the payload content throughout a customizable field.
After the packet translation, the interpreted packet is printed on a frontal Panel, for a real time
assessment of the monitored system. Additionally, the acquired data can be saved in a suitable text
file, to be easily read and plotted for example in the Matlab environment.
Firmware description On each wireless node, an on-board micro-controller is programmed
to implement both the application and the transport layers described above, and therefore to or-
chestrate the distributed traffic regulation. A sketch of the implemented embedded firmware is
explained in this section. In Fig. 5.5 a flowchart synthetically represents the program flow. An
event-driven finite state machine (FSM) is implemented. In particular, the state machine, namely
’nextTask’ in the flowchart, can assume 6 different states (IDLE, PRIOR, USERCOMM, CONT-
COMM, SENDMEAS and ELAB) on the basis of mainly two Interrupt Service Routines, namely


























Figure 5.5.: Flowchart description of the micro-controller firmware implemented for the experi-
mental validation section.
the Application Layer ISR and the Transport Layer ISR. In particular, the Application Layer ISR
executes when packets are received or when it is time to communicate data to the FC. Transport
Layer ISR is carried out at each backlog reception or if is the time to communicate the own backlog
to child nodes. Additionally, another ISR is added to the program flow, that is the Measurement
ISR, that is a timer-driven interrupt, periodically advising the state machine that it should commu-
nicate the node’s states to the gateway node for the measurement system. When one ISR occurs, a
specific flag (UserComm_f, ContComm_f, SendMeas_f) is set depending on the ISR occurred.
Three main states are important for the implementation of the monitoring and the transport layers:
USERCOMM, CONTCOMM and ELAB. In USERCOMM generated and received packets are
transmitted with rate ri. In CONTCOMM received and own backlogs are communicated to child
nodes. In ELAB state, the micro-controller elaborates its backlog ρi on the basis of the estimated
received data rate, and also elaborates gi basing on the aggregate price qi.
On the other hand, PRIOR state is useful to drive the state machine on the basis of the occurred
events. Finally, SENDMEAS builds and sends the measurement packet to the gateway for the
application testing. Ordinary, nextTask is in IDLE state, doing nothing than waiting for at least








Figure 5.6.: Picture of the experiment carried out at the Embedded System Laboratory, University
Federico II of Naples. Particulars are highlighted: sensor nodes (from 1 to 5), gateway
(G), photo-resistor (Ph).
one interrupt to occur. When at least one ISR happens, nextTask is event-driven to the PRIOR
state (nextTask=PRIOR). PRIOR state implements a prioritizer which on the basis of current flag
settings (UserComm_f, ContComm_f, SendMeas_f) drives the state machine to execute one state
among USERCOMM, CONTCOMM or SENDMEAS. USERCOMM has the highest priority,
it follows CONTCOMM and finally SENDMEAS. If any flag is unset or each set flag has been
still served, the machine state switches to ELAB and finally comes back to be IDLE.
5.7.3. Experimental results
The effectiveness of the above flow control law is proved in this section. A WSN configured as
in Fig. 5.1 is designed. A controlled indoor test has been carried out at the Embedded System
Laboratory, University Federico II of Naples (Fig. 5.6). Wireless nodes are battery-supplied,
while Node 3 is additionally supplied by four Sanyo AM-5907 solar harvesting cells (250mW @
5V) that are exposed under a controllable source of light. Wireless nodes are fully operative when
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Figure 5.7.: Characterization of node consumption pi (in Watt) as function of ri(t) (in packet/∆T ):
experimental data (black), linear fitting curve (red).
they transmit data, while their consumption decreases when they are in reception mode or in idle
mode. The embedded XBee low power communication protocol is used for this experiment. To
tune parameters of our controller, i.e. di in (5.11), the average power consumption pi of a sensor
node operating inside the WSN of our setup has been characterized with a step-by-step changing in
packets/∆T , Fig. 5.7. Experimental data are therefore linearly fitted to obtain pi(t) = φri(t)+ ε ,
being φ = 3.75mW/packet and ε = 15mW . ε is the average static consumption of the logic. So far,
we assumed that ε = 0. The assumption continues to hold if φri(t)≫ ε . When this condition is not
verified, the only way to achieve the energy neutrality condition is that the harvesting source has
to cover at least the static consumption of the logic. In this experiment, the energy resource h3 is
measured through a photo-resistor, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (Ph). During the indoor experimentation,
the energy resource is changed three times: from the beginning to 70 minutes test light is at highest
level and h3 ∼ 60mW ; from 70 to 130 minutes light is slightly lowered to achieve h3 = 30mW and
from 130 to the end of the experiment, light produces h3 = 20mW . We assume that under highest
level of light c3 = 50 and h3/φ ∼ 60 so that Node 3 rate is limited by capacity rate and we have
d3 = 50. Under lower light expositions the energy harvesting limits the aggregate rate and d3
decreases to d3 = 30 when h3 = 30mW and to d3 = 10 when h3 = 20mW . The experimental setup
configuration is summarized in Table 5.2. The given values of d j and c j in this experimentation
equal the values of simulation (Table 5.1). Therefore, regime values of generation rates in the
experimental validation are similar to those chosen in the simulation validation section. The
measurement system, described above, provides data from each node with an average rate of 1
sample for each 25 seconds. A discrete version of the control law with a discrete step of ∆T = 8
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(continuous lines) and the respective





the total network utility U (g).
sec. is implemented into the micro-controller. In Fig. 5.8 the network dynamics collected by





(continuous lines) and respective optimal values (dashed lines) in packets/∆T ,




in packets/∆T (Fig. 5.8(b)) and the total utilityU (g) (Fig. 5.8.(c)). As can
be seen, the aggregate rate on Node 1 is maximized both under highest and middle light intensity
levels. When, however, h3 is at its lowest value, Node 3 rate reduces and Nodes 4 and 5 do the
same, while Node 2 is still at its maximum rate. Therefore, the aggregate rate at Node 1 can no
longer be to 50, but it reduces down to 40.
5.8. Conclusion
In this chapter an optimal control law to cope with both queue congestion and energy neutral-
ity condition in EH-WSN has been proposed. Starting by a primal optimal problem formulation
and by making use of the well established theory of primal-dual Lagrange decomposition, we de-
vised a distributed control algorithm that assess the optimal solution of the primal problem. In
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
t ∈ (0,70)min. 50 30 30 30 30
t ∈ [70,130)min. 50 30 20 30 30
t ∈ [130,180]min. 50 30 10 30 30
Table 5.2.: Experimental parameters for d j in (5.11): values in black are if d j = c j, while values in
red correspond to the case d j =
h j
φ .
this formulation, the equilibrium point is function of the energy harvesting level and changes the
allocated rate of each node accordingly. In particular, when the energy harvesting is low, the allo-
cated incoming rate should be regulated in order that the energy neutrality condition is achieved.
Convergence and global asymptotic stability of the proposed control law are demonstrated. A sim-
ulation validation of the proposed control law confirms the behaviour of the proposed controller to
set dynamically the rate allocation also under variable harvesting conditions. Therefore, an exper-




Double Layer control for EH-WSN
6.1. Motivation
THE main issues required by a WSN monitoring system are to guarantee: i) that sampled in-formation from the field is opportunely collected and sent to the FC where the signal is effi-
ciently reconstructed; ii) network operability by preventing node failures when the battery runs out
of energy. Compressive Sensing (CS) is a sampling paradigm which exploits the compressibility
of signals in order to reduce the number of data required for data compression and reconstruc-
tion, [48, 62]. The main aim is to achieve low values of the Mean Square Error (MSE) between
the recovered signal and the original one (reconstruction error in the following). Recently, it has
been introduced Random Sampling CS (rsCS) ([114]) that is more suitable than the standard CS
algorithm for the WSN scenario ([115, 116, 117]) as the number of measurements required for
the signal reconstruction is lower than the number of sensors nodes. Therefore, rsCS improves
network lifetime but degrades the reconstruction error than the CS method. In this respect, it is of
interest to devise a control strategy in order to guarantee good performances in terms of both the
reconstruction error and network lifetime.
6.1.1. Related Works and chapter Contribution
In the literature, reconstruction error and network lifetime performances are typically controlled
apart. A scheme widely adopted to control the reconstruction error is depicted in Fig. 6.1 ([116,
119, 120]). It consists of a centralized controller that sets a control variable (pFC in Fig. 6.1)
in order to obtain a desired level of signal reconstruction error (MSE in Fig. 6.1). Specifically,
in this scheme the reconstruction error MSE is evaluated by the FC on the base of the received
compressed data from the network Rg = [R
(i)
g ]. The compressed information generated at each












Figure 6.1.: General scheme of rsCS consisting of a centralized FC controller and a network of
sampling nodes. On the base of incoming rate Rg the FC sets the control parameter
pFC in order to achieve the desired MSE.
node R(i)g depends on the node sampling probability p(i) that in turns is function of the FC control
variable pFC. On the basis of MSE and a measured MSE, the FC control evaluates pFC in order to
steer the MSE close to the desired one MSE. Authors in [120] present a controller able to ensure
the desired reconstruction error, while the network lifetime is not taken into account.
In [121] authors propose an energy saving rsCS scheme to improve network lifetime by reducing
the sampling rate of nodes with low energy. Although this scheme reduces power consumption,
many disadvantages arise. Firstly, it is assumed that the power consumption in the WSNs is dom-
inated by the sensing operations, while typically the most part of power consumption is due to
wireless communication ([23, 45]). Secondly, there is not an explicit controller that regulates the
reconstruction error to a desired value. This degrades the signal reconstruction performance as the
network approaches to the end of its life. This chapter proposes a two-layer controller that is able
to simultaneously assess the desired reconstruction error and improve network lifetime. It is devel-
oped on two layers: a global controller at the FC layer and local controllers at sensor node layer.
The global controller (FC control block in Fig. 6.1) is implemented at FC level aimed to regulate
the reconstruction error to a desired value, given as set point. On the other hand, local controllers
(atomic i block in Fig. 6.1), tries to limit the power consumption at the node by controlling both
the sampling probability and incoming traffic route.
6.1.2. Chapter Organization and Notation
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the background of CS and rsCS is
briefly introduced. The EH-WSN model used in the chapter is presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV
performance metrics are defined. In Sec. V the proposed two-layer controller scheme is described.
In Sec. VI a simulation validation and a performance evaluation comparison with two main rsCS
schemes in the literature are carried out. Conclusions are given in Sec. VII. The following notation
will be use in the chapter. We indicate with X (i) the i-th component of vector X, namely X= [X (i)].
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To distinguish between vectors and matrices, capital Greek letters in bold, e.g. Θ, will denote
matrices. The following operators on vectors are defined. L1 and L2 norms on vector X will be
indicated with ||X||L1 and ||X||L2 , respectively. |(·)| indicates the absolute value of its argument (·).




X (i), being n the vector
size. Let s represents a stochastic variable, we indicate with <s> and with var(s) the average and
the variance of s, respectively.
6.2. Random Sampling Compressive Sensing in EH-WSN
So far, in Chapter 3.5 we have analysed three different type of CS proposed in literature and
applied on WSN: standard CS (sCS), random sampling CS (rsCS) and adaptive CS (aCS). In
that chapter we have compared the three compression methods together with classic technique of
compression and we find out that the rsCS performs better than the others in terms of Network
Lifetime and Reconstruction Error. Therefore, in this work we formulate a controller system to
dynamically regulate the performance of a WSN operating with the rsCS compression scheme.
We recall that Random sampling CS (rsCS) ([116, 121]) adopts the CS scheme (P), while the
compression algorithm (3.9) operates with a binary matrix ΨCS with only one non-zero per each
row. This implies that the network nodes have to sample at each period of time ∆T a number of
measurements nY from different nodes, thus potentially reducing the power consumption than the
standard CS.
Let denote with ∆T the discrete time step and with k ·∆T (in the following k for brevity) the generic
discrete time, with k ∈ N and N being the set of natural numbers. During the generic time period
[(k− 1)∆T,k∆T ], node i generates an average number of sampled data that will be denoted with
gi(k) and referred to as generation rate. In this chapter we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that
each packet contains only one sensed data. Let define p(i)(k) the average sampling probability of
node i in the period [(k−1)∆T,k∆T ], it results:
gi(k) = R · p(i)(k) (6.1)
being R the maximum generation rate. From (6.1) it results that gi(k) = 0 if p(i)(k) = 0 and
gi(k) = R if p(i)(k) = 1. Moreover, a wireless node is also characterized by a flow of packets
coming from the rest of network. Let ri(k) denotes the average value of the incoming rate in the
period [(k− 1)∆T,k∆T ], the average number of transmitted packets (outgoing rate) ti(k) is given
by:
ti(k) = gi(k)+ ri(k) (6.2)





such that ri(k) depends on upstream tree U
(i)
Ω . Node consumption can be related to the rsCS as
shown in Chapter 5.6. In this context, we consider the dynamic evolution of the battery energy in
its discrete form
ei(k+1) = ei(k)+hi(k)−∆ei(k) (6.4)
as in equ. (3.6), with the only difference that in this case we have added the term hi(k) that is
the harvested energy and ∆ei(k) is the energy spent by node i in the time period [(k−1)∆T,k∆T ].
Notice that differently by (3.6), in (6.4) we omit apex on ei(k) since it is implicitly refers to the rsCS
compression scheme. Let for sake of compactness, define Eb(k) = [ei(k)]T for all i. The harvesting
source hi(k) in (6.4) is a single realization of a stochastic process E
(i)
h at node i modelled as a i.i.d.




. The node power consumption















Notice that the proposed battery dynamic model takes into account both the network traffic (by
means of U (i)Ω ) and the sampling probability p
(i) (by means of gi(k), as it results from (2)).
6.3. Network Performances
In what follows, we consider as network performances the network lifetime, namely Tl , defined
in Sec. 3.3.1 and the reconstruction error, namely MSE, defined in Sec. 3.3.2. For easiness of
reading, we recall their definitions.
Network Lifetime Tl is defined as the lifetime of the node in the network that firstly depletes its





















Figure 6.2.: Global controller at the FC layer.
6.4. The two-layer controller scheme
In order to regulate the trade-off of the two network performances defined above, in this chapter
we propose a two-layer controller composed of: a global controller implemented at the FC and a
local controller performed by each sensor node. In the following, the proposed schemes ([118])
will be detailed.
6.4.1. Global controller
The proposed FC controller evaluates the control variable pFC according to the standard Proportional-
Integral control law ([122]):





where Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gain and ε( j) is the difference between the set
point MSE and the measured one.
Notice that the evaluation of the MSE cannot be performed continuously on time as it requires the
sampling of X and X(nY ) to evaluate (7), with an additional amount of power consumption. It is
then necessary to compute the MSE less frequently than each time step k. In the following of the
chapter, we assume that MSE is evaluated at time k ·M, with 1≪M≪M′. In order to have a value
of MSE also when it has not been computed, we will consider its estimation M̂SE given by:
M̂SE( j) = αM̂SE( j−1)+(1−α)MSE(k ·M) (6.8)
for j ∈ [k ·M,(k+ 1) ·M). In (6.8), α is the oblivion parameter and MSE(k ·M) is the measured
value of the MSE at time k ·M. This moving average estimator is denoted by estim block in Fig.
6.2.
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Figure 6.3.: Local controllers implemented at each node i-th: box 1) controller of node sampling
probability p(i); box 2) routing energy-aware controller of node weight ω(i).
Therefore, in the control law (6.7) an estimation ε̂( j) = MSE− M̂SE( j) will be used in place of
ε( j) = MSE−MSE( j). The final global controller at the FC results:





and it is depicted in Fig. 6.2. The periodic evaluation of the reconstruction error MSE(k ·M) in
(6.8) is carried out by a specific procedure that we name MSE evaluation phase.
During this phase, the FC receives from the network both X and YCS vectors. Once X(nY ) is
computed from vector YCS by means of the procedure described in Sec. II, FC uses X and X(nY ) to
compute MSE according to (6.6). This operation is represented in Fig. 6.2 by the MSE eval block.





ε̂( j). Then the FC communicates pFC to network nodes that update their
generation rates gi(k ·M′) according to the local control law (detailed in the next subsection).
6.4.2. Local controllers
In the following, we will introduce two local controllers that respectively leverage on the gi(k)
and ri(k) to bound the power consumption (according equation (6.5)) while it is guaranteed the
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requirement on the reconstruction error MSE. The two controllers have been depicted in Fig. 6.3
and are highlighted by box 1 and box 2.
The first local controller (box 1 in Fig. 6.3) acts on the node sampling probability p(i)( j) to regulate
gi( j) according to (6.1) and to reduce the power consumption. Specifically, we propose for node i
to update its own sampling probability p(i)( j) for j ∈ [k ·M′,(k+1) ·M′) according to the following
energy-aware law:





where: pFC(k ·M′) is the global feed-forward term generated by the global controller at time k ·M′,








ez(k ·M′) is the average
battery energy over the network at time k ·M′. Equation (6.10) ensures that the local sampling prob-
abilities p(i)( j) are distributed around the control variable pFC according to their residual energy
















) = pFC(k ·M′)
such that in the average network nodes generate packets to guarantee the desired MSE. Addition-
ally, nodes with higher available energy ei( j) have their sampling probability p(i)( j) greater than
node with lower energy.
In order to further improve the energy efficiency, we consider an additional control law (box 2 in
Fig. 6.3) so that weights in the Dijkstra’s paths are fixed on the basis of node residual energy. In
this way, by equation (4) we control ri to bound the power consumption, according equation (6).
The local control law sets node Dijkstra’s weight at time k ·M′′, with M′′ > M′, according to the
following energy-aware routing law:











where β = βei(0) and β > 0. The proposed law assigns an higher value to ω
(i) of such nodes
that have lower residual energies. In particular, ω(i)(k ·M′′) ∈ [1,1+β ], with ω(i)(k ·M′′) = 1 if
node’s battery is full (ei(k ·M′′) = ei(0)) and ω(i)(k ·M′′) = 1+β when node battery is empty (i.e.
ei(k ·M′′) = 0). The unit term in (6.11) only avoids ω(i)(k ·M′′) to be zero if ei(0) = ei(k ·M′′).
The main aim of the control law (6.11) is to reduce the cardinality of the upstream tree set U (·)Ω of
those nodes that have a lower residual energy, thus reducing their incoming rate.
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Remark Notice that the local controllers at the network nodes act significantly faster than the
global controller located at the FC. Indeed, the global control variable pFC(k ·M′) (equation 6.9)
and the local control variables p(i)(k) (equation (6.10)) and ω(i)(k ·M′′) (equation (6.11)) are
updated respectively at time k ·M′ , k, k ·M′′ , with 1≪M′ < M′′ .
6.4.3. The two-layer controller implementation









can be distributively estimated in runtime
through some cooperative algorithms (e.g. the average consensus [123, 124, 125]), this implies












with pFC given by (10). Then the FC sends the computed pFC to all network nodes. Consequently,
the local control law at node (6.10) can be implemented by:
p(i)( j) = pFC(k ·M′) · ei( j). (6.13)
Eb(k ·M′) may be obtained by the FC from the network during the last MSE evaluation phase.
Indeed, while the FC receives X from the WSN, Eb(k ·M′) can be piled up into packets containing
X. In this way, no additional energy consumption is required.
6.5. Simulation validation
In this section we will validate the network performances achieved by the proposed two-layer con-
troller. Simulations have been carried out under the MATLAB environment, such that the power
consumption of the WSN is simulated by means of the provided model. The rsCS compression
schemes are applied over a representative thermal profile characterized by compressible signal in
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domain with nS = 30. We use the L1-magic tool [126] running
under MATLAB in order to achieve the reconstruction algorithm (P). Results will be compared
with the following other two rsCS techniques existing in literature:
1) Standard rsCS (shortly S-rsCS, [121, 127]). In this case, it is assumed that
p(i) = p (6.14)
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performance achieved with the S-rsCS strategy under rsCS with p(i) = p ∀i,
p ∈ (0,1].
where p ∈ [0,1]. This scheme is also referred to Uniform rsCS. The performance of the S-rsCS





over the set MSE of 5000 MSE measurements (i.e. MSE = [MSE(i)] i = 1..5000).













∼ 0.1 is with p = 0.57. Therefore, the results in Fig. 6.4
may be used to design the value of p to get the desired MSE.
2) Energy Aware rsCS (shortly EA-rsCS [121]). In this case, the sampling probability p(i) is no









By the control law (6.15) a lower generation rate is assigned to those of nodes with lower residual
energy and, on the other hand, an higher generation rate to such nodes with higher residual energy.
In Table 6.1 we summarize the values of model parameters that will be adopted in the following
simulations.
6.5.1. Nominal scenario
Firstly, we compare the S-rsCS and EA-rsCS with the proposed Two-Layer rsCS (later called
TL-rsCS) assuming ei(0) = 100J ∀i, MSE = 0.15 and absence of harvesting sources (i.e. hi(k) =
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WSN model parameters Control parameters
n = 100 nodes Kp = 0.1
ET H = 0.1J Ki = 0.5
φ0ACQ = 7.97µJ α = 100
φ0RX = 10µJ β = 100
φ0TX = 0.1mJ M = 100





= 1µJ ∀i M′′ = 5000
Table 6.1.: EH-WSN model and control parameters considered in the simulation validation.



























Figure 6.5.: S-rsCS strategy: (a) Uniform sampling probability p(i) = p = 0.5 ∀i; (b) Dynamic
evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c) Dynamic evolution of ε = MSE−MSE with
MSE = 0.15.
0 ∀i,k). Simulation results are depicted in Figs. 6.6-6.7 where it is shown the dynamic evolution
of p(i), Eb(k) and the error ε( j).
According with the S-rsCS scheme (Fig. 6.5), nodes transmits with a sampling probability p(i) =




∼ 0.15, according to the performance
analysis of Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.5(c) the time evolution of ε( j) is depicted. As in this case node
traffic is meanly constant over time, ei(k) evolves with a constant discharge rate (Fig. 6.5(b)). We
evaluate the network lifetime Tl that is presented in Table 6.2. Additionally, in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of each strategy to regulate the MSE to the set point value MSE, we compute





|ε( j)| = |MSE−MSE( j)|. This index is denoted with ε in Table 6.2. In this scenario, for the
S-rsCS it results Tl = 35 ·103 and ε = 0.0159.
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Figure 6.6.: EA-rsCS strategy: (a) Sampling probability p(i) (continuous line); (b) Dynamic
evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c) Dynamic evolution of ε = MSE−MSE with
MSE = 0.15.





































Figure 6.7.: TL-rsCS strategy: (a) Sampling probability p(i) (continuous line), sampling reference
pFC (thick line); (b) Dynamic evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c) Dynamic evolution
of ε =MSE−MSE (continuous line) and ε̂ =MSE−M̂SE (dashed line) with MSE=
0.15.
In Fig. 6.6 simulation results under the EA-rsCS strategy implemented by equation (6.15) are
shown. The parameters are fixed according to the indications given in the original reference ([121])
in order to assess the set point reconstruction error, MSE = 0.15. Dynamic evolution of the sam-
pling rate probabilities and the battery energy dynamics are pictured in Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.6(b),
respectively. According to (6.15), nodes locally set their own value of p(i)(k) on the basis of their
dynamic energy battery: the lower is node’s energy, the lower the value of p(i)(k). Differently from
the S-rsCS under the EA-rsCS case we note that the network lifetime grows up to Tl = 64 · 103
(Table 6.2). The reconstruction error continuously degrades over time, as shown in Fig. 6.6(c),
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Figure 6.8.: EA-rsCS in the presence of non uniform initial battery energies and Energy Harvest-
ing: (a) Sampling probability p(i); (b) Dynamic evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c)
Dynamic evolution of ε = MSE−MSE with MSE = 0.15.
where controller error increases during time as nodes with less energy send packets at lower rate.
In this case it results ε = 0.0393. The proposed TL-rsCS technique tries to stabilize the reconstruc-
tion error, also minimizing the power consumption. In Fig. 6.7 simulation results are presented
for initial conditions ei(0) = 100J and p(i)(0) = pFC = 0.5 ∀i. Moreover, we assume that the MSE
estimator in (9) is initialized to M̂SE(0) = 0.15, so that ε̂(0) = MSE− M̂SE(0) = 0. By com-
paring Fig. 6.6(b) and Fig. 6.7(b) we note that under the proposed scheme energies spread more
uniformly and, consequently, the network lifetime is extended up to Tl = 78 ·103 time steps (with
an increment of +22% than the Energy Aware rsCS). In addition, the FC global controller has a
good regulation performance with ε controlled close to zero (continuous line in Fig. 6.7(c)). This
is confirmed by the steady state reconstruction error index that is ε = 0.0091 (Table 6.2).
Additionally, in Fig. 6.7(c) the dynamic evolution of the estimation error ε̂ (dashed line) is de-
picted. Notice that the estimation ε̂ is close to the real value ε , thus confirming the good estimation
capability of (6.8) (see subplot in Fig. 6.7(c)).
Tl ε
S-rsCS 35 ·103 0.0159
EA-rsCS 64 ·103 0.0393
TL-rsCS 78 ·103 0.0091
Table 6.2.: Network lifetime and steady state mean error performance evaluation: nominal
scenario.
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Figure 6.9.: TL-rsCS in the presence of non uniform initial battery energies and Energy Harvesting:
(a) Sampling probability p(i) (continuous line), sampling reference pFC (thick line); (b)
Dynamic evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c) Dynamic evolution of ε = MSE−MSE
(continuous line) and ε̂ = MSE− M̂SE (dashed line) with MSE = 0.15.
6.5.2. Presence of Energy Harvesting process
Now, we compare the network lifetime of the proposed TL-rsCS strategy with the EA-rsCS strat-
egy in presence of energy harvesting with hi(k), modelled as a Uniform distribution in the range
[10−3,10−1]J. To stress the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we consider the 5% of the
network nodes having initial battery energy of 1J (i.e. much lower than the rest of nodes with ini-
tial energies of 100J). Simulation results under the EA-rsCS and the proposed TL-rsCS strategies
are respectively presented in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9. Initially the assigned sampling probabilities
assume a low value for the discharged nodes (see Fig. 6.8(a) and Fig. 6.9(a)), in accordance
with both p(i)(k) formulations (6.10) for TL-rsCS and (6.15) for EA-rsCS. Notice that under the
EA-rsCS scheme nodes with low battery level may spend energy to route packets from the nodes
of its upstream tree. Consequently, the resulting network lifetime may be low mainly in this sce-
nario of energy harvesting where the available energy can be different among the network nodes.
Indeed, the network lifetime results: Tl = 6 ·103.
Differently, the proposed control law dynamically changes the Dijkstra’s routing path according
to the local controller (6.11). In this case, the network can be divided into two groups of nodes:
the first one is characterized by nodes with high value of ei(0) and thus with a decreasing dynamic
of the battery energy (Fig. 6.9(b)). On the other hand, the second group is composed of nodes
with low ei(0) and with an increasing dynamic of battery energy. This is due to the local routing
control law (6.11) that efficiently reduces the incoming rate ri(k) of nodes of the second group,
thus allowing them to recharge their battery by means of the on-board harvesting system (Fig.
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Figure 6.10.: Tracking performance of the TL-rsCS strategy: (a) Sampling probability p(i) and
reference pFC (thick line); (b) Dynamic evolution of energy levels ei(k); (c) Dynamic
evolution of ε = MSE−MSE (continuous line) and ε̂ = MSE− M̂SE (dashed line)
with MSE = 0.15.
6.9(b)). This strongly improves the network lifetime (Tl = 75 ·103) than the EA-rsCS strategy.
Moreover, the proposed TL-rsCS strategy outperforms the EA-rsCS in terms of reconstruction
error regulation, as it appears from Fig. 6.8(c) and Fig. 6.9(c). In order to point out the benefit in
adopting the control law (6.11), we have carried out the simulation in the previous scenario when
the control law (6.11) is not adopted. In this case, the network lifetime strongly reduces to 2.7 ·103
(much lower than 75 ·103).
6.5.3. Controller tracking performance
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of the proposed TL-rsCS scheme in the MSE regu-
lation. Specifically, we assume that the required MSE varies from MSE = 0.1 to MSE = 0.15 at
k = 30 · 103. The global control law regulates pFC (Fig. 6.10(a)) in order to steer the controller
error ε close to zero (6.10(c)) despite of MSE variation. In accordance with the proposed net-
work model, the node power consumption decreases its rate as shown in Fig. 6.10(b) because an
higher MSE is required for k ≥ 30 · 103. This WSN monitoring system feature of dynamically
adjusting the desired MSE can be very useful for example when in lack of residual energy the FC
can increase the required reconstruction error in order to reduce the node consumption and in turn
elongate the network lifetime.
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6.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, a two-layer controller based on the Random Sampling Compressive Sensing (rsCS)
has been presented. The control scheme is articulated on two levels: 1) a global controller acting at
the FC level; 2) two decentralized local controllers that locally act at each node level. Specifically,
the global controller is aimed to dynamically steer the CS reconstruction error to a desired value.
On the other hand, two decentralized local laws have been considered to save battery energy: the
first one reduces the power consumption of nodes by decreasing the local sampling rate proportion-
ally to the residual battery energy, the second one dynamically reduces the incoming data traffic of
those nodes that are in lack of residual energy by changing the Dijkstra’s routing path weights. As
a result, the proposed two-layer controller is able to both ensure the desired reconstruction error
and extend the network lifetime.
We compared the proposed Two-Layer rsCS with other two strategies existing in literature: the
Standard rsCS and the Energy Aware rsCS. The former ensures stable reconstruction error over
time, but penalizes the network lifetime. Oppositely, the latter strategy increases the network
lifetime but the reconstruction error degrades over time. Simulation results show that the proposed
two-layer controller outperforms the above rsCS strategies, providing both higher network lifetime




In this dissertation, design methodology and management policies are proposed to improve EH-
WSN performances in terms of traffic congestion and energy efficiency. The first part of this Thesis
is focused on procedures to co-design the main EH-WSN hardware and software parameters that
affect the energy efficiency of a sensor node, while in the second part dynamic control strategies
have been proposed to improve EH-WSNs dynamic performances. The proposed control strategies
operate at three different levels of WSN: the physical layer, the transport layer and the application
layer. At the physical layer, it is proposed a hybrid supply system, composed of a battery and an
ultracapacitor, to preserve battery life and prolong node energy efficiency. To this aim, a model
predictive control framework based on a novel hybrid supply configuration has been formulated
and studied. The second control strategy is proposed to avoid traffic congestion and extend energy
efficiency of node. The control law is formulated as a convex min problem and a distributed
strategy is derived by the theory of primal-dual Lagrangian decomposition. The third control law
acts at the application layer to dynamically regulate the reconstruction error of a representative
compression algorithm (compressive sensing) to fulfil both user requirements and the network
lifetime. The controller is developed at two levels: a global controller at the FC level (application
layer) and local controllers at each sensor node level (transport layer).
Besides, an additional feature that runs through the dissertation is the implementation-oriented ap-
proach. In this respect, the co-design of a EH-WSN is proposed to tune hardware and software
components to achieve desired performances. In Chapter 4 a novel theoretical scheme of hybrid
harvesting system is devised and a novel control strategy suitable to be practically implemented
on micro-controllers is proposed. Additionally, it is also provided a hybrid harvesting demo board
that, through an on-board micro-controller, gives the opportunity to test the desired control strate-
gies (Appendix B). In Chapter 5, a control network traffic in order to avoid queue congestion and
node energy fault has been proposed. A distributed algorithm is validated by an experimental test
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over a small EH-WSN. The written firmware on node micro-controller, implemented in C and
structured as a state machine with interrupt management, has been described. Additionally, the
XReTi software that collects and shows the XBee messages in a user-friendly Java AWT interface
is provided.
APPENDIX A
Appendix to Chapter 2
1. I-V model approximations
In Sec. 2.5 we have considered the Taylor approximation of f (vCIN ) =
1
iCIN(vCIN)
that we report for
brevity:




In fact, the considered MPPT method constrains the PV cell voltage to assume values in a short
interval around the VMPP value. We use the ideal PV model in the following of this paper, although
a faithful PV cell model formulation can be considered ([37]). Now we derive the analytical












































































Figure A.1.: Schematic for the MPPT topology: (a) Converter and controller; (b) detail for the
timer.


























































And the charging time, T chIN , can be computed by:












2. Detailed description of the MPPT topology circuitry
In Fig. A.1 we describe the details of the circuitry implementation of the proposed MPPT topology.
Letting VL = 3.3 V be the stabilized load supply voltage, and vCIN the PV voltage, the aim of
the controller is to assess vCIN = VMPP and VUC ≤ VmaxUC where VMPP and VmaxUC are respectively the
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Component Part Name Nominal characteristics
"Voltage divider 1-2",
Hysteretic Comparator "Driver", ≃ 6µA
(LTC1440) "Smart Timer", at 3.3 V
"UTCUC"
Sample and Hold "S&H" ≃ 5µA
(DG412) at 3.3 V
LDO regulator "voltage regulator" ≃ 3.3µA
(MPC1702) at 3.3 V
input capacitor "CIN" CIN = 220µF
ESR < 10mΩ
NPN Switcher VCminDROP = 1V
Power Transistor with iCIN = 100mA
Table A.1.: Electric characteristics for the MPPT topology scheme.
maximum power point and the maximum UC voltage. In order to reduce the power consumption
and to use a low power supplied device, the proposed scheme considers the fractions v*CIN = 0.2vCIN
and V *UC = 0.5VUC of the measured variables. Similarly, VMPP is scaled as V
*
MPP = 0.2σVVOC. The
above variable reductions are implemented by the "Voltage divider 1" and "Voltage divider 2" in
Fig. A.1(a). The tracking of the VMPP is implemented by the ContHyst Driver block (LTC1440). The
condition VUC ≤ VmaxUC is ensured by the "UTCUC" block. Indeed, the block disables the Driver (i.e.
the energy transfer to the UC) if VUC >VmaxUC . The scaled measured variables are sampled and hold
by the device "DG412" in Fig. A.1(a). The "Smart Timer" block [128, 129] that is implemented
by the LTC1440 component, enables the S&H device and inhibits the charging process during
the sample time. The scheme is completed by the converter, UC and load. The load voltage
is stabilized by the "MPC1702" component that is a voltage stabilizer with low leakage current,
suitable for low power applications. Notice that the PV cell directly supplies the Driver.
The design effort is focused on the reduction in static power consumption. The following ICs have
been used to implement the prototype:
a) the "Voltage dividers", "Driver" and "UTCUC" have been implemented by the IC LTC1440 that is
an Ultra Low Power Single Comparator;
b) the "Smart Timer" has been implemented by the LTC1440 as shown in Fig. A.1(b). It generates
a square waveform according to the following behavior. The voltage at the terminal IN+ is fixed at
a self-generated reference voltage, V IN
+




, VtimerOUT = 1 for the time interval
spent to charge the capacitance Ct . The time interval depends on the time constant τ1 = Rt1 ·Ct .








then VtimerOUT = 0. In this situation, the voltage
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to the terminal IN− decreases by virtue of the effect of the Ct discharge according to the time
constant τ2 = Rt2 ·Ct . The above timer consumes less energy than the standard one NE555 usually
used in the literature [31].
As depicted in Fig. A.1(a), the proposed controller topology is not supplied by an external bat-
tery, but uses both the PV cell and the UC as energy sources. We have experimentally measured
the mean solar harvesting controller power absorption Pcnt ∼ 330µW . On the base of data sheet
component characteristics in TABLE A.1 the computed static power consumption of controller
components as Pcnt = 130µW lower than the measured one because it does not take into account
of the power dynamic consumption as well as the passive resistive components used for the cir-
cuit polarization. Moreover, the overall measured efficiency ηme is greater than ηMIN because the
measured controller power consumption is low (Pcnt ∼ 330µW )
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Figure B.1.: Hardware implementation for the hybrid system scheme in Fig. 4.2.
An hardware implementation of the proposed supply system in Fig. 4.2 is proposed in this Ap-
pendix. In Fig. B.1 the block scheme summarizes the system implementation. In particular: 1)
red lines and blocks are the power logic chain where energy is converted from harvesting, is col-
lected into batteries and is provided on demand to a load. Trapezes are two selectable electronic
switchers, the first one is adopted to select the battery or the ultracapacitor from recharge and the
second is used to supply node from one of the two devices; 2) black lines and blocks, are aimed at
the supply system control, through a micro-controller; 3) blue lines represent voltage and current
probes to monitor and measure the state of the hybrid system.
Block scheme in Fig. B.1 has the following characteristics:
1. composed of battery and ultracapacitor as well;
2. able to recharge both battery and the ultracapacitor (on selection) from a renewable source,
such as solar or vibrations;
3. able to supply a load (e.g. a WSn) from one of battery and ultracapacitor, on selection;
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4. able to trigger node duty cycle allocation;
5. integrates a micro-controller to manage the energy from harvesting source and to the load by
selectively choosing which device to use.
With the use of the on-board micro-controller, it is possible to orchestrate the energy management
policy by measuring the system state (harvesting and load currents, battery and ultracapacitor drop
out voltage) and by controlling system input and output switchers and the duty cycle of the node.
Notice that the proposed implementation scheme is a versatile demo board for energy management
strategy development, since different strategies and hybrid schemes (such as those shown in Fig.
4.1.(a)-(e)) can be coded into a suitable firmware to be uploaded into micro-controller.
Hardware Overview
Main hardware components included for the implementation of the above electronic scheme are
presented in this section.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure B.2.: From LTC3330 Datasheet: Efficiency of the integrated (a) Buck-Boost Converter and
(b) Buck Converter under different current load conditions.
H and L blocks They are two dc/dc converters that provide suitable regulated voltage from the
harvesting and to supply the node. The core of these blocks is the IC LTC3330 device from Linear
Technology. The LTC3330 is a 5mm x 5mm QFN-32 Package that combines renewable energy
from a harvesting source and energy stored from a backup battery to deliver power to a stable
voltage output supply. Internally, the LTC3330 is built with a buck switching regulator for the
harvesting conversion, while a buck-boost switching regulator converts backup battery energy to
the output. Converters are controlled by an internal prioritizer that selects which conversion branch
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is to be used, (Fig. B.2a). It is a threshold-based controller that uses the harvesting source (the buck
converter branch), if harvested energy suffices to supply the output, otherwise it uses the battery
(the buck-boost branch). In this case, the LTC3330 buck branch polarizes the harvesting device
within preassigned voltage ranges in order to orchestrate the maximum power point polarization
of the harvesting source. The device suits many applications such as: Energy Harvesting, Solar
Powered Systems with Primary Cell Backup, Wireless HVAC Sensors and so on. Additionally, the
declared IC conversion efficiency can be above the 90%. In Fig. B.2 the efficiency of the LTC3330
is reported. As can be seen, better efficiency of conversion can be achieved by setting up the output
voltage to 3.5V. Additionally, to cope with internal losses, ideal configuration performs better if
a current load greater than 1mA is supplied. Finally, as suggested by datasheet, better efficiency
performance is obtained with a 22µH output switching inductor.
(a) (b)
Figure B.3.: From NTGD1100L Datasheet: a) Simplified Internal scheme; b) Series ON resistance
as function of input voltage.
Switchers Trapezes blocks are implemented through the NTGD1100L block that is a discrete
switcher in P-mos pass transistor configuration. It integrates a P- and N- Channel MOSFET in a
single package, in configuration of Fig. B.3a. This device is particularly suited for portable elec-
tronic equipment where low control signals, low input voltages and high currents are needed. The
P-Channel device is specifically designed using ON Semiconductor state-of-art trench technol-
ogy. The N-Channel MOSFET functions as a level-shifter to drive the P-Channel. The N-Channel
MOSFET has internal ESD protection and can be driven by logic signals as low as 1.5V. The
NTGD1100L operates on supply lines from 1.8V to 8.0V and can drive loads up to 3.3A with
8.0V applied to both the input (pin 4) and the control line (pin 5). Features of this device are: a)
input voltage in range 1.8V to 8.0V; c) control line voltage in range 1.5 to 8.0V; b) extremely low
series resistance for input voltages greater than 2V (Fig. B.3b).
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Microcontroller block unit A micro-controller is used to manage the hybrid system. If, in
principle, every micro-controller can be used for this purpose (low power PIC, dsPIC, etc.), the
selection of this component is strictly related to the computation required to manage the board
and the power consumption. Algorithms such as the conservative and the adaptive policies can
be implemented with low power micro-controllers, while dsPICs are typically adopted to develop
model predictive control computations ([130]).
(a) (b)
Figure B.4.: From LT6118 Datasheet: a) Simplified Internal scheme and polarization; b) Amplifier
gain vs. input frequency.
Voltage and Current probes The LT6118 is a 8-Lead MSOP high side current sense device
that incorporates a precision current sense amplifier, an integrated voltage reference and a latching
comparator. The input and the open-drain output of the comparator are independent from the cur-
rent sense amplifier. The amplifier gain is configured with external resistors. The 1MHz bandwidth
allows the LT6118 to be used for precise current-to-voltage amplifier. Voltage references are read
by the micro-controller through the integrated ADC converters.
System sizing
The sizing of circuit components has been selected according to the previous experience reported in
Chapter 2 and Appendix A. In particular the following "rules" for the hardware design are applied:
1. reducing the number of circuit components and using low power active circuits;
2. reducing, whenever possible, resistive paths through the ground or choosing high impedance
paths if present;
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3. power paths may be obtained with low path impedance in order to avoid power dissipation
along the wire, therefore short and thick wires should be considered.
About the dimensioning of block H, the formulation of the harvesting conversion and system au-
tonomy in Chapter 2 can be considered. In particular, CUC = 20F is chosen by considering equ.
(2.13) and PMPP = 900mW . Moreover, about harvesting efficiency, from equ. (2.7), can be se-
lected VH = 1V , that gives a theoretical input conversion efficiency of about 91% having assumed
σ = 0.76, nt = 15 and Vt = 0.025V . From equation (2.23) the output conversion efficiency formu-
lation can be considered in principle to select a proper size of the switching induction and input
capacitance, since the LTC3330 uses a buck converter to harvest the energy, the same converter
configuration that is used into the experimentation carried out in Chapter 2. However, in this spe-
cific case, the manufacturer documentation is considered instead. In particular, the LCT3330 is
optimized to work with a switching inductor of 22µH value and a maximum input capacitance of
200µF , which ensures also the inductor peak current to be at its maximum (250mA). With the set-
tings considered, from manufacturer’s output conversion plot in Fig. B.2.(a), we have ηT P > 90%.
Board topology overview and PCB realization
(a) (b)
Figure B.5.: CAD design of the Smart Harvester board (Altium Designer): a) PCB layout and b)
3D view.
In Fig. B.5 the PCB layout and the 3D view of the project are shown. In Fig. B.5a, four main
areas of the Smart Hybrid Harvester board are highlighted. White shaded ovals represent the power
inputs, from which renewable sources (e.g. solar, vibrations, thermal, RF or grid) can be connected
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Figure B.6.: A photo of the proposed hybrid system scheme.
to the board. Red shaded box is the micro-controller section. Yellow oval is one of the two units
used to probe current from harvesting. Blue box is the output where signal is level-shifted, and
power is delivered to the load. The remaining part of the board logic manages power from the
harvesting, collects energy into the accumulation devices (that have been placed on the bottom
side of the board) and provides power to the output. Finally, in Fig. B.6 a photo of the fabricated
PCB board has been reported.
APPENDIX C
Appendix to Chapter 5
1. Primal-Dual convergence
In this section, the main result in [107] is reported. Let consider the dynamic system (5.3)-(5.4)




Additionally, let define the following conditions:
(C1) For all i ∈N, Fi and γi are nonnegative functions so that gi and ρi are non-negative variables.
Moreover, equilibrium points of system equations, namely gi ∀i, exist.
(C2) For all i, Fi are continuously differentiable and δFiδqi ̸= 0 ∈ {(gi,qi)|gi > 0,qi > 0}. Moreover,
fi in (5.5) is a nonincreasing function.
(C3) Let (ρ i,ri) ∀i denote the penalty and the aggregate rate at node i at the equilibrium. If
γi(ρ i,ri) = 0 then r j ≤ c j with equality if ρ j > 0.
(C4) For all i, fi are strictly decreasing functions.
Theorem A
Suppose assumptions (C1) and (C2) hold. Then the equilibrium state of dynamic system (5.3)-
(5.4) exists. Additionally, (gi, ρ i) solves both primal problem (5.7) and the corresponding dual
problem if and only if condition (C3) holds. Finally, if assumption (C4) holds, then Ui are strictly
concave ∀i and the optimal vector g* = [g*i ] of primal problem is unique and then gi = g*i ∀i.
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Figure C.1.: Set definition for the LaSalle invariance principle.
2. LaSalle Invariance Principle
Consider the generic dynamic equation:
x˙ = f (x(t)) (C.2)
Let Ω⊂D ⊂R be a set positively invariant with respect to (C.2). Let V :D →R be a continuous
differentiable function such that V˙ ≤ 0 in Ω. Let E be the set of all points in Ω where V˙ = 0. Let
additionally I be the largest invariant set in E . Then, every solution starting in Ω approaches I
as t → ∞.
The second corollary of LaSalle Invariance Principle, also known as Krasovskii’s theorem, is enun-
ciated. Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for (C.2). Let V :D →R be a continuous differentiable,
radially unbounded function such that V˙ ≤ 0 in Ω. Let E be the set of all points in Ω where V˙ = 0
and suppose that no solution can stay identically in E other than the trivial solution x(t) = 0. Then,
the origin is globally asymptotically stable.
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